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PREFACE 
This investigation is based UJ?On the living language of 
people who are residing in Kerr County at the present time, 
rather than upon former studies or treatises on the subject. 
Personal interviews were conducted in order to determine the 
prevalent usages of the area. I wish to express my sincere 
appreciation to the following informants} who gave so gener-
ously of their time: Mr. Gus F. Schreiner, Mr. Warren A. 
Rees, Mr. Felix Real} Mr. John Leinweber, Mrs. D. Knox, Mr. 
Mack Henderson, Mrs. Alfred Ellebracht, and Miss Fayrene 
Dietert. 
I am grateful to Dr. Rudolph Willard f'or .serving on my 
thesis committee. It is to Dr. E. Bagby Atwood that I owe my 
greatest appreciation. His interesting presentation of' re-
gional vocabulary in his course English 364 K in.spired me to 
want to undertake this type of study, and his kind and under-
standing direction and guidance have helped me to complete it. 
My own family deserves a great deal of credit for this 
project also, for without their help and encouragement, I 
could not have undertaken the study. I am indeed grateful to 
my husband, my daughter, and my son. 
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CHAPTER I 
BACKGROUND OF KERR COUNTY 
To the same extent that it would be impossible to understand the 
behavior of a person whose background we did not know, it would also 
be impossible to account for the vocabulary of any given locality 
without som.e attention to the nature of the area itself. Since the 
purpose of this treatise is to study the vocabulary of Kerr County, 
Texas, its origin and content, it will be necessary to familiarize 
ourselves with the geography, climate, and industries of the county, 
as well as with the history of the original settlements and with the 
cultural and social patterns which have developed within the area. 
The geography of the county is the first feature which should be 
considered as a possible influence on its choice and development of 
vocabulary features. Kerr County is a parcel of lana which was orig-
inally a part of Bexar County and which was made a separate county in 
1856. It is situated in the Edwards Plateau area of Southwest Texas. 
The maximum altitude is 1,645 feet. "The land is hilly with a rugged 
surface, partly timbered .... Most of the soil is gray and sandy loam 
1 
with some alluvials in the valleys and along the streams." To give 
some idea of the productivity o~ the soil, there are approximately 
698,957 acres in the county, of which only 24,131 are considered crop 
lands. 
1Texas Almanac, 1939-40, p. 43l. 
2 
The main stream is the Guadalupe River, which is spring fed and 
in many places cuts a deep gorge or canyon, while in a few other places 
it spreads out and is the bed for alluvial soil. The river forks at 
the little town of Hunt, which is about twelve miles north of Kerr-
ville. The river has numerous tributaries, some of the best known 
ones being Johnson Creek, Goat Creek, Town Creek, Turtle Creek, Verde 
Creek, and Quinlan Creek. Most of the timber of the county grows 
along these streams. The cypress, pecan, postoak, mesquite, and live 
oak grow profusely along their banks. In addition to the varieties of 
trees found along the streams, a small juniper, which is known locally 
as 11 Gedar brakes, 11 covers the hillsides and extendsinto the valleys. 
There is an estimated 4,750 acres in woodland in the county. 
The altitude of the county probably accounts for the year-round 
mild climat~. The mean temperat;ure is about 65 degrees. The numerous 
camps and lodges up and down the streams are evidence of the delight-
ful climate. The rainfall averages about 28.92 inches annually. Just 
as this mild climate was an inducement to the early settlers who could 
find the ultimate in protection from the elements with very little 
building cost, so today it is an inducement to those in search of 
health. A historian of the county observes, "It is dry most of the 
year, and consequently the climate is excellent for the cure of all 
forms of bronchial, asthmatic, and tubercular ailments. The county 
2 has become widely known as a health resort." There are several pri-
2Matilda Marie Real, "A History of Kerr County" (Master's thesis, 
University of Te.xas, 1942), p. 7. 
vately owned and operated sanitariums for the treatment of tuberculo-
sis, as well as the four-hundred-bed hospital maintained by the Vet-
erans Adminf$tration for the treatment of tuberculosis among the ex-
servicemen. 
The industries of the county offer another clue as to the vocabu-
lary to be ~:icpected. The first white settler of Kerr County was 
Joshua D. Brown) who had been a member of the Gonzales Colony. In 
order to secQre needed raw materials for the shiHgle industry in which 
he was engaged, he made a scouting trip into the upper Guadalupe Val-
ley in search of timber. Since the cypress trees attained great size 
along the river banks1 Brown and nine other men decided to locate on 
the present ~ite of Kerrville in order to continue the shingle-making 
industry. "The cypress trees growing along the first fifty miles of 
the Guadalu~e River were probably the reason for the settlements on 
the upper Guadalupe of that early day."3 
The most glamorous occupation which has thrived in the Hill Coun-
try in general is cattle and stock raising. "The region is devoted 
primarily to livestock raising. Probably eighty per cent of sheep and 
practically all angora goats of Texas are raised in the Edwards Fla-
teau region. Kerrville is one of the principal concentration and ship-
ping points of wool, mohair 1 and cattle. 114 The very name of Captain 
Charles Schreiner1 one of the early entrepreneurs of the county1 is 
TxtJ 
3 J. J. Starkey, Pioneer History, Vol. I 1 No. 2, p. l. 
4 Texas Almanac, 1939-401 pp. 40-41. 
synonymous with trail drivers, and his brand is well known in the 
annals of Texas ranching. In fact, most of the pioneer families are 
either directly or indirectly interested in ranching. in addition to 
the older families, there is now a great influx of people frqm many 
parts of Texas and other states, who have made heavy investments in 
ranch property. Some of these new ranchers operate their ranches as 
a hobby, while others have undertaken their new role seriously. 
4 
Another element in the background of the county is the people 
themselves. We shall first consider the German families who immi-
grated to the hills of the Guadalupe River in the late 1840's and 
early 1850's. "One German group not long out of the old country set-
tled at Comfort."5 In the year 1854 Prince Carl Solms-Braunfels led 
in the establishment of another colony of Germans in New Braunfels. 
A year later many of these people mov.ed on to Fredericksburg, a near-
by community. A few years later began the immigration of native born 
Germans into what became Kerr County proper. 'In 1857 Christian Die-
tert and his wife, the former Rosalie Hess, who were German born, 
moved to Kerr County after having lived in ~ew Braunfels, Comfort, and 
Fredericksburg. In 1859 Casper Real and Charles Schreiner came to 
Kerr County after a brief stay in San Antonio. Mr. Real was from Dtis-
seldorf, Germany, and Mr. Schreiner was originally from Riguewihr, 
France. Henry Joseph Schwethelm also came from Germany by way of New 
Braunfels and Comfort. Other German-born settlers who came in the 
5starkey, Pione~r History, Vol. I, No. 2, p. 1, FebruaryF 1933. 
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early days were Henrietta Eckstein, who later became Mrs. B. C. 
Richards, and Mary Balbino Hess. All of these old families have de-
scendants in Kerr County today, and many of them are enrolled in the 
local school. Mr. Gus Schreiner, Mr. Felix Real, and Fayrene Dietert, 
three informants for this paper, are descendants of three of these old 
German families. The German element in the population probably ac-
counts partially for the high standard of living which is ,maintained 
by most ranching families in this area. Thrift and resourcefulness 
are in evidence throughout the county. 
Captain_doseph A. Tivy, a man whose name is now applied to the 
Kerrville High School and one elementary school, was born in Canada. 
"He came from Canada and settled in Karnes County, later moving to San 
Antonio. In about 1870 he came to Kerrville with his two sisters." 6 
Another Canad1.an, but one who- had been born in England, came to Kerr 
County in the earlier days. He was B. A. Davey, who was a close 
friend of Captain Tivy. A little later the Rev. Richard Galbraith, 
who was.Jeborn in Ireland, came to Kerr County after first having set-
tled in Uvalde County. These three families, though nut direct ,from 
England, or apparently of pure EnglLsh ancestry, no doubt gave an Eng-
lish influence to the vocabulary. 
The next foreign group to be con£idered is the Spanish-Me~icans. 
"Among the early Kerr County cowboys who went up the trail were Jesus 
and Simon Ayalla. Jesus was the father of John and others of the Mex-
6Fra:nklin Junior High School Students, Kerr County, ~ History. 
6 
ican family of Ayallas who grew up in Kerrville. Others of the name 
still residing at and around Kerrville are descendants of Simon 
Ayalla. 11 7 The foregoing was written by Mr. J. J. Starkey in 1933, but 
to this day there are Ayallas, descendants of these trail drivers, who 
live in Kerrville. Another local Mexican family traces its ancestry 
to one of the bravest Indian scouts who ever lived in the pioneer days. 
He was Jose Policarpo Rodrigues, who was born in Caragoza~ Mexico, in 
1829. After a colorful career as Indian scout and true friend to the 
white settlers, he finished out his life as a Methodist missionary to 
his own people who lived in Bandera County on Privilege Creek. "Some 
of the best Mexican citizens of Kerrville came from this old Mexican 
8 
settlement." These people lef't their impact upon this iocality in a 
more pronounced fashion than would be realized by casual observation. 
However, today the very trademark of the county is a pair of cowboy 
boots and a Stetson hat, and a simulate aristocracy is determined by 
ranch holdings. "It is noteworthy that the Latin culture in Texas has 
been more persistent in livestock industries than in any other branch 
0£ Texas economic life. It was the Spanish cow primarily that stimu~ 
lated the early beef cattle industry. The present day fine Rambouillet 
sheep and Angora goat are bred up from stock that were originally in-
traduced and widely distributed in South and Southwest Texas by Span-
iards and Mexicans. 119 Thus we see that the Mexican, whose contribu-
7starkey, Pioneer History, IX, 3. 
8 Ibid., Vol. II, No. 9, p. 4. 
9Texas Almanac, 1939-40} p. 200. 
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tion to .American society is often taken too lightly, actually exerted 
considerable influence upon the foremost industry of this area. 
Several sections of the United States have contributed citizens 
to this new land. Among them we find two groups representing the cen-
tral United States--that area which was settled from the westward move-
ment out of Pennsylvania to the South and West. Kurath terms this 
area the "Midland"; according to him it comprises the land hounded on 
the north by a line drawn from the coast of New Jersey through Penn-
sylvania almost directly west across the northern part of the state, 
and on the south by a line drawn from the coast of Delaware southwest 
to include the mountainous areas of Virginia and North Carolina. The 
10 Ozarks form the western boundary. The largest group from this area 
was from Gonzales, an early Texas colony established by DeWitt in 
1825,. composed of' citizen~ of Missouri, Kentucky, and Tennessee, and 
it is in them that we are chiefly interested. As has been previously 
noted, Joshua D. Brown was from the Gonzales Colony. It was here that 
he and James Kerr, the overseer of the DeWitt Colony, became staunch 
friends. Brown is the man who gave the land for the courthouse square 
in KerrvilleJ he is also the man whose original grant of land is now 
the reservation on which the Veterans Ad.ministration maintains a na-
tionally known hospital, and he is the man who named the county in 
honor of his good friend, James Kerr. His descendants reside in the 
county today. Others who reached Kerr County from Tennessee by way of 
1
°trans Kurath, A Word Geography of the Eastern United States (Ann 
Arbor, 1949), Fig. 3-: -- - ~ 
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the Gonzales Colony are Alonzo Rees and the Goss brothers. One of the 
informants for this paper is a descendant of Mr. Rees. These people 
were more interested in farming than ranching, and much of the typical 
farm language of the Midland which is used here may be attributed to 
them. 
The roster of old settlers in this county is well represented 
with other families that sprang from the Midland area. Such names as 
J.M. Starkey,, "Uncle" Bill Wharton, Henry Hamilton, David C. Wharton, 
Dr. J. C. Nowlin, Neal Coldwell, the Hendersons, the Lawrences, and 
John Lafayette Nichols are only a few who came to Kerr County from 
Tennessee and Kentucky in the early days. One of the writer's inform-
ants is a descendant of the Hendersons. According to the available 
records, more of the pioneer families who are recorded came from this 
Midland area than from any other place. In fact, of the fourteen fam-
ilies known to have arrived between 1845 and 1860, 35.71 per cent were 
from Tennessee, 14.29 per cent were from Arkansas, and 14.29 per cent 
were from Missouri. 11 
Only four of the old families are listed as former residents of 
the Virginia-North Carolina territory. These are the Burneys, William-
sons, Leavells, and Steeles. Mississippi was the former home of three 
pioneer families, the Jarmons, Cains, Lawrences, and Thomas Watkins. 
Most of the Southern influence in the vocabulary has been introduced 
in recent years. 
11william Wilson White, "S.oµrces of Migration into West Texas 
Counties to 186ou (Master's thesis, University of Texas, 1948), p. 20. 
9 
One population group which has never been very significant as to 
the language and culture of Kerr County is ~he Negro. Since this area 
was settled predominantly by Germans and people of the Midland area, 
both of which groups were opposed to slavery, and since the soil was 
not suitable for the production of cotton, the slave population was 
held to a minimum. "In 1860 there were 585 whites and 49 slaves, and 
12 
by 1870 there were 952 whites and 90 negroes in the county." 
One of the most palpable and most admirable characteristics which 
the writer observed while recording interviews was the lack of many 
substandard rorms of English which are evident in most rural areas of 
Texas. This fact may be because of these early settlers' desire for 
education. The first settler came in 1846 and the county was organ-
ized in 2856, Formal education f'ollowed closely. "In 1857, a young 
man came to Kerrville and opened a school. This was the first school 
ever taught in Kerrville or perhaps in Kerr County. 1113 This thirst 
for knowledge seems to have pervaded the early settlers, for those who 
did not live near a school either sent their children away to school 
or hired tutors to live on the ranches with them in order to teach 
their children. Today many ranchers in the county maintain two homes: 
one on the ranch where they earn a livelihood and one in Kerrville 
where the children live during the school terms. One informant said 
that though he could not rightfully claim that he finished elementary 
1~eal, "A History of Kerr County," p. 50. 
1~ranklin Junior High School Students, Kerr County, The History. 
10 
school, he had read the complete works of Shakespeare. 
Thus we are ready to view the vocabulary of Kerr County. We find 
it is a dialect whose grammatical forms are characterized largely by 
standard English, particularly lacking in vulgarisms. The vocabulary 
itself, as we shall see, is from many sources--Europe, the older sec-
tions of the United States, Mexico, and the Southwest itself. It is 
a language that arose to meet the needs of a heterogeneous group, 
which had to adapt its mode of living to a frontier country and a new 
industry. 
1'11.U 
CIIAPTER II 
METHODOLOGY 
In order for the reader to get more meaning from the glossary in 
this treatise, it will be necessary to present an explanation of the 
methods used in gathering the material and the codes used for the in-
formants, as well as a brief history of each informant. 
The informants were chosen on the basis of several requirements: 
length of residence of their families in the county, degree of educa-
tion, whether they were of German or non-German background, and 
whether they engaged in ranching or not. The reasons back of these 
criteria are that in order to get the true vocabulary of the county, 
the original language spoken by the early settlers would be the most 
authentic and would be best preserved in these older families. Inci-
dentally, six of the eight informants interviewed trace their ancestry 
back to the original fourteen families who were here in 1860. The 
other two informants, Mrs. Ellebracht and Mrs. Knox, represent that 
group of people whose families have moved to the county since the early 
days and who have lived in a different section of the county, namely, 
the Sunset and Mountain Home communities in the northwest portion. 
It was also desired to sample the language of the various educa-
tional levels; hence the informants range from an ex-college professor 
of mathematics with an M. A. degree to a man who says he is not sure 
how far he went in school, but he probably dropped his education while 
in the elementary grades. 
11 
12 
Since ranching is the foremost industry of the county and, with-
out a doubt, the industry that gives the county individuality and 
character, it was thought significant to sample the vocabulary of both 
ranching and non-ranching families. 
As has already been indicated in the introduction, 14 per cent 
of the original families were direct from Germany. In fact, the in-
fluence of these people has made a greater impact upon the development 
of the county than that proportion indicates. Rowever, the greatest 
inf'luence has not been made by their language, but by their leadership 
in social and business enterprises. They seem to have absorbed the 
speech and religious customs of the English settler, for they appear 
to be rather painstaking in their speech and most of them belong to 
the Episcopal Church rather than the Lutheran or Catholic, the churches 
to which most Germans belong. However, since there is evidence of 
some German influence upon the language, it was thought logical to 
choose the informants on the basis of their German or non-German back-
ground. 
After the informants were selected and had agreed to help the 
writer, personal interviews were arranged. These meetings lasted from 
three to five hours, depending on the garrulousness of the informant. 
x As a basis for gathering data, a set of seventeen wqrk-sheets were 
used. These called for terms relating to the weather, topography, the 
home, household goods, time and distance, the premises of farm a.nd 
ranch, animals, crops, foods, the family, social life, persons; that 
is, personal characteristics and activities (emphasizing verb forms 
xA complete copy of the work sheets may be found in the Appendix. 
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and syntactical peculiarities). These work sheets were much the same 
as those used in other areas of the country where data are gathered 
1 for word atlases. In fact, the actual words covered do not vary ap-
preciably from those discussed by Kurath in Chapter III of ~ ~ 
Geography of the :&lstern United States. 2 The interviews were kept as 
informal as possible. Many times. the informant's entire family chimed 
in to give apswers, but the writer always indicated the answers made 
by anyone other than the designated inform.ants. The questions were 
worded in such a way as to avoid using the expression which was wanted 
in the answer. An e:f,fort was made to describe the object or activity. 
For instance, the question was asked: "What do you call the small 
vehicle that a baby is rolled in?" The answer in every case was "a 
baby buggy. 11 The answer of the informant was then recorded under the 
definition.of tpe object on the work sheet. 
After the interviews were completed and the words recorded on the 
work sheets, a study was made of the words given by the informants 
with reference to their origin and their distribution in other varie-
ties of English. The following sources were used in the study (each 
one is accompanied by the symbol by which it is represented in the 
glossary): Dictionary of American English (DAE);3 ~German-English 
1For example, A. L. Davis used a similar list in the preparation 
of his dissertation, A Word Atlas o~ the Great Lakes Area (University 
of Michigan, 1948). - -- - -
2
.9J:. cit. 
3s1r William A. Craigie and Jam.es R. Hulbert, A Dictionary of 
American English on Historical Principles (Chicago, -1938). -
62'1852 
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Dictionary (Hebert and Rirsch); 4 ~Word Geography~ the Eastern United 
States (Kurath);5 The New English (or Oxford) Dictionary (NED); 6 New 
~ ~- -- ~ ~-
English-Spanish Dictionary {Cuyas);T Diccionario EtimolDgico de la 
Lengua Espanola (Barcia); 8 Webster's New Ifiternational Dictionary 
(WD); 9 and Wentworth's American Dialect Dictionary (ADD). 10 
In order to avoid having to write the informants' names under 
each word that each person gave, codes were devised to stand for the 
names. They are based upon the informants' names; their occupation--
whether ranching or non-ranching; their origin--whether Germ.an or non-
German; and their relative ages. For instance, SGRl means Schreiner, 
German, rancher, and the oldest one in that particular group. Like-
wise, DGNR2 meant Dietert, German, non-rancher, and the second from 
the standpoint of age in the non-ranching group. 
Beli~ving that a b~ief characterization of each informant will 
give insight into this study, I shall devote the following paragraphs 
1).. C. Hebert and L. Hirsch, A New German-English Dictionary 
(New York1 n.d.). - ---
~p. cit. 
6 James A. H. Murray and others, A New English Dictionary on His-
torical Principles (Oxford, 1888-1928;-Supplement, 193)). ~ ~~ 
7Arturo Cuyas, Appleton 1 s New English-Spanish and Spanish-English 
Dictionary (D. Appleton-Century~). ---
8 
D. Roque Barcia, Primer Diccionario General Etimologico de la 
Lengua Espanola (F. Seix, Editor; Barcelona). ~ ~ 
9
webster's New International Dictionary, 2nd ed. (Springfield, 
Mass., 1946). 
10 Harold Wentworth, American Dialect Dictionary (New York, 1944). 
to such in:formation. The in:formants will be arranged according to 
age, beginning with the oldest. 
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Gus F. Schreiner, age eighty-four, the son of Captain Charles 
Schreiner, is the oldest in:formant. As noted in the introduction, 
Captain Schreiner came in 1857 to Kerr County, where he prospered and 
established himself as a successful merchant, banker, and cattleman. 
When the family property interests were divided, Mr. Gus Schreiner, my 
in:formant, assumed the leadership in the Schreiner Cattle Company and 
maintains it to this day. Both his parents are foreign born: the 
father was born in Alsace-L9rraine and the mother was born in Germany, 
but he was born in Kerr County and has lived here his entire life with 
the exception of brief periods which were spent in a German-English 
school in San Antonio and a private business college in New York City. 
It is said that, eyen though the ;iame Schreiner is German (meaning 
cabinet builder), the family spoke French while living ~n Alsace-Lor-
raine. However, Mr. Gus Schreiner did not indicate this in his inter-
view. His code is SGRl. 
The next oldest in:formant is Mrs. D. Knox, age seventy-nine. She 
was born in Brady, Texas, but has lived in the northwest corner of 
Kerr County sixty-five years. Her father was born in Missouri, but 
her mother is Texas born. Mrs. Knox has spent her entire life on a 
farm or ranch, most of which was in the northwestern part of Kerr 
County. She finished the fifth grade in school. She has no German 
ancestry. She is the mother, stepmother, or grandmother of fourteen 
children, all of whom were her r~sponsibility at one time or another. 
16 
Her code is KNGl. 
Next from the standpoint of age we have Mr. Mack Henderson, age 
seventy. His father came to Kerr County in 1857 from Tennessee. His 
mother was born in Mississippi. The father was one of the early resi-
dents of the county who resisted the Confederacy, preferring to cast 
their lot with the Union. Mr. Henderson finished the eighth grade in 
school. He has spent his life in the northwestern portion of Kerr 
County, which is an area where ranching is the principal occupation·. 
His code is HNG2. 
Next we find Mr. John Leinweber, ~ge sixty-four. He was born in 
Kerrville on a site across the street from the location of the present 
Post Office. He is related to Warren Rees, one of the informants, and 
he is a descendant of Alonzo Rees, on the maternal side of his family. 
He says he cannot remember just how f,ar he went in school, but he has 
learned many things along with his children as they progressed in 
school. He has also read the complete works of Shakespeare as a hobby. 
He is conversant with much of the local history and folklore of the 
county in its early days. His home is situated in a rural area a few 
miles from the town of Ingram on considerable acreage, but his main 
vocation is being postmaster at Ingram. His code is LGNRl. 
Fifth in point of age is Mr. Felix Real, who is sixty-three. He 
is the grandson of Casper Real, who came to this county in 1856. His 
mother was born in Fredericksburg and his father in San Antonio. His 
grandfather married Miss Emilie Schreiner; thus we find these two pio-
neer families related. Both Charles Schreiner and Casper Real settled 
17 
first in Bexar County, but because of a drouth there, they sought land 
elsewhere. Alonzo Rees, who was already a settler in Kerr County, met 
them in San Antonio one day and told them about the running water al-
ways found in this area. Upon his advice, the Schreiner and Real 
families moved to this county. Felix. Real was educated in the public 
schools of his time and attended Newton Marshall Academy in San Anto-
nio and a priyate school in Austin for one year. His family spoke 
German at home. Since his wife is of German descent also, they taught 
their three eldest children the German language. Mr. Real is engaged 
in ranching and bas followed that occupation all his life. He now re-
sides on land that was owned by his father. His code is RGR2. 
Mr. Warren Rees, a descendant of both Alonzo Rees and Joshua 
Brown (two of the very first iilillligrants to Kerr County from Tennessee), 
is the sixth inf'orman:t. He is now. forty-nine years of age. At present 
he resides on land originally held by Alonzo Rees. Eis ranch serves a 
twofold purpose today: ranching on a small scale and the operation of 
a camp for girls in the summer. As a vocation, Mr. Rees has taught 
mathematics in Texas public schools and the University of Houston for 
nearly thirty years. He is at present employed in Tivy High School in 
Kerrville. He holds a B. A. degree Ln mathematics from Southwestern 
University and an M. A. in mathematics from The University of Texas. 
There are several firsts attributed to the Rees family. Alonzo Rees, 
Warren's grandfather, was the first county clerk in Kerr County; it is 
thought that the first school was taught on the land now held by Warren 
Rees; and the first Protestant minister, or circuit rider, came to this 
18 
county at the behest of the Rees family. The code for Warren Rees is 
RNG3. 
Our next informant is Mrs. Alfred Ellebracht, the wife of a well-
to-do rancher in the Sunset Community which is located in the north-
western portion of Kerr County. She is forty-six years of age and a 
high school graduate. Her mother was born in Karnes County and her 
father was born in Gonzales County. Even though Mrs. Ellebracht was 
born in Gonzales County, she moved to Kerr County when two years old 
and has lived here or just over the county line ever since. Since her 
husband is engaged in ranching, Mrs. Ellebracht bas spent her life in 
the environment of a ranch where she has a comfortable home and the 
conveniences of a city, yet she is in touch daily with the laborers 
who either live continuously on the ranch or who find seasonal employ-
ment there. Her knowledge of ranch life is not the glamorized version 
of Hollywood or Zane Grey, but is an earthy and realistic conception. 
Her code is EGR3. 
In order to represent the teen-age generation, I chose for my 
eighth informant one of my students, Fayrene Dietert, who is a senior 
in high school. She is a fourth generation Dietert in Kerr County, 
being the great-granddaughter of Christian Dietert, who came to this 
country from Germany in 1854. In 1857 he came to Kerrville. She is 
seventeen years of age. Some of the Dieterts are ranchers, but her 
own :particular branch of the family is non-ranching. Her code is 
DGNR2. 
With some knowledge of the method used in collecting data, as 
well as some insight into the inf'ormants themselves, perhaps the 
reader will be enabled to read this glossary with more interest and 
profit. 
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AFTERNOON 
EGR3 
RGR2 
KNGl 
SGRl 
DGNR2 
RNG3 
ALAMO 
RGR2. 
ANDIRONS 
EGR3 
RGR2 
SGRl 
RNG3 
DGNR2 
ANTIGODLIN 
HNG2 
KNGl 
ARKANSAWYER 
KNGl 
ARMFUL OF WOOD 
SGRl 
LGNRl 
KNGl 
RNG3 
CHAPTER III 
GLOSSARY 
That part of the day before suppertime. (Modern) 
See also evening. 
A sycamore tree. (Given by one of the older in-
formants.) 
Barcia: A tree. 
WD: A poplar in SW U.S. and Sp. America. 
See also button willow. 
Irons used to hold logs for burning. 
Kurath (51): " ... the usual expression in Pennsyl-
vania and the North .... As a literary term 
is current also in Southern cities." 
DAE citations from 1640. 
See also dogirons, dogs, firedogs. 
Diagonal or diagonally. (Old-fashioned) 
ADD citations from Texas} N La., SW Ind., SE Ark., 
Fla., Kans . } and NE Okla. 
See also catty-cornered. 
A rustic or countryman. (Old-fashioned) 
ADD citations from NW Ark. (universal among unedu-
cated) and SW Mo. 
See also hayseed} backwoods person, backward 
person, cedar cutter, hill billy. 
The amount of wood that can be carried in the arms 
at one time. 
Kurath (57): "This is the regular expression of 
the North ... but in the South Midland it is 
less common .... Armful has replaced load and 
20 
ARMFUL OF WOOD 
(Cont'd) 
ARMLOAD OF WOOD 
RNGl 
ATTIC 
RGR2 
LGNRl 
EGR3 
SGRl 
KNGl 
RNG3 
DGNR2 
BABY BUGGY 
KNGl 
RNG3 
RGR2 
EGR3 
HNG2 
.SGRl 
DGNR2 
LGNRl 
BACKLOG 
SGRl 
LGNRl 
EGR3 
DGNR2 
RNG3 
HNG2 
KNGl 
RGR2 
BACKWARD PERSON 
EGR3 
21 
arm.load almost completely in the Pittsburg 
area and in the Pennsylvania German section." 
NED: "As much as can be held in both arms .... " 
Citations from 1579· 
See also armload. 
Same as above. 
Kurath (57): "Load and armload are found through-
out the Midland except for western Virginia. 11 
An unfinished space at the top of the house. 
See also loft. 
A small carriage that a baby is rolled in. 
Kura th (77): " ... west of the Alleghenies, baby 
buggy [is used]. Baby buggy is current also 
in Ohio and on thelOWer Kanawha in West 
Virginia.n 
A large log at the back of a fireplace. 
DAE citations from 1684. 
NE1': Chiefly in U.S. 
A person from the back country. 
See also Arkansawyer, hayseea, backwoods ~' 
cedar cutter, and hill billy. 
BACKWOODS MAN 
RGR2 
DGNR2 
BAG 
RNG3 
SGRl 
DGNR2 
BARB WIRE 
RNG3 
LGNRl 
SGRl 
BARNLOT 
RGR2 
KNGl 
SGRl 
HNG2 
EGR3 
DGNR2 
BARNYARD 
DGNR2 
KNGl 
BASTARD 
RNG3 
LGN.Rl 
BATTERCAKE 
SGRl 
LGNRl 
22 
A poor white; a rustic; one from the back country. 
DAE citations from 1784. 
A paper container. 
See also sack. 
A single strand wire with sharp points on it. 
See also bobwire. 
An enclosure adjoining the barn. 
Kurath (55): "Southern barnlot." 
DAE citations frolD. 1724. American in origin. 
ADD citations from NW Ark.J E Ala., W Ga., Cent. 
Ky., and Oza:rks. 
See also barnyard. 
Same as the above. 
Kurath (55): nrt seems that barnyard is on the way 
to nationwide currency. rr 
An illegitimate child. (Modern) 
See also woods colt. 
A griddle cake. 
Kurath ( 69): •rThe characteristic term south of the 
Potomac is batter cake, and this southern 
term has been carried westward into the Blue 
Ridge and into the valley of the Kanawha in 
West Virginia." 
DAE: Chiefly Southern. Citations from 1833. 
see also hotcake and pancake. 
BAWL 
RGR2 
HNG2 
KNGl 
BEDSPREAD 
SGRl 
RGR2 
EGR3 
HNG2 
DGNR2 
RNG3 
BELLY BAND 
DGNR2 
BLINDS 
SGRl 
BL INKY 
LGNRl 
KNGl 
SGRl 
RNG3 
BLUE JEANS 
RGR2 
BLUE JOHN 
KNGl 
LGNRl 
The noise made by a cow at feeding time. 
WD: "To cry out with a loud full sound ... origi-
nally of animals." 
23 
Kurath (30): 11 Cows whose calves are being weaned 
are said to bawl. This expression is current 
throughout the Midland, including West Jersey, 
except only the Pennsylvania German settle-
ments of Eastern Pennsylvania." 
A fancy daytime cover for a bed. (Modern. The 
older inf'ormants said counterpin when they 
were young. ) 
DAE: American origin. Citations from 1845. 
See also counterpin, counterpane. 
A saddle girth (Old-fashioned) 
See also cinch, girt. 
Window shades on rollers. 
Kurath (52): nin a large part of the Eastern 
states, the people still pull down the cur-
tains or the blindB .... The Midland term is 
blinds. 11 
Used to describe milk that is beginning to sour. 
ADD citations from NE Cent. Ind., Va., NW Ark., 
SW Va., Neb., 'W Cent. W.Va., and Tenn. 
See also blue john. 
An outer working garment of blue denim. (Modern) 
See also overalls. 
Milk that is beginning to sour. 
WD: "Milk so lacking in richness as to have a 
- bluish color." (Dial.) 
ADD: SW Mo. and NW Ark. 
BLUE NORTHER 
RGR2 
BOBWIRE 
KNGl 
RGR2 
HNG2 
DGNR2 
BOOG.ER 
DGNR2 
BOSQUE [ba..s K1] 
RGR2 
BOSS 
HNG2 
RNG3 
BOTTOMLAND 
SGRl 
ERG) 
BNG2 
BOTTOMS 
RNG3 
A strong wind from the north. 
See also norther. 
Same as barb wire. (Used only by the older in-
formants. One said that she now says barb 
wire, but used to say bobwire.) ~ 
ADD citations from W Va. and Texas Panhandle. 
See also barb wire, barbed wire. 
A ghost or goblin. 
DAE: American origin; citations from 1866. 
ADD: Miss., W Md., S Ill., and NW Ark. 
Ling. Atlas: Southern border of N.C. and shades 
~~into mountains of N.c., va. 1 and w.va. 
See also goblin and haint. 
A thicket of mesquite. (Used only by one older 
informant.) 
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DAE: American origin, from Sp. bosque, "a clump or 
grove uf' trees. 11 Citations from 186)'. 
NED: A cognate form, basket, bosquet (French 
bosquet) is cited from 1737; defined as 11 a 
plantation in a garden, park, etc., of under-
wood and small trees; a thicket." 
WD: "Lit. woods .... " 
See also cbapparral. 
A facetious term for wife. 
NED: n A fat woman . " ("6'iJS':') 
See also old~' old lady. 
See also bottoms. 
Low ground in a valley. 
Kurath (61): 11 Bottomlands is the most common ex-
pression in the North Midland, bottoms in the 
South and South Midland." 
DAE citations from 1634. 
ADD: SE Va., NW Ark., SW Mo., W Va.; seldom N Mex., 
Calif., and Utah. 
BRANCH 
BNG2 
BRONC 
BNG2 
EGR3 
RGR2 
LGNRl 
DGNR2 
BROTHER SO-AND-SO 
KNGl 
ERG) 
RNG3 
BRUSH 
DGNR2 
BUCK 
SGRl 
LGNRl 
BUCKET 
LGNRl 
RGR2 
DGNR2 
RNG3 
EGR) 
BUCKET (wooden) 
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.A small stream. 
Kurath (61): "In the South and in the South Mid-
land and as fax: North .as the Kanawha Valley 
branch is the usual designation of the tribu-
tary of' a creek or a river. 11 
DAE: This meaning of American origin; citations 
from 1663. 
ADD: Ala.) Ga., S Ind., Kans., SE Va., Ark., Del., 
Ill.) Ohio, R. I., Vt., Wash., Miss., Gulf' 
Coast, and Texas. 
Any unbroken horse. 
WD: "A small half wild horse or pony ... probably 
descended from stock that escaped from set-
tlers in Mexico. '1 
DAE: American origin; citations from 1893. 
Barcia: Rough, coarse, harsh, unpolished, abrupt. 
.A title for a minister. 
See also Reverend. 
.A thicket of mesquite. 
See also c.hap:pa.rra,.l, thicket 1 bosque. 
To try to throw the r"lder . 
DAE citations from 1864. In use in Australia _in 
1859. 
NED: "To leap vertically from the ground .... " 
~- Citations from 1859. 
See also pitch . 
.A container used to bring in coal. 
See also scuttle. 
A round wooden pail with an arched handle. 
Kura th ( 60): "All of the Midland and the South 
BUCKET (wooden) 
(Cont 1 d) 
BULL 
LGNRl 
KNGl 
HNG2 
SGRl 
EGR3 
RGR2 
RNG3 
LGNRl 
RGR2 
KNGl 
EGR3 
SGRl 
BUNCH 
KNGl 
BUNDLE 
LGNRl 
SGRl 
RGR2 
RNG3 
HNG2 
KNGl 
EGR3 
DGNR2 
BUREAU 
HNG2 
DGNR2 
KNGl 
LGNRl 
BURRO 
SGRl 
EGR3 
26 
used bucket ... but pail is not unknown. 11 
DAE: "Applied, in the South and West, to all kinds 
of pails and cans holding over a gallon. 11 
Citations from 1622. 
NED citations from 1300. 
A male cow. 
Kurath (62): "The plain term bull is current every-
where and in the North Midland and in N. Y. 
state other expressions are rare. In New 
England, the South, and the South Midland, 
however, the plain term is not used by older 
folk of one sex in the presence of the 
other." 
ADD: In SW Mo., WW.Va., Cent. Texas, W N.C., and 
E Tenn. it is not mentioned in mixed company. 
See also toro, surly. 
A band or herd of saddle horses. 
See also caviard, string, remuda. 
An armful of cut grain tied together. 
Kurath (67): "In the Southern area and in the 
South Midland bundle is the regular word for 
a sheaf of wheat .... In the South sheaf is 
almost entirely restricted to cultured 
speakers.u 
ADD: E Ala., Va., Tenn., Texas, and W.Va. 
A chest of drawers. (Old-fashioned) 
See also dresser. 
A small variety of jackass or donkey. 
WD: "A donkey, especially a small one used as a 
pack animal. 11 
BURRO (Cont'd) 
RGR2 
LGNRl 
BUSS 
LGNRl 
SGRl 
BUTTER BEANS 
DGNR2 
BGRl 
LGNRl 
RNG3 
RGR2 
KNGl 
EGR3 
BUTTON WILLOW 
KNGl 
CAJUN 
KNGl 
HNG2 
RGR2 
SGRl 
DGNR2 
LGNRl 
RNG3 
CALABOOSE 
NED: [Sp.] A donkey. Citations from 1800. 
Barcia: A donkey. 
Atwood's Unpublished Maps of Texas: Burro has a 
slightly larger distribution than donkey. 
Burro is confined to South and West Texas 
with the exce::ption of Collin County in the 
North. 
See also donkey. 
To kiss. (Old-fashioned) 
WD: 11 To kiss with a smack or rudely. 11 
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NED: Archaic and dialectical. Citations from 1571. 
ADD: Md., Ala., Ark., W.Va., Cent. Pa., Miss., and 
-- Tenn. 
Ling. Atlas: Del. 7 Va., N.C. as far west as the 
-~ mountains, and one isolated area in Eastern 
Pa. 
See also kiss, smack, smooch. 
Large flat beans. 
Kurath (73): 11Butter beans is a common expression 
for lima beans in all the Southern area." 
See also lima beans. 
A sycamore tree. (Used by only one of the older 
speakers.) 
Kurath (76) records buttonball and buttonwood, but 
not this term. 
An Acadian French person. 
DAE: .American origin. Citations from 1880. 
A jocular term for jail. 
CALABOOSE (Cont'd) 
LGNRl 
RGR2 
KNGl 
EGR3 
CALIFORNIA SADDLE 
RGR2 
CANAL 
KNG2 
CANYON 
KNGl 
SGRl 
LGNRl 
RGR2 
EGR3 
HNG2 
CARRY 
HNG2 
DGNR2 
CATTLE GUARD 
RNG3 
KNGl 
DGNR2 
LGNRl 
RGR2 
EGR3 
HNG2 
28 
WD: Local, U.S. 
NED: "The name, in New Orleans and adjacent parts 
o.f U .s., for a common prison. n 
ADD: Ala. and Ga. 
A small type of saddle. 
DAE: "An elaborate type of saddle favored in Cali-
-- fornia." Citations from 1849. 
A main irrigation ditch. 
A deeply cut valley or gully. 
DAE: "Anglicized from canon" in SW. Citations 
i'r9m 1842.. 
NED: "A phonetic spelling o.f Sp. canon .... " 
ADD: W. Texas, Calif., Kans., western U.S., and 
Mexico. 
Cuyas: A gorge or ravine. 
To accompany- '(a person). 
Kurath (80): rrThis well-known Southern carry you 
home is heard from Annapolis, Md. southward. 
In Va. it stops short at the Blue Ridge, but 
in the Carolinas this characteristic expres-
sion of the plantation country has spread 
westward into the mountains.'' 
DAE: S. Dial. 1'if meaning to guide, convey, or 
escort" a person. Citations from 1846. 
ADD: West--to lead an animal; La.--"Carry Miss 
Smith";-W N.C.--"Carries his gal"; W.Va.--
"Carry you home." 
See also take, escort. 
A crossing that leads from the road to the pasture, 
with the footing so arranged that cattle can-
not cross it. 
WD: A device at railroad crossing> to keep cattle 
off the track. 
DAE: American origin. Citations from 1843. 
CATTY-CORNERED 
LGNRl 
DGNR2 
RGR2 
SGRl 
HNG2 
EGR2 
CA VIARD 
RGR2 
CEDAR CUTTER 
LGNRl 
RNG3 
HNG2 
CHAPPARRAL 
RGR2 
CHAPS 
RGR2 
DGNR2 
RNG3 
Diagonal ( ly) . 
DAE: American origin. 
ADD: Mass., N.Y., Md., 
See also antigodlin. 
Citations from 1837. 
Ark., and Ala. 
A band or herd of saddle horses. 
29 
DAE: American origin. Also recorded as cavy-yard, 
cavayard. Var. of cavallard, a droveor herd 
of horses. Citations from 1824. 
NED: ttcavallard. A term used, in Louisiana and 
Texas, by the caravans which cross the prai-
ries, to denote a band of horses or mules. 11 
See also remuda, string of horses. 
1 A poor white person or a rustic person. 
See also Arkansawyer, white trash, hayseed, hill 
billy. 
A mesquite thicket. 
DAE: American origin. Origin in SW from Sp. In 
Sp. it means a grove of evergreen oaks or a 
thicket. Citations from 1847. 
Barcia: A plantation of evergreen oaks; related to 
chaparra which means a kind of oak--a bramble 
bush. 
See also bosque, thicket. 
Leather leggings worn by cowboys. (The older in-
formants said that chaps had been popularized 
by rodeos and movies, but it is not used 
among real ranchers.) 
DAE: American origin. Sometimes spelled shaps. 
Citations from 1884. 
ADD: Colloq. for Sp. cb,aparajos. 
1Name given because a large number of poverty-stricken inhabi-
tants of the 'Edwards Plateau make their living by clearing the land 
of cedar. 
CREST OF DRAWERS 
EGR3 
DGNR2 
RNG3 
CHICKEN' HOUSE 
RNG3 
DGNR2 
CHICKEN ROOST 
DGNR2 
CHICKIE, CHICKIE 
RNG3 
DGNR2 
EGR3 
HNG2 
KNGl 
SGRl 
RGR2 
LGNRl 
CHIF'Ji'EROBE 
RGR2 
CHIGGER 
KNGl 
HNG2 
SGRl 
LGNRl 
DGNR2 
CHIPS 
EGR3 
CHRISTMAS GIFT 
A piece of furniture with drawers for storing 
clothing. 
NED citations from 1599. 
A building for housing chickens. 
See also hen house, chicken roost. 
Same as above. 
See also chicken house. 
A call to chickens. 
30 
Kurath (65): "The calls chick! and chickie! are 
current throughout the Eastern States, but in 
certain sections other expressions are used 
as well .... n 
A chest of drawers without a mirror. 
See algo chest of drawers, bureau. 
A small insect that supposedly bores into the skin. 
WD: nTh~ six-legged larval form oi' certain mites .... 
They are found on grass and bushes and attach 
themselves to the skin of man causing intense 
itching. n 
DAE: West India origin. Also Sp. chego, chegre. 
Citations from 1743. 
NED citations from 1691. 
Small bits of wood used for starting a fire. 
DAE: Has more frequent use in U.S. than in England. 
Citations from 1800. 
A Christmas greeting. (Old-fashioned) 
Kurath (80): "The simple folk of the South and 
CiffiIST.MAS GIFT 
(Cont'd). 
HNG2 
LGNRl 
KNGl 
EGR3 
CHONK 
RNGl 
CINCH 
LGNRl 
DGNR2 
KNGl 
SGRl 
RGR2 
CLABBER 
RNG3 
LGNRl 
SGRl 
.DGNR2 
HNG2 
EGR3 
RGR2 
KNGl 
CLABBER CHEESE 
KNGl 
LGNRl 
CLABBER CURD 
KNGl 
31 
South Mid.land still say Christmas gift! 
This salutation is also heard from older 
people in southern Pennsylvania (from the 
Susquehanna westward) and is in rather common 
use in the Ohio Valley, in West Virginia as 
well as m Ohio. It seems fairly clear that 
both the South and the Miclland had this ex-
pression from early times, and that Merry 
CbriBtmas ! has_ largely displaced Christmas 
gH't ! in Pennsylvania and on Delaware Bay in 
fairly recent times." 
To throw or hurl an object. (Old-fashioned) 
WD: ''To throw, as a stone or stick." 
DAE? American origin. Colloq. Citations from 
1835. 
ADD: N.C., Fla., Ga., Ala., and. Gul:f of' .Mexico. 
The girth of a saddle. 
WD: 1r-A strong girth for a pack or saddle." 
MEi Ameri't:an origin. Citations from 1859. 
Barcia: "A girth, belt, or girdle cloth made of 
hemp and used for a girth:n 
See also belly ~ and girt. 
Milk tha-t has soured and thickened. 
Kurath (39): "Clabber is the regular term.. for 
clabber milk everywhere south of the Pennsyl-
vania line. 11 -
DAE: Derived from Irish-Gaelic clabar. To clabber 
(verb form) is of American origin. Ci_tations 
f'rom 1828. 
A cheese made at home of clabber milk. 
Kurath (43): "From the lower James southward 
clabber cheese is a common name for cottage 
cheese." 
See also smearcase, cottage cheese, clabber curd, 
curd. 
Same as above. 
See also clabber cheese. 
CLAPB0ARDS 
RNG3 
CLEAR OFF 
KNGl 
EGR3 
CLEAR UP 
LGNIU 
SGRl 
.RNG3 
DGNR2. 
RGR2. 
CLIMBED 
1ING2 
SGRl 
EGR3 
DGNR2 
LGNRl 
RNG3 
CLING PEACH 
EGR3 
HNG2 
CLINGSTONE PEACH 
RGR2 
RNGl 
SGRl 
LGNRl 
DGNR2 
CLINK 
RNG3 
Overlapping boards on the outside of a house. 
YID: "A narrow board, often thicker at one edge 
than the other, used for weatherboarding 
frame buildings. 
DAE: American origin. Citations from 1835. 
32 
Ling. Atlas: New England, N.Y. ·state, Long Island, 
- N Pa., Philadelphia area, N • .r., and isolated 
areas in Md. and Va. 
To be<!ome free of cloud.a after a rain or storm. 
Srune as above. 
Past tense o:f climb. 
See also clumb. 
A peach whose meat sticks to the stone or seed. 
Srune as abov-e . 
Kurath (72): ''The Midland bas cling-stone 12each 
and cling peach •... " 
A jail. 
WD: Colloq. "A prison or prison cell; a lock up; 
a guardhouse." 
CLINK (Cont'd) 
CLOSET 
DGNR2 
rum3 
LGNRl 
SGRl 
RGR2 
KNGl 
EGR3 
BNG2 
C LOUD:SURST 
DGNR2 
CLUCK 
DGNR2 
RGR.2 
CLUMB 
RGR2 
KNGl 
COAL BUCKET 
KNGl 
BNG2 
EGR.3 
COAL OIL 
RNG3 
DGNR2 
SGRl 
LGNRl 
RGR.2 
See also batcageJ hock} jug} calaboose} free 
boarding house-=--
A storage place for clothes. 
33 
Kurath (52): "On Narragansett :Say, where closet is 
the usual designation for the pantry, and in 
Western Pennsylvani~ and the adjoining coun-
ties of Ohio and West Virginia, clothes press 
is current among all social classes in the 
country as well as in the cities. 11 
A very heavy rain. 
WD: "A sudden copious rainfall} as if the whole 
- cloud. had been J?=E:_eci:pi t~~~d at once." 
DAE: American origin. Ci~ations from 1817. 
see also downpour, gully-washer. 
A setting hen. 
Kurath: 11 Clook (less connnonly cluck) is an expres-
sion of Pennsylvania German origin .... It is 
rare beyond the boundaries of the state. 11 
ADD citations W Md. 
see also setting hen. 
Past tense of climb. 
ADD citations Ind., E Ala., W Ga., Neb., Pa., 
Ill., Kans . , W. Va. , and S. Appalachians . 
A container for bringing in coal. 
Kura th ( 60): .,, ... this term is common in all of the 
Midland area as well as the greater part of 
North Carolina. 11 
See also coal shuttle. 
Kerosene. (This term is used for kerosene by the 
older inf'ormants, although they admitted that 
it is now called kerosene by most people.) 
DAE: "Petroleum or oil refined.from it [kerosene]." 
Citations from 1858. 
ADD citations Ark., Ill., S La., and NE Ky. 
COAL OIL (Cent' d) 
HNG2 
KNGl 
ERG3 
DGNR2 
co,, co 
DGNR2 
SGR3 
COKE 
DGNR2 
COLD DRINK 
EGR3 
1ING2 
DGNR2 
RNG3 
COLORED PEOPLE 
RNG3 
LGNRl 
RGR2 
SGRl 
COMFORT 
RNG3 
LGNRl 
DGNR2 
RGR2 
EGR3 
ENG2 
KNGl 
COMMODE 
KNGl 
HNG2 
See also kerosene. 
A container for bringing in coal. 
See also coal bucket. 
34 
A call used in calling horses from the pasture. 
Kurath, Fig. 100: "A call to cows in the :pasture.ff 
See also -whistle, ~. 
A so:rt drink. 
A soft drink. 
Polite term for Negroes. 
ADD citations N.Y., Va., and Ga. 
Bee also Negroes, darkey. 
A heavy bed co:ver. 
DAE: nA wadded quilt." Citations f'rom 1834. 
Kurath (61): "A thick padded cotton quilt ia known 
as a comfort in the Midland and the South, 
as a comforter or as a comfortable in the 
North. 
An indoor toilet. 
WD: "A movable sink or :washstand with a cu:pboard 
underneath. " 
COMMODE (Cont'd) 
RGR2 
RNG.3 
EGR.3 
DGNR2 
CONSIDERABLE 
RNG.3. 
COOKED CHEESE 
RGR2 
COON 
KNGl 
SGRl 
ENG2 
COPE 
RGR2 
KNGl 
CORN BIN 
DGNR2 
CORNBREAD 
DGNR2 
RNG.3 
ENG2 
RGR2 
EGR.3 
CORN CRIB 
KNGl 
NED: "A small article of furniture enclosing a 
chamber utensil; a close stool." 
A good deal. 
NED: U.S. colloq. for a larga quantity. 
DAE citations from 1677. 
35 
A homemade cheese. (The preparation of this cheese 
involves actual cooking--not simply heating 
as is required in the making of cottage 
cheeEe.) 
A humorous nickname for a Negro. 
WD: "Colloq., chiefly U.S. A Negro." 
See also shine, darkey. 
A cry to call horses from the pasture. (Older in-
formants said they used this when younger, 
but that it is passing out of use now.) 
See also:::::..' whistle. 
A place where corn is stored. 
See also corn crib. 
A batter type bread made with corn meal and egg. 
DAE: .American origin. Citations from 1796. 
A storage ~lace for corn. 
DAE: American origin. Citations from 1687. 
see also corn bin. 
CORN DODGER 
KNGl 
BNG2 
CORN PONE 
LGNRl 
SGRl 
CORRAL 
RNG3 
RGR2 
LGNRl 
COTTAGE CHEESE 
RGR2 
EGR3 
RNG3 
SGRl 
DGNR2 
COTTON FIELD 
SGRl 
BNG2 
A bread ma.de of corn meal and water. 
DAEt "Bread. made of Indian corn meal baked hard in 
small cakes or pones." Citations from 1834. 
NED: U.S. origin. Citations from 1856. 
ADD citations SE Mo., NW Ark._, Ala., Ind., and 
-- Cent. N.Y. 
Kurath (68): "A South Midland term for corn griddle 
cake.n 
A bread made of' corn meal and water. 
DAE: American origin. nBread made of corn meal, 
water or milk, and salt, usually baked in 
small loaves or masses." Citations from 
18~9. 
ADD citations from Ohio, Cent. Ky., W.Va., SW Pa., 
N .C ., and Fla. 
Kurath (67-8): Extremely comm.on in the South an~ 
most of' the Midland. 
A pen for horses. 
DAE: Derived from Spanish. Citations from 1825. 
NED: (Chiefly in Sp. America and U.,S.) 11An enclo-
sure or pen f'or horses, cattle, etc." Cita-
tions from 1582. 
Barcia: An open space near the house that serves 
for different uses. Originally it was pro-
tected by a guardrail and served for a battle-
ground or a place to isolate cows.and sheep. 
See also horse lot. 
A homemade cheese that is made by heating and 
draining clabber milk. (Older informants say 
that this is a term that has come into use 
recently.) 
Kura.th (71): ~Cottage cheese is the trade name for 
curds in all the Eastern States; it is espe-
cially common in the urbanized areas." 
DAE: American origin.· Citations from 1848. 
ADD citations from W.Va.., N.J., and SW Pa. 
Bee also clabber cheese, curd cheese,, curd, sIQear-
case. 
A plot of ground where cotton is raised. 
DAE: American origin. 
Bee' also cotton patch. 
COTTON PATCH 
KNGl 
LGNRl 
DGNR.2 
RGR2 
COUNTERPANE 
DGNR2 
COUNTERPIN 
HNG2 
LGNRl 
KNGl 
EGR3 
COURTING 
EGR3 
RNG3 
SGRl 
RGR2 
DGNR2 
HNG2 
COWBOY 
HNG2 
RGR2 
SGRl 
LGNRl 
DGNR2 
RNG3 
COWBOY SADDLE 
SGRl 
ENG2 
KNGl 
COWHAND 
KNGl 
A plot o:f ground where cotton is raised. 
D.AE1 American origin. Citations from 1760. 
See also cotton field. 
A fancy daytime cover for a bed. (Old fashioned) 
NED citations from 1459. 
ADD citations in the West. 
Bee also bedspread and counterpin. 
Bame as above . 
D.AEt "Counterpane.n Citations from 1687. 
ADD citations 'from Tenn., SE Va., W N.C., W.Va., 
- and Ky. 
See also bedspread and counterpane. 
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The act of paying attention to a girl with the in-
tention of :marrying her. (This is the old-
fashione.d meaningJ the younger generation use 
it to mean necking.) 
DAE citations from 1607. 
NED: To make love with a. view to marriage. Cita-
~- tions from 1580. 
ADD citations :from Va., S Va., and NW.Va. 
A man who works with cattle, rounding up, branding, 
etc. 
See also cowhand. 
A saddle with a large horn for securing rope when 
roping animals. 
A man who works with cattle, rounding up, branding, 
etc. 
DAE: American origin, Citationp from 1886. 
COWHAND (Cont'd) 
COWLOT 
SGRl 
COWPEN 
LGNRl 
DGNR.2 
RGR2 
RNG3 
HNG2 
KNGl 
EGR3 
CRADLE 
KNGl 
CRAWL 
EGR3 
-RGR2 
KNGl 
HNG2 
LGNRl 
DGNR2 
RNG3 
SGRl 
CREEK 
HNG2 
RNG3 
KNGl 
DGNR2 
SGRI 
RGR2 
LGNRl 
EGR3 
AUD citations from SW U.S., N.Mex., and Texas. 
See also cowboy, cowpoke, cowpuncher, waddy. 
A pen for cows. 
DAE: American origin. Citations from 1645--46. 
Kurath (55): " ... cowlot and milk lot turn up in 
scattered fashion in different parts of the 
South and South Midland." 
ADD citations from Ga. 
·-see also cowpen. 
Same as above. 
Kurath (55)J "The enclosure adjoining the cow barn 
or cow shed is generally called a cow pen 
north of the Mason and Dixon line as-well as 
in large parts of the South. " 
. See also C"OW lot . 
A wooden frame that holds logs for sawing. 
See also sawbuck. 
To ~reep on all fours. 
Ling. Atlas: Appears along coast line of New Eng-
-- land and in Pa. Becomes the only term south 
of Pa. except for a few scattered areas in 
Del. and Md. The North prefers creeps. 
A small stream. 
Kurath (61)~ "Creek is the most comm.en term for a 
mnall stream in the Eastern States :-ii 
DAE: This meaning is American in origin. Cita-
tions from 1638. 
NED: In U.S. and British colonies creek means the 
b~anch o~ a main river. Citations from 1674. 
ADD citations from S. Appalachians, W N.C., E Tenn., 
and Miss. Krik is more common in the North. 
See also branch.--
CUPBOARD 
DGNR2 
LGNRl 
RGR2 
CUP TOWEL 
EGR3 
CUR 
CURD 
IING2 
RGR2 
KNGl 
LGNRl 
SGRl 
DGNR2 
LGNRl 
HNG2 
DADDY 
LGNRl 
DGNR2 
DAD-GUM 
HNG2 
DAGO 
SGRl 
LGNRl 
RGR2 
A piece of kitchen furniture for keeping food. 
See also safe. 
A cloth for drying dishes. 
See also ~ towel, drying cloth. 
A worthless dog. 
Bee also mongrel. 
Homemade cheese. 
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Kurath (71): n ••• curds) the standard British term, _ 
has survived in two entirely separate areas 
in which English settlers have predominated--
Eastern New England and the coastal section 
of the South." 
Bee also cottage cheese, clabbercheese, curdcheese, 
smearcase. 
A term used to mean husband. 
See also old man. 
A mild expression of disgust. 
DAE: American origin. Citations from 1887. 
ADD citations from the South, Cincinnati, N.C .. , 
and N w.va. 
A derogatory term for an Italian. 
DAE: American origin. Colloq., meaning, origi-
nally, a Spaniard or PortugeBe, or a.n:y South-
ern European. Citations from 1832. 
NED: "A name originally given in the southwestern 
section of the United States to a man of Siian-
ish parentage; now extended to include Span-
iards, Portugese, and Italians in gyneral." 
n.ARKEY 
DGNR2 
LGNRl 
• RGR2 
DARN 
-
. 
RGR2 
ERG3 
DAVENPORT 
-
EGR2 
DIME STORE 
SGRl 
RNG3 
KNGl 
DINNER BUCKET 
LGNRl 
DINNER. PAIL 
RNG2 
DIP 
DIRTDAUBERS 
A der9gatory-term for Negro. 
See also shine, darkey. 
Ji '? ~ 
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A te:rm fo~ Negro wbi.ch,Wa? considered der.ogatq~y 
by one informant b'ut polite by two. 
NED: "A Negro, a blacky." Colloq. Citations from 
- 1840 . 
See also damnigg,er, shine. 
A mild expre$sion of disgust. 
DAEt American origin. Colloq. Citations from 
1808. 
A EOfa.,, 
~ee also ~~uch; 41van, 9~fa, settee. 
A variety store. 
See alSD racket store. 
,.-., 
... .._,. .. 
-=-----
A'metal container for carrying lunch. 
DAE.: American origin. Citations from 1856. 
See also dinner pail. 
SaID.e as above. 
J)AE: American origin. Citations from 1856. 
see also dinner aucket. 
A sweet liquid served on pudding. (This is an 
old-fashioned term; the current term is 
sauce.) 
DAE citations from 1825. 
NED: Local English and American term for sauce. 
- Citations from 1825 . 
.ADD citat--ions from Md., NW Ark., SW M:o., Ark., 
-- Va., and Texas Panhandle. 
-., 
A kind of-w,asp. 
DIRTDAUBERS 
(Cont'd) 
KNGl 
LGNRl 
DIRT TANK 
EGR3 
RGR2 
DGNR2 
LGNRl 
DISH TOWEL 
DGNR2 
LGNRl 
RNG3 
RGR2 
KNGl 
SGRl 
DITCH 
RNG3 
DIVAN 
DGNR2 
RNG3 
DIVED 
DGNR2 
LGNRl 
RNG3 
HNG2 
DOGGONE 
RNG3 
4l 
DAE: American origin {Southern). Citations from 
- 1844. 
WD: Southern U.S. 
NED: "A species of' sand. wasp." Citations from 
- 1844. 
ADD citations from SE Va., SW Mo., NW Ark., and 
S U.S. 
A ~ool or tank wh~re livestock are watered. 
See also ~ tank, pond. 
A cloth for drying dishes. 
DAE citations from 1869. 
See also ~ towrel, .drying cloth. 
A deeply cut valley or gully formed by erosion. 
NED citations f'rom 1589. 
See also canyon. 
A sofa. 
See also couch, davenport, settee. 
The past tense of dive. 
See also dove. 
A mild expression of disgust. 
DAE: Origin uncertain. Colloq. Citations from 
185l. 
NED: U.S. slang. Some think the original form was 
dog on it to be compared with pox on it. 
CitatioiiS from 1851. --- ~ ~ 
DOGGONE (Cont'd) 
DOGIE 
RNG3 
DGNR.2 
SGRl 
LGNRl 
RGRl 
KNGl 
EGR3 
DOGIRONS 
LGNRl 
DOGS 
RNG3 
DONKEY 
RNG3 
RNG2 
DOUBL.ETREE 
HNG2 
KNGl 
SGRl 
RGR2 
LGNRl 
DGNR2 
EGR3 
RNG3 
DOVE 
EGR3 
RGR2 
KNGl 
SGRl 
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See also dad-gum. 
A motherless calf. 
W'D: nA motherless calf in a range herd; a cowboy 
term. Western U.S.tt 
DAE: American origin (Western); also spelled 
- doughgy. 
ADD citations :from NW Texas and W Texas. "The 
term was invented by a Texas ranchman." 
Irons to hold logs for bu:t-ning in the fireplace. 
Kurath (51): "The andirons in the :fireplace are 
generally known as firedags, dogs, or dog-
irons in the greater part of the South-;-t'he 
South Midland and SW Pa." 
See also andirons, firedogs, dogs. 
Same as the above. 
See also andirons, f'iredogs, dogirons. 
A small variety of jackass. 
DAE citations from 1785. 
NED? "A recent word, apparently of dialect or 
-- slang origin.u Citations from 1785. 
ADD citations from N.Y. andNE Pa. 
See also burro. 
A bar to which the singletrees are attached. 
Kurath (58): " ... doubletree (shortened from double 
swingletree) ...• 
DAE: American origin. Citations from 1847. 
Past tense of dive. 
W'D: Chiefly U.~Colloq. 
NED: Occasional past tense of dive. 
ADD citations from Canada, La., Ala., W Ga., SW 
Mo . , and Ill. 
DOWNPOUR 
LGNRl 
DGNR2 
EGR3 
KNGl 
DRAG 
RNG3 
LGNRl 
EGR3 
DRAGON FLY 
RNG3 
DGNR2 
SGRl 
RGR2 
DRAW 
EGR3 
SGRl 
LGNRl 
DRESSER 
RGR2 
DGNR2 
KNGl 
DRY!NG CLOTH 
HNG2 
DUNGAREES 
DGNR2 
A very heavy rain. 
Bee also cloudburst. 
An implement for leveling ground. 
NED: "A heavy kind of harrow :for breaking up 
ground or breaking clods ..•. " Citations from 
1388. 
See also harrow. 
A flying insect that lives near the water. 
K'urath (14): 11 'I'he literary dragon fly is known to 
the better educated." -
Bee also snake doctor, mosquito ~· 
A dry creek bed. 
WD: "A natural drainage way or gully. 11 
DAE: American origin. "A drain, ravine or coulee." 
NED: "A natural ditch or drain that draws the 
water off a piece of land." Citations from 
1884. 
ADD citations from Neb., w.va., and from Miss. to 
the Pacific. 
A chest of drawers with a mirror. 
DAEz American origin. Citations from 1651. · 
NED: Originally in England a dres$er was a table 
or sideboard in the kitchen where food was 
prepared. Citations ~rom 1420. 
ADD citations from SE Va., W Mass., and Cent •. N.Y. 
Bee also bureau, chest of drawers. 
A cloth for drying dishes. 
See also ~ towel, cup towel. 
An outer working garment. 
NED citations from 1891. 
See also jeans, overalls. 
DURN 
RGR2 
DUTCH SADDLE 
KNGl 
EARTHWORM 
LGNRl 
RGR2 
HNG2 
KNGl 
ELM MOTTE 
RGR2 
RNG3 
ENGLISH SADDLE 
EGR3 
HNG2 
RNG3 
DGNR2 
SGRl 
LGNRl 
RGR2 
ESCORT 
SGRl 
EVENING 
EGR3 
RNGl 
HNG2 
LGNRl 
DGNR2 
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A mild expression of' disgust. 
DAE: Euphemism f'or damn. Colloq. Citations .from 
- 1835. -.--
ADD citations f'rom W N.C., E Tenn., SW Mo., Cent. 
~ Ky., Fla., and Ohio. 
A type of' saddle which is similar to or the same 
as the English type. It has no ho'rn. 
A worm. used for f'ish bait. 
Kurath (45): ''The Carolinas and Ga. are the only 
part of' the Eastern States where earthworm is 
a folk word. Elsewhere it is a book or city 
word.If 
NED citations :from 1591. 
ADD citations f'romE Ala. and W Ga. 
Atwood's Maps of Texas: Distribution in central, 
eastern, and Rio Grande Valley Bections. 
A clump of elm trees. 
DAE: Motte, ..American origin; South and West. 
~ Citations f'rom 1844. 
A type of saddle which is similar to an Eastern 
saddle. 
See also Dutch saddle, California saddle. 
Used in the sense of "May I take you home?" 
(This was used by an informant who was trying 
to be very proper.) 
That part of the day before supper time. 
(1rhis is an old-fashioned term.; the modern 
term is afternoon.) 
WD: Local in the Southern States and England for 
afternoon. 
DAE: Used in the south and West for afternoon. 
Citations from lT90. 
FARTHEREST 
SGRl 
DGNR2 
KNGl 
F.ARTBEST 
RNG3 
DGNR2 
LGNRl 
RGR2 
FAUCET 
RNG3 
DGNR2 
LGNRl 
SGRl 
RGR2 
BNG2 
KNGl 
EGR3 
FAVOR 
RNG3 
DGNR2 
SGRl 
LGNRl 
RNG2 
EGR3 
FEATHERBED 
RGR2 
FIR.EBO.ARD 
RNG.2. 
Su~erlative of :far. (Used by old-fashioned 
speakers. )--
.ADD citations from New England, NW Ark., and S 
w.va. 
Su~erlative of far. (Used by the younger and 
better educated speakers.) 
See also fartherest and :furtherest. 
A device to turn on the water indoors. 
45 
Kurath (15): 'tFaucet, which is in regular use 
among all social groups in the North, is en-
croaching upon spicket and spigot in parts of 
the Midland and the South.n 
To resemble; e.g., the child favors his father. 
NED: nTo resemble in face or features; rarely, to 
resemble generally ... . u Now colloq. Cita-
tions :from 1609. 
.ADD citations from .Ark., Miss., SE Ky., E Tenn., 
W N.C., SE Mo., Maine, W.Va., C'ent. Pa., 
Cent. B .C., and W Tenn. 
A hea-vy bed cover. (This was ~iven by a German 
informant. ) 
DAE: "A bed having a mattress filled. with :feathers. tt 
Citations from 1640. 
A shelf over the fireplace. 
ADD citations from SW Va. and SE Tenn. 
K\irath (5): "The South Midland, including t~e 
drainage basin of the Kanawha, has the dis-
tinctive expression fire board, which has 
spread down to t~e Atlantic between the Cape 
Fear and the Peedee rivers.,. 
FIREDOGB 
HNG2 
KNGl 
FISmTORM 
DGNR2 
FIVE-AND-TEN CENT 
STORE 
BNG2 
EGR3 
FLAPJACK 
KNGl 
FLATS 
KNGl 
RGR2 
RNG3 
EGR3 
LGNRl 
DGNR2 
FLOAT 
RNG3 
FLOOD 
RGR2 
FLUME 
EGR3 
Irons used to hold logs for burning. 
DAE citations from 1792. 
See also andirons, dogs, dogirons. 
A worm used for fish bait. 
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Kurath (74): "Fish worm is cornmon (1) 1n the upper 
Conn. Valley and Worcester County, Mass., 
(2) in the Dutch settlement area, and (3) in 
W. Va." 
DAE: American origin. Citations from 1870. 
See also earthworm, rain ~· 
A variety store. 
.DAE: Originally a store where articles were sold 
-- for five and ten cents. Cit.ations from 1904. 
Se~ also~ store, racket store. 
A cake made of thin batter and fried on a griddle. 
DAE citations from 1600. {Dial.) 
NED citations from 1600. 
ADD citations from W cent. W. Va. 
see also~ cakes, battercakes, pancakes. 
Flat grassy country or low grounds. 
Ku.rath ( 61): 11In N. Y. state and the adjoining 
counties of Pa. flats is the regular designa-
tion [for low-lying flat meadow lands]. 11 
DAE: Lowland. Citations from 1634. 
An implement for leveling off newly plcrwed land. 
Bee also harrow, drag. 
A very heavy rain 
See also cloudburst. 
The main irrigation ditch. 
DAE: American origin. "Channel made to convey 
~ water to a placer mine--or narrow ravine." 
FLUME (Cont'd) 
FOLKS 
DGNR2 
LGNRl 
RNG3 
RGR2 
HNG2 
FORENOON 
KNGl 
FREE BGARDING 
HOUSE 
RNG3 
FREESTONE PEACR 
LGNRl 
DGNR2 
SGRl 
RGR2 
RNG2 
KNGl 
EGR3 
FRENCH HARP 
LGNRl 
EGR3 
KNGl 
HNG2 
RGR2 
RNG3 
SGRl 
NED citations from 1784 in U.S. "An artificial 
~ channel for a stream of water to be applied 
to some industrial use. 11 
See also canal. 
Relatives. 
DAE: Used to mean relatives from 1637. 
NED citations from 1715. 
Aiffi citations from NW Ark.,, Cent. Conn., 'W N.Y.J 
Okla. , and Fla. 
That period of time after breakfast and before 
lunch. 
NED citations from 1506. nThe portion Of the day 
before noon." 
ADD citations from the South (an affectation for 
morning) and 8 Ill. 
Jail. 
See also batcage, calaboose, clink, jug, hock. 
A peach whose meat does not stick to the seed. 
Kurath (72): nFreestone peach is current in a 
greater part of the Midland and in the entire 
N. Eng~ settleIIl.ent area. It is the regular 
expreBsion in W. Va. and the Shenandoah Val-
ley and has surviyed to some extent in the 
westernmost parts of Va. and the Carolinas." 
DAE citations from 1822. 
A musical instrument played with the lips. 
DAE1 American origin. Citations from 1883. 
Ling. Atlas: Used in the Williamsburg area of Va. 1 
- the Piedmont of Va. and N .C., and becomes the 
predominant form in Blue Ridge and Smoky Mts . 
and w. Va. 
Atwood Map: French harp predominates in Texas, 
though harp or!iloUth organ are occasionally 
used. --
FRI.JOLES 
SGRl 
FRONT ROOM 
EGR) 
HNG2 
FRYING PAN 
DGNR2 
LGNRl 
RNG) 
RGR2 
HNG2 
KNGl 
EGI0 
FURNISHINGS 
RNG3 
FURTHEREST 
EGR3 
HNG2 
GALLE:RY 
iGNRl 
EGR3 
KNGl 
HNG2 
RGR2 
RNG3 
The kind of beans. that ha.Ve brown spots before 
being cooked. (This is an old-fashioned 
term; now referred to as brown beans or 
pintos.) 
DAE: SW a:nd Spanish. Citations :f'rom 1838. 
See also pintos. 
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A room at the front of the house where guests are 
entertained. 
Kura.th {51): 'tThe old time :parlor is now largely 
a thing of' the past. Some now call it the 
i'ront room. 1' 
ADD citations from Wis. and Cent. N. Y. Replaces 
-- the usual term. parlor. 
See also parlor, sitting room, living~· 
A flat pan for frying food. 
Kurath (16): ttin all the New England settlements 
spider is the word for the ca.st iron frying 
pan. The dividing line between Northern 
spider and Midland skillet is sha.r~ly de-
fined in urban areas." 
DAE citations from 1633. 
NED citations from 1382. 
see also skillet. 
Household goods. 
See also plunder. 
Superlative of far. 
.ADD citations from New England, NW Ark., SW Mo., 
- and w.va.. 
See also fartherest and farthest. 
A porch. (Old-fashioned) 
K\il"ath (52): "The unscreened :porches o:f earlier 
days a.re also widely called porches, but 
other names are current too: piazza, stoop, 
veranda, gallery, sometimes with different 
shades o:f meanings. 11 
NED citations i'rom 1509. "A long, narrow platform 
or balcony, constructed on the outside of a 
building , • • , JI 
ADD citations from Ark., SE Mo., NW Ark., E Ala., 
GALLERY (Cont'd) 
GARBAGE CAN 
RNG3 
RGR2 
GARBAGE PAIL 
GET A MOVE ON 
HNG2 
KNGl 
GIDDAP 
EGR3 
RNG3 
SGRl 
RNGl 
DGNR2 
LGNRl 
BNG2 
GIRT 
EGR3 
KNGl 
SGRl 
LGNRl 
RNG.3 
ENG2 
GOBBLE, GOBBLE 
RGR2 
GOBLIN 
SGRl 
RNG3 
W Ga., E T~nn., and W N.C. (Obsolete in the 
latter two.) 
See also porch. 
A container for food scraps. 
See also slop bucket. 
Sa.me as above. 
To leaYe very fast; to hurry away. 
See also kustle, light ~ shuck. 
A call to horses to make them go. 
Kurath (65): nThe call get up (in various pro-
nunciations), chirping-;-and clucking are in 
rather general use throughout the Eastern 
.States, but there are also a number of re-
gional e:xpressions.tt 
ADD citations from .SW pa. and NW.Va. 
A saddle girth. 
NED citations from 1563. 
ADD citations :from SE Va., SE Mo., NW Ark., E Ala., 
and W Ga. 
See also cinch. 
A call to turkeys. 
A ghost. 
NED citations from 1327. 
ADD citations from. Ind. 
See also hant. 
GOOBERS 
EGR3 
'KNGl 
RNG3 
DGNR2 
HNG2 
RGR2 
GRANDMA 
EGR3 
HNG2 
RNG3 
LGNRl 
DGNR2 
SGRl 
GRAND MAMA 
RGR2 
GRANDPA 
LGNRl 
DGNR2 
SGRl 
EGR3 
HNG2 
RNG3 
GRANDPAPA 
RGR2 
GRKNNY 
LGNRl 
GRANNY WOMAN 
ENG2 
Peanuts. (Old-fashioned) 
DAE: American origin, South and Southwest. 
NED" citations in U.S .. f'rom 1885. 
.ADD citations from Ark.) SE Mo. J and W N. C. 
See.also peanuts. 
Grandmother. 
NED: nA colloq. synonym of' grandmeither.n 
50 
ADD citations from 1862. (Sometimes the form was 
~ ~ or gra.mnaw.) 
Same as grandma.. 
Grandf'ather. 
ADD citations f'rom. Texas, W N.C., and E Tenn. 
Sa.me as grandpa. 
A midwii'e. 
Kurath (77): " ... everywhere sQuth of Pennsylvania 
the common folk ·still say granny or granny 
woman." 
DAE: American origin. 
NED citations from 1794. 
ADD citations from SW Mo. 
Same as granny. 
ADD citations f'rom W N. C., E Tenn., and NE Ky. 
See also granny. 
GRASS SACK 
SGRl 
HNG2 
KNGl 
GREASER 
DGNR2 
HNG2 
GREEN :BEANS 
DGNR2 
SGRl 
GRINDSTONE 
DGNR2 
LGNRl 
.SGRl 
RGR2 
ENG2 
KNGl 
EGR3 
BNG3 
GRITTED BREAD 
KNGl 
GROUND SQUIRREL 
EGR3 
HNG2 
RGR2 
SGRl 
LGNRl 
A large sack made of burlap. 
Kurath (56)i " ... grass sack is current on the 
coast f'rom Delaware Bay to Albemarle Sound 
and also on the Western Shore of Chesapeake 
Bay north of the James River." 
See also tow sack. 
A derogatory term for a Mexican. 
DAE: American origin. 
NED: U.J3. slang. A cont~tuous term used by 
Americans in the SW U.S. in speaking of 
Mexicans. Citations from 1849. 
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ADD citations from NW Ark. and .N.Y. (It is a book 
-- word in N.Y.) 
Beans cooked and served in the pod. (One inf'ormant 
says this ter:m is German dialect translated.) 
Kurath (73): "Green-beans dominates the mountains 
of'·N.C. and all of W.Va., and it is .still 
common on the upper Ohio and its tributaries;'r 
ADD citations from.NE Ky. and Fla. 
see also~ beans, string beans, 
A stone for ab.arpening metal inBtruments. 
An old-fashioned type of cornbread. 
DAR: American origin. "Cornbread made of' gritted 
- meal." 
See also ~pone, spoon bread, cornbread.. 
A chipmunk. 
Kura th (15): " ... ground squirrel is shared by the 
Midland and the South as an old folk term, 
but chipmunk has largely replaced it in East-
ern Pennsylvania and has spread to Maryland 
and the lower Shenandoah." ' 
GROUND SQUIRREL 
(Cont'd) 
DGNR2 
RNG3 
GULLY 
DGNR2 
RGR2 
EGR3 
GULLY-WASRER 
HNG2 
RNG3 
GUTTER 
LGNRl 
DGNR2 
EGR3 
KNGl 
HNG2 
SGRl 
RGR2 
RNG3 
HACKAMORE 
EGR) 
KNGl 
HNG2 
RGR2 
LGNRl 
DGNR2 
SGRl 
RNG3 
HANT 
HNG2 
DAE: American origin. 
NED" citations from 1772 in the U.S. 
A dry creek bed. 
See also draw. 
A very heavy rain. 
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ADD citations from SW Mo., NW Ark., SW Ind., and 
- va·. 
See also cloudburst. 
A trough to take rainwater off the roof. 
Kurath (53): "Gutters is in regular use on all 
social levels (1) in the Southern area, 
(2) in the Rud.son Valley, Long Island, and 
nearly all of New Jersey, and (3) in Eastern 
New England. In southwestern Connecticut and 
in Philadelphia and Yicini ty gutters is now 
very co:mmon, but older regional expressions 
are still used by many. Elsewhere gutters is 
strictly a trade name." 
.A rope halter. 
WD: Western U.S. 
DAE: American origin, SW and W. 
NED: U.S. ttA c.orruption o:f Spanish jaquima, 
formerly xaquima, meaning halter or head-
stall of a horse.n Citations from l~ 
S~e also hickamore. 
.A ghost. 
Ling. Atlas: In use in Va. and N .c. and shad.es 
~~into s.c. east of the mountains. 
See also goblin. 
IIARMONICA 
DGNR2 
HARROW 
SGRl 
KNGl 
BNG2 
DGNR2 
RGR2 
HAUNCHES 
RGR2 
DGNR2 
RNG3 
HAUNKERS 
ENG2 
SGRl 
HAYSEED 
SGRl 
READCHEESE 
EGR3 
KNGl 
RGR2 
DGNR2 
HELL 
LGNRl 
HEN 
SGRl 
53 
A musical instrument played with the lips. (Modern) 
Ling. Atlas: Used in New England, Hudson Valley, 
~ New York City, and Newark area. 
See also French harp. 
An implement for leveling o£f newly plowed ground. 
The hips or hindquarters. 
See also haunkers, hunkers. 
Same as above. . 
See also haunches, hunke.rs. 
A poor white person; a rustic; a person from the 
back country~ 
DAE: American origin. Colloq. 
NED: "Humorous name for a rustic." Citations from 
1889. 
ADD citations from N. Mex. 
A pressed meat loaf' made of hog 1s jowls. 
DAE: American origin. 
Kurath (20): 11Eastern New England is characterized 
by many local expressions that have to do 
with the farm_ .... Distinctive food terms a.re 
... hogshead cheese .•.• " 
See also hogshead cheese, souse, silza. 
A mild expression of disgust. 
A jocular term for my wi£e. 
See also ~' mada.Iil, old lady. 
HEN HOUSE 
RNG3 
HI 
DGNR2 
HICK 
SGRl 
HICK.AMORE 
DGNB.2 
RIGIIBOY 
EGR3 
HILIJ3ILLY 
DGNR2 
HIMMEL 
RGR2 
HOCK,. IN 
LGNRl 
HOEC.Al<E 
KNGl 
54 . 
A building for housing chickens. 
N.)IDJ nA small hou:se or shed in which poultry a.re 
- shut u:p for the night. 11 Citations f'.rom 15l2 . 
.See also chicken house, chicken roost. 
A greeting. (Uaed by a young informant. ) 
NED citations from l475· 
A poor white person from the backv;oo~s. 
NED citations from 1565. nAn ignorant country 
~- man; a silly fellow, booby." 
ADD citations from Neb. and W Cent. W. Va. 
See als.o Arkansawyer, cedar cutter, hillbilly, 
hayseed .• 
A ro:pe halter. 
See also hackamere. 
A chest of drawers . 
DAE: American origin. "A tall chest of drawers .•.• " 
Bee also 6.res.ser, bureau, chifferobe. 
A poor white. 
DAE: An expression of contempt used in the South 
~ when speaking of an ignorant person. 
See also Arkansa:wyer, ceaar cutter, hayseed, hick. 
--.--
A mild expression of disgust. (Used only by a 
German informant. ) 
In jail . 
.DAE: "In jail or prison.. H 
see also batcage, jug,' clink, calaboose, free 
boarding house,hoo.segow. 
A kind of cbrnbreaa made 'With water and fried on a 
griddle. (Old fashioned) 
DAEt American origin; chiefly Southern. 
Kurath (39)~ 11From Chesapeake Bay to the western 
parts of Virginia and the Carolinas ... hoecake 
HOECAKE (Cont'd) 
ROGPEN 
DGNR2 
EGR3 
HOGSHEAD CHEESE 
LGNRl 
RNG3 
HOLLER 
mm2 
DGNR2 
KNGl 
HOLLOW 
RNG3 
HONE 
DGNR2 
HORN TOAD 
HNG:2 
55 
is used or remembered as a word for hand-
shaped corn cak.e.s baked. before an open fire. tr 
NED: "'Originally a cake baked on the broad thin 
blade of a cotton-field hoe.'' Citations :from 
1793-
ADD citations from 1775· 
see also earn pone, spoon bread, c.drnbread, corn-
cake, and---gr:itted bread. 
An enclo~ure where hogs are kept. 
Se.e also pig pen and pigsty. 
A pres.sed meat loaf made of hog's jowl. 
Kurath (20): 11E.astern New England is characterized 
by many local expressions that have to do 
with the farm •.. cooking .••. Distinctive food 
terms are ... hogshead cheese •..• " 
DAE: American origin, 
see also headcheese, souse. 
A dry creek bed. 
See also .draw, gully. 
A dry creek bed. 
NED: De.Pressed below the surrounding surface. 
- Citations from 1553. 
See also (lraw, gully, holler. 
A whetstone for sharpening razors. 
NED citations from 1325. 
--..--
A :flat, lizard-like animal with horns. It is 
common in Texas. 
DAE: American origin. 
NED: A toad hav.tng head and back covered with 
spikes. (u.s.) Citations from i84l [horned 
frog]. 
-,..-
HORSE LOT 
DGJ.'iJR2 
LGNRl 
RNG3 
SGRl 
lING2 
KNGl 
EGR3 I 
HORSE PEN 
RGR2 
HORSESHOES 
RNG3 
SGRl 
HNG2 
KNGl 
LGNRl 
. DGNR2 
EGR3 
HOT CA.KR 
EGR3 
RNGl 
SGRl 
RNG3 
ROWDY 
EGR3 
KNGl 
HNG2 
LGNRl 
RGR2 
RNG3 
HUNKERS 
EGR3 
LGNRl 
A pen for horses. 
DAE: American origin. 
see also corral.) hor.se pen. 
An enclosure 'for horses. 
See also horse lot, corral. 
A game of quoits. 
NED: "The game of quoits." Citations from 1825. 
A griddle cake. 
Kura th ( 69) : "Rot cake is largely confined to 
Delaware Bay and Dela-ware Valley in Pennsyl-
vania." 
ADD citations :from NW Ark.) SE. N.R., W N.Y., Neb., 
- Wis., and SW Pa~ 
Bee also battercake, pancake. 
A greeting. 
NED citations of related forms from c.1600. 
ADD citations from Ky., Mis.s., SE. Mo., Cent. Conn., 
w.va., w N.C., and E Tenn. 
Haunches. (Old-fashioned) 
ADD citations from Md., W N.C., E Tenn., Kans., 
-- Pa., NW Ark., W Texa.s,. and N W .va. 
NED citations from 1785. 
See also haunkers, haunches. 
HYDRANT 
DGNR2 
RGR2 
EGR3 
ILLEGITIMATE CHILD 
DGNR2 
EGR3 
RNG3 
HNG2 
JACKASS 
KNGl 
JUG 
RGR2 
SGRl 
RNG3 
JUNK ROOM 
RNG3 
DGNR2 
LGNRl 
BNG2 
KERNEL 
SGRl 
KEROSENE 
LGNRl 
DGNR2 
RNG3 
57 
A device for turning on w.ater, usually outside the 
house. 
.DAE: American origin. 
NED citatiDns from 1828 in U.S. 
A child born out of wedlock. 
Kurath (77): "The neutral ex:pression illegitimate 
child and. the blunt term bastard are known 
and used everywhere." 
NED citations from 1536. 
See also woods colt. 
A donkey. 
DAE citations from 1786. 
NED citations f'rom i727. 
A jocular term for jail. 
DAE citations from 1815. 
NED citations from 1841. 
See also clink, hock, batcage, calaboose, f'ree 
boarding hou:Be; hoosegow. 
A room for storing disused articles. 
Kurath (52): 'tin the South Atlantic States we find 
a variety of terms to denote a.storage room: 
lumber room, plunder room, trumpery room, 
junk room, and catch-iill." ..• Junk room is in 
UBe"a~in the Pennsylvania settlements of' 
the Piedmont of No.rth Carolina and on the 
Cape Fear River by the side of plunder ~· 11 
The hard center o~ a peach. 
ADD citations from BE Va. 
A fuel oil which was originally made of shale, but 
is nov a petroleum product. 
Kurath (60)t Kerosene is in general use in the 
North and in the Carolinas. 1~ 
ADD citations f.'rom S.C., W.Va., N.Y., C. and SE 
N.H. 
NED 9itations from 1854. 
see also coal oil. 
KETTLE 
RNG3 
KINDLING 
EGR3 
KNGl 
RGR2 
LGNRl 
DGNR2 
BGRl 
RNG.3 
ENG2 
KINFOLKS 
EGR3 
SGRl 
KIPPERED 
DGNR2 
LAKE 
LAND 
:KNGl 
DGNR2 
RNG.3 
LAND STORM 
RGR2 
LARIAT 
A pan or pot for boiling or stewing. 
DAE citations from 15Q6. 
NED citations from 1350. 
ADD citations from E·Mass., N.Eng., W.Va., Neb., 
-- NW Ark., N.Y., and Ohio. 
See also pan, pot. 
Small pieces of wood used to start a fire. 
DAE citations from 1S39. 
Kurath (51): 11 The Philadelphia. area has kindling 
(wood) by the side of pine, and this expres-
sion is in general use"'"'iil""Maryland west of 
Chesapeake Bay. 1• 
Relatives. 
ADD citations f'rom Miss., SE. Mo., W N.C. 1 E Te.nn., 
NW Ark., Cent. N .Y., and the South. 
Milk that is beginning to sour. (Old-fashioned) 
See also clabber, blinky, ~ john. 
A pool or pond where livestock are watered. 
See also pond, dirt ~' rock tank, tank. 
A mild expression of disgust. 
ADD: Used in combinations such as land sakes and 
goodland in Mass., E Ala., W Ga., and Ark. 
DAE citations from 1825. 
NED citations from 1849. 
A slow rain, not accompanied by electrical display. 
(Given by a German informant.) 
A rope with a loop; it is used for roping animals. 
LARIAT (Cont'd) 
HNG2 
RNG3 
SGRl 
LGNRl 
DGNR2 
KNGl 
LASSO 
DGNR2 
RGR2 
LAW ME 
DGNR2 
LAY 
BNG3 
SGRl 
RGR2 
LEGGINS 
EGR3 
SGRl 
RGR2 
HNG2 
LGNRl 
KNGl 
LIGRT A SHUCK 
KNGl 
EGR3 
LGNRl 
59 
(One in:formant said that it was a lariat only 
if made of rawhiQe.) 
WD: Western U.S. 
DAE: American origin. 
Barcia: "The act of roping or tying one person be-
hind another} or to tie a brid.l~ on a mule} 
or to lead one down the highway." 
NED: The Spanish word la reata means a cord or 
rope with a noose-Used in catching 'Wild 
horses. Citations from 1835. 
See also rGping rope, lasso. 
A rope 'With·a loop used to catch animals. 
DAE citations f~om 1833. 
Barcia: '1A snare for game." 
NED citations from 1768. Used chiefly by Spanish-
-- Americans. 
See also lariat, roping rope. 
A mild expres"Sion o:f disgust. 
ADD citations from N .Eng.J S Ill., S Ind., B Ohio, 
Ark., Va., N.C., Neb.J SW Mo.J Cent. Ky.J and 
w.va. 
NED citations of law as interjection from 1588. 
To stop blowing--as, tfthe wind is laying." 
Leather leg coverings that reach to the waist. 
DAE citations from 1751. 
NED citations from 1763. 
See also chaps. 
To leave very fast. 
ADD citations from NW Ark., N Cent. N.C., Okla.} 
etc. 
See also take off. 
LIGHTBREAD 
RNG3 
KNGl 
EGR3 
RGR2 
HNG2 
DGNR2 
LGNRl 
LIGHTNING BUG 
RNG3 
LGNRl 
DGNR2 
EGR3 
HNG2 
KNGl 
SGRl 
RGR2 
LIMA BEANS 
DGNR2 
HNG2 
SGRl 
LGNRl 
KNGl 
LITTLE PIECE 
HNG2 
LGNRl 
KNGl 
RNG3 
DGNR2 
LITTLE WAYS 
RGR2 
LIVING ROOM 
Raisea bread baked in a loaf. 
Kurath (39): "In the South and South Midland, 
lightbread is the usual designation." 
DAE: American origin. 
ADD citations from Ark., W Fla., SE Va., Cent. 
Kans., Ky., and W Cent. W.Va. 
A bug that glows at night. 
60 
Kurath (17): "In New York State, as in Vermont, 
lightning bug, our national term, has largely 
eliminated fire fly." 
DAE: American origin.--
NED citations from 1806. 
Large flat beans. 
WD: Large flat beans, usually white, 
DAE citations from 1822. 
ADD citations from E w.va., E Tenn., and W N.C. 
See also butter beans. 
A short distance. 
ADD citations from S Ill., NW Ark., SW Va., Kans., 
SE w .va., and SW Pa. 
See also little ways. 
A short distance. 
Kurath (66): "A little ways is an utterance one 
hears in all the Eastern states.. In the 
greater part of the Midland, however, many 
are more apt to say a little piece." 
ADD citations from Ga. and Cent. Conn. 
See also little piece. 
A room at the front of the house where one receives 
guests. (Modern) 
LIVING ROOM 
(Cont'd) 
LO.AD 
LOFT 
DGNR2 
LGNRl 
RNG3 
SGRl 
EGR3 
RGR2 
SGRl 
KNGl 
EGR3 
RNG3 
RGR2 
HNG2 
RGR2 
HNG2 
LOOK LIKE 
LGNRl 
DGNR2 
LOT 
LOW 
RNG3 
LGNRl 
LGNRl 
61 
Kurath (51): "Living room. is fully established in 
the cities and among the younger generation 
in the country." 
DAE:' American origin; citations from 1825. 
~ also sitting~' front~' parlor. 
That which can be carried at one time in the arms 
or in a wagon. 
Kurath (38): " ... by the side o:f the Midland load 
of wood." 
See aISo--a:rniload. 
The unfinished space at the top of the house. 
WD: 11An attic room. 11 
DAE: This meaning "Obs. except U.S." 
NED citations from 1300. ' 
ADD citations from SW Va. and Cent. N.Y. 
See also attic. 
To resemble. 
NED citations from 1440. 
See also favor. 
A barnyard. 
Kura.th (40): " .•. barnlot1 stablelot are the usual 
terms for the barnyard, and these expressions 
are current in all of the South Midland, as 
well as in parts of northern West Virginia .... " 
See also barnyard, barnlot. 
A noise made by a cow. 
Kurath (62): n ••• the uscial expression :from Balti-
more southward is low. 
NED citations from 1000-.~ 
ADD citations from SE Mo., Maine, and N.H. 
See also bawl. 
LUG 
DGNR2 
LUNCH 
EGR3 
HNG2 
LUNCH BASKET 
DGNR2 
SGRl 
LUNCH :BOX 
RNG3 
LUNCH BUCKET 
DGNR2 
RNG3 
LUNCH PAIL 
KNGl 
EGR3 
MA 
MAD 
SGRl 
BNG2 
RNG3 
EGR3 
To carry a load. 
W:O: "To haul or drag along." Colloq. 
ADD citations from N.Y., Mo., Ark., and NW U.S. 
NED citations from 1690. 
Llng. Atlas: New England, Hudson Valley, N.J., 
~~Del., Md. (all except eastern part), and a 
feW' scattered areas nectr Norfolk. The usual 
Southern term is tote. 
Food eaten between meals. 
WD: 'lA light meal, usually in the middle of the 
day• II 
NED citations from 1829. 
A metal container for carrying lunch. 
DAE: Lunch may be used attributively with box, 
~- basket, bell, etc. ~-
See also lunch box, lunch bucket, lunch pail. 
A metal container for carrying lunch or dinner. 
DAE citations from 1864. 
See also lunch basket, lunch bucket, lunch pail. 
A metal container fo~ carrying lunch. (Old-
fashioned) 
See also lunch basket, lunch box, lunch pail. 
A metal container for carrying lunch. (Rustic) 
DAE: American origin. Citations from 1891. 
An expression for mother. (Old-fashioned) 
WD: "Mama.;--a colloq. or childish form; sometimes 
regarded as vulgar." 
ADD citations from. Va., Ill., Miss., W U.S., and 
N Ga. 
NED: Childish and colloq. of mama; now considered 
vulgar. Citations from 1823. 
Angry. 
WD: ''Angry temper .... Colloq. and dial." 
DAEt Citations from 1758. 
MAD (Cont'd) 
KNGl 
RGR2 
LGNRl 
DGNR2 
MADAM 
DGNR2 
EGR.3 
MAMA 
RNG3 
KNGl 
LGNRl 
DGNR2 
RNG3 
MANTEL 
RGR2 
EGR3 
SGRl 
DGNR2 
RNG.3 
MANTE1J30.ARD 
LGNRl 
ADD citations from Cent. Ky. 
NED: In U.S. and Great Britain the ordinary word 
for angry. Citations fr9m 1300. 
A jocular term for wife. 
DAEc It bas two meanings which are extreme con-
trasts: (1) a respectful title given a woman 
and (2) a term to designate the ''mistress of 
a house." 
NED: Obs. as playful use. Citations from 1603. 
See also ~ lady, old wonia.n, ~' ~' ~· 
A bull. 
Kurath (62): nNew England expressions for bull 
are: ... male animal. . . . Southernisms are--
equally varied: ma.le and male cow in Vir-
ginia, adjoining parts of North Carolina and 
on Delama.rvia ..•. n 
ADD citations from SW Mo. 
See also surly, bull. 
A term for mother. 
WD: "Mother; --now usually a child's word. tr 
ADD citations from N.Y. and N.H. (a schoolroom 
word). 
NED citations from 1579. In the 18th century in 
~ England it was a mark of gentility. 
See also ma. 
A shelf over the :fireplace. 
Kurath (51): nThe shelf over the fireplace is 
known as the mantel or mantelpiece in most 
parts of the Eastern States. 11 
NED citations from 1519. 
see also mantel board, ..mantelpiece, fireboard. 
A shelf over the fireplace. 
NED citations from 1885. 
See also mantel, mantelpiece~. fireboard. 
MANTELPIECE 
DGNR2 
KNGl 
MERRY CHRISTMAS 
RNG3 
DGNR2 
SGRl 
LGNRl 
RGR2 
MESS 
EGR3 
KNGl 
BNG2 
MEXICAN 
RNG3 
MEXICAN SADDLE 
RGR2 
LGNRl 
RNG3 
MICKEY 
SGRl 
MIDWIFE 
ENGl 
DGNR2 
RNG3 
EGR3 
A shelf over the fireplace. 
NED citations from 1686. 
See also mantel, mantelboard, fireboard. 
A greeting on Christmas. 
64 
Kurath (80): "In the North and in most of the 
North Midland Merry Christmas! is the univer-
sal salutation, and this expression is now 
freely used by the younger generation in the 
South and South Midland, especially in the 
urban areas. The simple folk of the South 
and South Midland still say Christlllas gif't!" 
See also Christmas gift. 
A quantity of a certain food for a meal. 
WD: "A quantity of food •.•. " (Archaic) 
DAE: nN"w dial. and U .8." Citations from 1697. 
NED: Archaic. Citations from 1300. 
A :person frmn. Mexico or one of Mexican descent. 
DAE: American origin. Denotes the Spanish-speaking 
- population of the SW. 
See also pelado, greaser, :pepper belly. 
A type of saddle having a large horn. 
DAE: American origin. This is a heavy saddle, 
which has a high pommel and cantle, heavy 
leather skirts, and wooden stirrups. 
See also cowboy saddle, California saddle, Dutch 
saddle, side saddle. 
An Irisbm.an. 
See also Patty. 
A woman who helps to deliver a baby. 
Kurath (77): "Midwife is used throughout the East-
ern States, but in the central section of 
Pennsylvania and everywchere south of Pennsyl-
vania the comm.on folk still say granny or 
granny woman." 
NED citations from 1303. 
See also granny, granny woman. 
MIGHT CAN 
KNGl 
MILK PAIL 
.HNG2 
MISER 
DGNR2 
MOM 
LGNRl 
MONGREL 
RNG3 
RGR2 
MOO 
LGNRl 
. DGNR2 
MORRAL 
DGNR2 
LGNRl 
EGR3 
SGRl 
RNG3 
RGR2 
.HNG2 
KNGl 
MOSQUITO HA.WK 
Might be able. 
ADD citations from E Ala., W Ga., SW Pa.} E Texas, 
-- and Miss. 
A metal container for milk. 
Kurath (12): "Pail is the regular name throughout 
the North for the well-kno1VD. container with 
flaring sides and bail." 
A stingy person. 
NED citations from 1560. 
See also tightwad. 
A jocular term for wife. 
See also old ~' boss, madam, old lady, old woman. 
A worthless dog. 
WD: Any animal of mixed origin. 
NED citations from l486. 
The noise made by a cow. 
Kurath (38): "In all the Southern area cows are 
said to-low at feeding time .. Moo is not un-
known, tObe sure, but it is largely conf'ined 
to city folk." 
NED citations from 1789. 
Atwood Map: Moo is predominant in Texas, low next, 
and bawl is most infrequent. 
See also lew, ~· 
A feed bag attached to a ~orse's head. 
ADD citations from W Texas. 
Atwood Map; Morral is predominant west of a verti-
cal line drawn through Bosque, Travis, and 
Jim Wells counties. Feed bag is used in the 
same area, as well as--rilEast Texas. 
A dragon fly. 
MOSQ.UITO HAWK 
(Cont'd.) 
LGNRl 
EGR3 
KNGl 
MOSSBACK 
RGR2 
MUD DAUBER 
RGR2 
MUFFIN 
HNG2 
LGNRl 
DGNR2 
MUST.ANG 
SGRl 
MU'l"l'ER 
RGR2 
NEAR HORSE 
LGNRl 
HNG2 
KNGl 
66 
Kurath (75); "Mosquito hawk occurs along the coast 
in a widening belt---ext'ending :from Delaware · 
Bay to Ga." 
DAE: .American origin. 
NED citations :from 1894 (U.S.). 
A poor white; a rustic. 
DAE: "A person who is behind. the times. 11 Colloq. 
NED citations from 1885 AU.B.). 
See also Arkansawyer, hill billy, cedar cutter. 
A kind. of wasp. . 
WD: ".Any o:f numerous wasps .•. that construct cells 
- attached to stones or woodwork of buildings." 
DAE: Any of various wasps that construct their 
cells of mud. American origin. 
A sll1a.ll cake. 
DAE: ''A kind of bread made with baking powder or 
similar agent and baked in the form of a cup-
cake." Citations from 1703. 
NED citations from 1703. 
An unbroken horse. 
WD: TiA small, hardy, half-wild horse of Texas, 
- N. Mex., etc." 
DAE: American origin. Citations from 1808. 
Appleton's New Eng-Sp; Sp-Eng Dictionary: .An un-
owned colt or vagabond. 
Cuyas: Comes from the word mostrenco, which means 
homel:ess, unowned, strayed, or vagabond, or 
a troop of young mares and colts. 
NED citations from 1808. 
A term for wife. (Given by a German informant as 
Ger. dial. for mother.) 
See also boss, old woman, ~ lady, madam, mom, 
~'ma. 
A horse on the left side. 
Kurath (66): "The left horse of (plow) team is 
known as the near-horse in a large area ex-
tending from the Conn. River to the Potomac 
NEAR HORSE (Cont'd) 
SGRl 
NECKLACE 
LGl'ffil 
RNG3 
NEGRO 
EGR3 
HNG2 
RNG3 
NEIGH -
SGRl 
NICKER 
KNGl 
HNG2 
RGR2 
EGR3 
NIGGER 
EGR3 
KNGl 
HNG2 
RGR2 
DGNR2 
SGRl 
RNG3 
and the Kanawha, excepting only the SW half' 
of Pennsylvania." 
A string of pearls. 
NED citations f'rom 1.590. 
See also pair o!_pearls, string of pearls. 
67 
A respectf'ul term for a person of Af'rican origin. 
DAE citations from 1653. 
NED citations from l555· 
A noise made by a horse when calling for young or 
mate. 
ADD citations from SW Mo., N .C., E Ala., and W Ga. 
NED citations from 1513. 
see also nicker. 
A gentle noise made by a horse at feeding time. 
ID.l.rath (42): 11The South has two expressions for 
the friendly noise of a horse at feeding 
time, whicker and nicker ..•• From the Pied-
mont nicker has spread westward all the way 
to the Ohio Valley, northward to the fork of 
the Ohio in Pennsylvania and southward in the 
Blue.Ridge and the Appalachians to Ga. Nicker 
now dominates this vast area." 
ADD citations from E Ala._, W Ga._, W Ind._, SW Mo., 
Cent. Ky., SE W.Va., Cent. N.Y., Cent. Pa._, 
W U.S. 
NED citations from 1791. 
See also neigh~ 
A derogatory term :ror Negro·. 
DAE: Colloq. and Southern for Negro. Citations 
- from 1700. ' 
NED C'i tations from. 1786. Usually contemptuous. 
See also darkey, ~· 
NIGGER SHOOTER 
EGR3 
KNGl 
HNG2 
RGR2 
LGNRl 
SGRl 
DGNR2 
RNG2 
NO ACCOUNT 
DGNR2 
NORTHER 
RNG3 
DGNR2 
LGNRl 
SGRl 
BNG2 
KNGl 
EGR3 
OFF 
LGNRl 
OFF HORSE 
RNG3 
DGNR2 
RGR2 
OLD LADY 
LGNRl 
OLD MAN 
LGNRl 
A boy's weapon made of rubber strips on a forked 
stick. 
68 
DAE: A sling phot (colloq.). Citations from 1883. 
Atwood Map: Predominant term in Texas for a boy's 
weapon. 
Lazy. 
DAE: American origin (colloq.). Citati.ons from 
- 1845. 
ADD citations from Ga..J Ark.J SE Mo.J N Eng., 
E Texas, and w. Va. 
A cold, strong wind from. the north, 
WD: A wind, cha.racteri .. stic of Texas and the Coastal 
- :plains. 
DAE: American origin. Citations from 1820. 
NED citations fro..m 1844. 
Bee also blue norther. 
I want off work today. 
NED: Man:y-citations of off without a verb. 
The left horse in a te8Jll. 
DAE: American origin. "The .right hand beast." 
See also near horse. 
A jocular term for my wife. 
DAE: A man's wife (colloq,.)·: Citations from 1873. 
See also~' madam, bG.ss, mutter, ~' ~' ~ 
woman. 
A jocular term for my husband. 
DAEt "A father or head of the family." Citations 
from 1792. 
OLD MAN (Cont'd) 
OLD SATAN 
KNGl 
ONERY 
LGNRl 
KNGl 
ORPIIAN 
RGR2 
DGNR2 
ORPHANT 
HNG2 
ORTN'T 
KNGl 
OVERALLS 
EGR3 
KNGl 
RNG3 
.SGRl 
DGNR2 
LGNRl 
RGR2 
HNG2 
PA 
HNG2 
SGRl 
NED citations from 1200. 
ADD citations from. SE Ky., E Ala., W Ga., La., and 
N.C. 
The devil. 
Lazy, unambitiotts. 
DAE: Dial., equivalent to ornery. Citations from 
ADD citations from Ala., Calif., Ark., Md., NW 
-- Ark., W Texas, ~i_ss., and W.Va. 
A motherless calf. 
NED:- "One bereft of protection •.•. " Citations from. 
~ 1483. 
See also dogie, orphant. 
A motherless calf. 
See also dogie, orphan. 
He oughtn't to go. 
ADD citation"Elfrom Mass., W N.C., Ohio, and Texas. 
An outer working garment. 
DAE: American origin. Citations from 1807. 
NED: Trousers of strong material worn as outer 
garment. Orig. U.S.' Citations from 1782. 
See also blue jeans, dungarees . 
A term for father. 
WD: npapa;--a colloq. or childish form; sometimes 
- regro.ded as vulgar." 
NED: Childish; short for papa. Citations from. 
- 1811. ---
See also papa, father. 
PACK 
LGNRl 
KNGl 
PACK SADDLE 
LGNRl 
PADDOCK 
BGRl 
PAINT 
RNG3 
LGNRl 
SGRl 
RGR2 
HNG2 
PAIR OF PEARLS 
DGNR2 
PALING FENCE 
KNGl 
HNG2 
EGR3 
PALLET 
EGR3 
RGR2 
RNG3 
To lug or carry. 
WD: To transport in a pack_, as on the back of a 
man or animal; hence to carry. Chiefly W 
u .s. 
NED citations of this mea:ning from 1850. 
DAE: American origin. Citations from 1816. 
Ling. Atlas: In use in w.va._, S Ohio, and SW 
~~ corner of Pa. 
A type of saddle. 
See also Mexican, side, Dutch, Eastern. 
-
A pen for thoroughbred hors~s. 
NED citations from 1856. 
see also corral, horse lot_, horse pen. 
A spotted pony. 
DAE: American origin. Citations from 1893. 
ADD citations from W U.S. 
A string of pearls. 
NED citations from 1377· 
ADD citations from SW Mo._, NW Ark., Iowa1 Ore., 
- and Mich. 
A type of fence made of boards or pickets. 
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Kura th (55): "Fences with pointed or upright 
slats which comm.only surround the dwelling 
and the garden are known ••• as paling fences, 
paled fencesJ or simply as palings in the 
Midland and the Southern area." 
NED citations from 1469. 
ADD citations from W N.C. and E Tenn. 
See also picket fence. 
A bed ma.de on the floor. 
Kurath (61): "Pallet is the regular name of an im-
provised bed on the floor throughout the 
Southern area and in the South Midland." 
PALLET (Cont'd) 
ENG2 
PAN 
SGRl 
DGNR2 
LGNRl 
IOTGl 
RNG3 
DGNR2 
PANAS [ ptUJa s] 
SCRAPPLE 
(ponhaus) 
RGR2 
PANCAKE 
ENG2 
PANCAKE PUDDING 
RGR2 
PANTRY 
RNG3 
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NED citatiens from 1374. 
ADD ci ta tio:rls from Ill., N. C . , Tenn., Ala., S. C. , 
- Ga., Texas, and Miss. 
A utensil for stewing or boiling. 
WD: "A metal or earthenware vessel for domestic 
uses . 11 
NED citatiuns from 897. 
ADD citation .from ;E Texas (Negro). 
see also pot. 
A food mad~ of meat and bread. (Given by a German 
informant. ) 
ADD citations from W Md.~ Pa., SW Wis.,, W.Va., and 
-- Va. 
Kurath (32)t "Ponhaws, a synonym of (Philadelphia) 
scra:pple, i.s in use from the .Pennsylvania 
German section westward to Ohio and has sur-
vived also on the upper reaches o.f the Poto~ 
mac in Maryla.rld and West Virginia. The Penn-
sylvania German ponhows corresponds phoneti-
cally to a Standard German Pfannhase, which 
literally means pan rabbit. 
A griddle eake. (A thin flat cake cooked on a 
griddle and served with butter and syrup.) 
Kurath (69): ttFor a thin wheat cake cooked o:ri a 
griddle or in a pan the term pancake is cur-
rent in all the Eastern States, but with 
varying :frequency." 
NED citations from 1430 . 
.ADD citations .from Cent. Va., SE 1Llf., N.Y., Ky., 
Fla., and w.va. 
See also flapjack, hotcake. 
A confection made of ilieft-over pancakes. (Given 
by a German informant who said this was one 
of their favorite German dishes.) 
A storage room for kitchen wares and food. 
WD: 1'A room or closet where bread and other proYi-
PANTRY (Cont' cl) 
SGRl 
PAPA 
EGR3 
DGNR2 
KNGl 
HNG2 
RGR2 
EGR3 
RNG3 
RGR2 
LGNRl 
PAPER SACK 
RGR2 
PARLOR 
RNG3 
PATC;B: 
RNG3 
PATTY 
sions are kept." 
NED citations from 1300. 
Kurath (17): "On Narragansett Bay closet is the 
old term, north of Boston pa.ntry~ 11 
A term for father. 
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WD: "Father;--now chiefly a child 1 s word." 
.NED: 11 Tfl.is word was introduced into England from 
France~ At first it was considered courtly 
and polite; it was used by adults and was 
thought genteel for a long time. More and 
more it was left to children and by the sec-
ond hali of the 19th century it was abandoned 
even by them." Citations f'rom 1681. 
ADD citations from SE N.H., E Ala., W Ga~, and E 
Texas. 
A paper bag. 
Kurath (56): '!Paper bag and paper sack are both 
widely used in t~e Eastern States." 
See also bag. 
A room at the front of the house where guests are 
entertained. (Old-fashioned) 
Kurath (51): "Only the larger houses have (or had) 
a bestroom for fo:rmal occasions such as wed-
dings, funerals, and the reception of honored 
guests, which is known as the parlor from 
Maine to the Carolinas. The Dld-time parlor 
is largely a thing of the past." 
NED citations from 1374. 
See also living ~' sitting ~ front room. 
A plot of ground where cotton or other crops are 
raised. 
DAE: This meaning of American origin. Cii;;ations 
- from 1653. 
ADD citations from SE Va., S.C., NE Ala. 1 NW Ark., 
W N . C . , E Tenn., Ga. , and Miss . 
A nickname for an Irishman. 
PATTY (Cont'd) 
LGNRl 
IING2 
KNGl 
PAVED ROAD 
DGNR2 
SGRl 
PEANUTS 
SGRl 
EGR3 
KNGl 
RGR2 
DGNR2 
LGNRl 
RNG3 
PECAN CANDY 
IING2 
PECAN GROVE 
RGR2 
PECAN PATTY 
EGR3 
KNGl 
PECKERWOOD 
LGNRl 
KNGl 
PELADO [p) 111.U] 
RGR2 
DAE: Paddy is a nickname for a.n Irishman. Cita-
- tions from 1784. 
See also Mickey. 
A cement or hard-surfaced road. 
See also highway. 
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Well known .American crop; ttnuts"' are- dug from the 
ground. 
DAEt American origin. Citations front 1801. 
NED: " ... plant itself', is .a nati:ve ot the West 
Indies and West Africa ..•• " Citations f'rom 
1835. 
See also goobers. 
A round flat patty of candy containing pecans. 
See also pecan ;patty, pra.J..ine, peloncillo. 
A thick growth of pecan trees. 
A round flat piece of' pecan candy. 
See also pecan candy, praline, pel0ncillo. 
A woodpecker. 
Ku:rath ('74): "The variant peckerwood is the folk 
speech of the Virginia Piedmont and can be 
heard also in the mountains o;f N.c.n 
DAE: .American origin. Citations f;rom 1859. 
ADD citations from Tenn., Miss., W N.C., W Texas, 
-:--- Cent. W U.S., and 1\y. (Metathesis) 
See also woodpecker. 
A derogatory term for Mexican. 
Velazquez: Past part. of pelar meaning hairless; 
it can mean a bald head. Collcq., it means 
PEI.ADO [p l 
(Cont'd) 
PEPPER BELLY 
LGNRl 
KNGl 
PERSPIRE 
RNG3 
PICKET FENCE 
RGR2 
EGR3 
RNG3 
SGRl 
KNGl 
RNG2 
DGNR2 
LGNRl 
PIECE, A LITTLE 
KNGl 
PIG PEN 
BNG2 
RNG3 
DGNR2 
KNGl 
LGNRl 
PIG STY 
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to be penniless or a nobody. 
DAE: American origin. In the SW (Sp), it means a 
penniless person or a nobody. Citations from 
1848. 
See also pila . 
A derogatory term for a Mexican. 
See also greaser, pelado, pila . 
To sweat. 
NED citations from l725. 
ADB citations from E Ala., W Ga., Cent. N.Y., and 
w.va. 
A fence made of pickets or small cedar poles. 
Kurath (55): "Picket fence appears as a modern 
term in large parts of the Midland and the 
South, especially in the Ohio Valley, on 
Chesapeake Bay, in northeastern North Caro-
lina, and in the Charleston area." 
DAE: .American origin. Citations from 1800. 
ADD citations from the B Appalachians. 
See also paling fence. 
A little way. 
Kura th ( 29) : "Instead of a little way •.. the Mid-
land has the expression a little piece." 
DAE citations from 1612. -
NEDt Dial. Citations from 1612. 
ADD citations .from N w.va., SW Mo., Maine, N.C., 
- Cent. Ky., Ga., Fla1, Ark., Ohio, and Ill. 
An outside enclosu:re for pigs. 
Kurath (2lh "Western New ,England has only hog-
house, hog pen, or pig pen, which compete 
with sty in Eastern New """Ei1g1a.na. 11 
DAE citations from 1803. 
Bee also pig sty, hog pen. 
~-. ~- --- ~-
An enclosure for pigs. 
PIG STY (Cont 1 d) 
SGRl 
PILa. LJ 
KNGl 
SGRl 
PILON 
KNGl 
HNG2 
RNG3 
EGR3 
SGRl 
LGNRl 
DGNR2 
RGR2 
PILONCILLO 
SGRl 
PINTO 
EGR3 
KNGl 
PINTOS 
RGN2 
HNG2 
EGR3 
KNGl 
SGRl 
LGNRl 
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Kurath (21): "Sty, pig sty, hog sty are fairly 
common inCoastal New: England, less so in the 
Connecticut Valley." 
.DAE: "A pig pen with a covered shel terr'; not 
~- American origin. Citations from 1809. 
NED citations from 1591. 
A term. for a worthless or low class Mexican. 
(Used by white people in derision.) 
See also pelado; greaser, pepper belly. 
A bonus or gift given with a purchase or when a 
bill or wa,ge s are pai.d. (Usually candy. ) 
WD: "A gratuity given by tradesmen to customers 
~ settling their accounts. Soutl}.western U.S." 
DAE: American origin. ttAny little trifle thrown 
in .... It is always insisted upon by the poor 
along the Rio Grande. 11 Citations from 1883. 
Barcia: A loa.f of sugar. 
Atwood Map: Central, So~th, and West Texas. 
A type o.f candy made of unrefined sugar in Mexico. 
DAE: American Origin. In the SW (Sp), '1A cone· or 
stick made of brown sugar," Citations from 
1844. 
Barcia: A little loaf of sugar. 
An Indian pony. 
WD: In Mexico an Indian having a mottled or 
speckled skin as a result of disease. "A 
piebald or calico horse or pony." 
DAEt American origin. In the SW (Sp) a piebald 
horse. Citations from 1872. 
ADD citations from Calif., N Cent. Neb., NE Ore., 
~ and the West. 
See also paint. 
A type of beans that are brown and white speckled 
before being cooked, but brown after cooking. 
See also frijoles. 
PINTOS (Cont 1 d) 
DGNR2 
PIT 
RNG3 
KNGl 
LGNRl 
PITCH 
RNG3 
EGR3 
DGNR2 
LGNRl 
ENG2 
KNGl 
RGR2 
PLATEAU 
DGNR2 
RGR2 
PLAYED OUT 
ENG2 
R:&G3 
PLUNDER 
LGNIU 
EGR3 
.KNGl 
ENG2 
POISON !VY 
RGR.2 
RNG3 
SGRl 
EGR3 
DGNR2 
The hard center of a cherry. 
DAE.: American origin. Citations from 1848. 
NED citations from 1841. 
Bee also ~' kernel, stone. 
To try to tbrow the rider. 
DAE citations from 1865. 
NED citations from 1849. 
See also buck. 
A high flat stretch of land. 
See also divide. 
Exhausted, tired. 
DAE: American origin. Citations from 1859. 
See also pooped out, tired out. 
Household goods. 
DAE: .American origin. Citations from 1805. 
NED citations from 1817. 
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ADD citations from S Ind., S Ill., S Ohio, SE Va., 
- SE Mo., NW Ark., SW Maine, Cent. Ky., Tenn. 
mts . , and W. Va • 
Kurath (42): "In the Carolinas plunder room pre-
dominates, a term that has also a degree of 
currene-y in Virginia." 
A vine that grows up a tree. 
DAE: American origin. "Any of several 
sumacs, poisonous to the touch." 
from 1784. 
See also poison oak. 
vine like 
Citations 
POISON OAK 
RGR2 
KNGl 
SGRl 
HNG2 
LGNRl 
DGNR2 
RNG3 
POXE OF WOOD 
DGNR2 
POLE CAT 
RGR2 
KNGl 
LGNRl 
POND 
RGR2 
SGRl 
RNG3 
POOP.ED OUT 
DGNR2 
PPOR WHITE TRASH 
LGNRl 
PORCH 
LGNRl 
DGNR2 
HNG2 
RGR2 
EGR3 
A bush that is poisonous to the touch. 
DAE: American origin. Citations from 1807. 
See also poison ivy. 
An armful of wood. (Given by an old-fashioned 
speaker.) 
See also armful, armload. 
A skunk. (Old-fashioned) 
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DAE: This meaning of American origin. Citations 
- from 1688. 
NED citations from 1320. 
ADD citations f'rom..W.Va., Fla., and NW.Va. 
"See' also skunk. 
A pool where livestock are watered. 
See also dirt tank, rock tank, tank, lake. 
--- ---- -
Tired or exhausted. (Modern) 
ADD citations from E U.S. and Ky. 
see also played ~' tired. 
A poor white or rustic. 
DAE: American origin. Citations i'rom 1833. 
ADD citations from Miss., SE Mo., NW Ark., E Ala., 
- W Ga., Cent. Ky., S.C ., Va., N .c., and NW 
Miss. 
See also .Arka.naawyer, cedar -cutter, hayseed, hill 
billy. 
A coverea entrance to a house. 
Kurath (52): "The screened porch and the sleeping 
porch are recent additions to man's co:mf'ort; 
they are known e:verywhere as porches . The 
unsc~eened pQrches of earlier days are also 
widely called porches." 
PORCH "(Cont'd) 
:KNGl 
. POT 
RNG.3 
SGRl 
RNG3 
DGNR2 
PRAIRIE 
DGNR2 
:KNGl 
HNG2 
SGRl 
RGR2 
PRALINE 
LGNRl 
RGR2 
PREACHER 
RGR2 
SGRl 
LGNRl 
DGNR2 
PULLY BONE 
RNG3 
KNGl 
HNG2 
LGNRl 
QUAK IJ(w4~ 
QUARTER TILL 
NED citations from 1290. 
ADi5' citations from Mass., S Ill., and N.Y. 
See also veranda, gallery. 
A pan for stewing or boiling • 
NED citations from 1200. 
ADD citations from W N.C. and E Tenn. 
See also ~' kettle. 
A flat grassy land. 
DAE: American origin. Citations from 1773~ 
NED citations from 1682. 
ADD citations from Miss., Ind., Ala., NE Ohio, 
~- SE Ga., Texas, W N.C., E Tenn., and NW.Va. 
See also flats. 
A round flat sheet of pecan candy. 
NED citations from 1727. 
ADD citations from S La. 
see also pecan patty, pecan candy. 
See also~ Reverend; Brother So-~-So. 
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The forked bane on the breastbone of a chicken. 
Kurath ( 63): "The usual Southern and South Midland 
expression is pully-bone, pull·- bone . 11 
ADD citations from Md., NW Ark.~la., ·W Ga., 
~ W I,nd., SW Va.,. SW Mo., SW Pa., and NW.Va. 
See also wish bone. 
Milk that has soured and thickened. (Given by a 
German informant. ) 
See also clabber, curd. 
Fifteen minutes until the hour. 
QUARTER TILL 
(Cont'd) 
RNG3 
HNG2 
KNGl 
DGNR2 
EGR3 
QUARTER TO 
RGR2 
SGRl 
QUILT 
SGRl 
RNG2 
QUITE A WAY 
RNG3 
RACING SADDLE 
KNGl 
LGNRl 
SGRl 
RACKET STORE 
DGNR2 
LGNRl 
EGR3 
KNGl 
HNG2 
RAIL FENCE 
EGR3 
RGR2 
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"Kurath (51): "The greater part of the Southern 
area (Eastern Virginia, northeastern North 
Carolina, and the low country of South Caro-
lina) has exclusively quarter to, the South 
Midland quarter till. . . . I'n the central :part 
of Pennsylvania ~haracteristic Midland 
till is still comm.on, but it is yielding 
ground in the east to of, which now predomi-
nates in Philadelphia and the southeastern 
:part of the state; and in the Pittsburgh area 
o:f and to are gradually superseding till." 
Same as above. 
A heavy bed cover. 
.NED citations from 1290. 
Bee also comfort. 
A little way. 
See also little piece, little ways. 
-.-
A type of saddl'e. 
See also cowboy, Mexican, Dutch, English) and 
California saddles. 
A variety store. (Old-fashioned term.) 
ADD citations from NW Ark., SE Mo., .SE Ohio, 
-- Kans., La., N.C., and W.Va. 
A zig-zag fence made of rails. 
DAE: American origin. Citations from 1649. 
see also~ fence, ~tB.ke and rider. 
RAINTOAD 
KNGl 
RAINWORM 
RGR2 
EGR3 
SGRl 
RNG3 
RAISE 
LGNRl 
DGNR2 
KNGl 
ENG2 
RGR2 
SGRl 
RNG3 
EGR3 
RANCH HAND 
EGR3 
SGRl 
RANCH HOUSE 
DGNR2 
REAR 
RGR2 
RNG3 
RECIPE 
EGR3 
KNGl 
RED BUG 
EGR3 
RGR2 
LGNlll 
.RNG3 
A toaa that croaks when it is going to rain. 
See also toad frog. 
An earthworm. (Given by German informants only.) 
Cassell: regenwurmJ a.n earthworm. 
NED citations f'rom. lOOO. 
Atwooa Map: Jim Wells County. 
See also ~ ~' eartbJ.lorm. 
To bring up a f'amily. 
Bo 
DAE: Became obsolete in England about 1800, but 
survived in the U.S. despite much conunent) 
chiefly :from British sources. Citations from 
1762. 
NED: Now chiefly U.S. Citations from 1744. 
ADD citations from. Ga., Va.f W.Va., Mo., Ark.) 
- Fla., NE Ala. 
Se.e also reared. 
A cowboy. 
See also cowboy, cowhand, cowpoke, waddy. 
The main ranch house. 
DAE: American origin.. Citations from 1862. 
Bee also headquarterir. 
To bring up children. (Modern) 
NED citations f'roI!l 1590. 
See also resit. 
A small insect that supposedly bores into the skin 
--same as a chigger. 
DAE: American origin. Citations f'rom l827. 
See also chigger. 
RELATIVES 
RGR2 
REMUDA 
SGRl 
RNG3 
HNG2 
LGNRl 
DGNR2 
RESIT frak i fj 
HNG2 
KNGl 
REVEREND, THE 
HNG2 
RIDGE 
KNGl 
RINCH 
KNGl 
HNG2 
RGR2 
LGNRl 
EGR3 
RINSE 
SGRl 
DGNR2 
LGNRl 
RISE 
RNG3 
The members of a family. 
NED citations from 1657. 
ADD citations from Cent. N.Y. 
See also folks, kinfolks. 
A band or herd of saddle horses. (Old-fashioned) 
DAE: American origin. Originally it meant "A 
bunch of saddle horses kept to supply re-
mounts." 
ADD citations from W Texas west of the Pecos. 
Barcia: A change or replacement of horses. 
See also string, caviard. 
Directions for cooking. 
ADD citations from E Ala., W Ga., Maine, and SE 
w.va. 
See also recipe. 
A title for a local minister. 
NED citations from 1485. 
See also Brother So-and-So) preacher. 
A high flat land. 
See also plateau. 
To wash in clear water. 
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ADD citations from W N.C., E Tenn., NW Ark., SW 
Va., W N. C., Appalachians, Cent. Pa., Texas, 
and w.va. 
See also rinse. 
To wash in clear water. 
NED citations from 1350. 
See also rinch. 
To increase. (Said of the wind.) 
RIVER BOTTOM 
DGNR2 
ROAS 1N EARS 
EGR3 
RGR2 
SGRl 
RNG3 
DGNR2 
KNGl 
HNG2 
LGNRl 
ROCK FENCE 
EGR3 
KNGl 
HNG2 
RGR2 
SGRl 
RNG3 
ROCK TANK 
RGR2 
ROCK WALL 
KNGl 
LGNRl 
ROPING ROPE 
EGR3 
HNG2 
RNG3 
LGNRl 
Low ground, bottom. 
DAE: American origin. "Low level land along the 
-- margin of a river." Citations from 1752. 
NED citations from 1814. 
See also flats. 
Corn cooked on the cob. (Old-fashioned) 
DAE: American origin. Citations from 1705. 
ADD citations from Md. 1 Tenn., SW Ark., Va., 
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W Texas, SW Mo., W .va., E Texas, Ky., and Pa. 
A wall of rock or stone. 
Kurath (4~)1 "Rock fence is another Southern term 
that is fully established in the South Mid-
land and the Shenandoah Valley. In West Vir-
ginia the Southern rock fence and the Midland 
stone fence occur side by side on the Monon-
gahela and the upper reaches of the Potomac. 
The Midland term has been carried southward 
along Chesapeake Bay, nearly eliminat~ng the 
Southern rock fence north of the Potomac and 
restricting its use on Delamarvia." 
ADD citations from Cent. N.Y., E Ala., and W Ga. 
See also rock wall, stone fence. 
A pool or pond where livestock are watered. 
See also tank.1 dirt tank, pond, pool, lake. 
A wall made of rock or stone. 
See also rock fence, stone wall. 
A rope with a loop in it used for roping animals. 
(The informants who gave this word were very 
emphatic about such a rope being called a 
roping rope and not a lariat or lasso.) 
See also laria't; lasso. 
ROPING SADDLE 
DGNR2 
RNG3 
RUMPEL KAMMER 
DGNR2 
SACK 
LGNRl 
DGNR2 
HNG2 
KNGl 
SADDLE GIRT 
DGNR2 
SAFE 
SGRl 
HNG2 
RNG3 
EGR3 
KNGl 
SALT BACON 
SGRl 
SALT PORK 
HNG2 
RNG3 
EGR3 
DGNR2 
KNGl 
RGR2 
SAUCE 
A type of saddle. 
See also Eastern, Dutch, Mexican, side, racing, 
and Western saddle. 
A room for storing disused articles. (German) 
Cassell: 11Rumpelkammer, lumber room. n 
See also store ~' junk ~· 
A paper bag. 
Kurath (56): "Paper bag and paper sack are both 
widely used in tile Eastern States." 
NED citations from 1000. 
See also paper bag. 
A saddle girth. 
DAE: "A strong belt.for securing a saddle to the 
-.~ back of a horse." Citations from 1756. 
ADD citations from E Va., SE Mo., S Ind., NW Ark., 
E Ala. , W Ga., and S U.S. 
See also cinch. 
A piece of furniture in the kitchen for keeping 
food or dishes. (Old-fashioned) 
See also cupboard. 
Home cured bacon. (Side meat cured with salt.) 
See also salt pork. 
Home cured bacon. 
Kurath {14): "Salt pork is a Northern expression 
which we find in New England and the greater 
part of rural N.Y. state." 
DAE: "Pork cured with salt." Citations from 1723. 
See also salt bacon. 
A sweet liquid served with pudding. 
SAUCE (Cont'd) 
SGRl 
RNG3 
EGR3 
DGNR2 
RGR2 
SAW 
SGRl 
KNGl 
EGR3 
RNG3 
HNG2 
LGNRl 
DGNR2 
RGR2 
SAW 
KNGl 
EGR3 
RNG3 
HNG2 
SAWBUCK 
LGNRl 
SGRl 
RNG3 
SAWHORSE 
DGNR2 
HNG2 
SAWHORSE 
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DAE: nA soft or liquid substance served with other 
-- food. 11 Citations from 1774. 
See also dip. 
Past tense of see. (Saw was given as the response 
to the inquiry, but seen cropped out in the 
course of the conversations.} 
See also seen. 
A call to a cow while milking. 
Kurath "{64): "Saw! ... is current everywhere south 
of Pa. except Delamarvia and in south-central 
Pa. also (as far north as the fork of the 
Susquehanna). In the greater part of the 
area so! and saw! stand side by side." 
See also sO. 
A wooden device for sawing wood for firewood. 
Kurath (59): "Although saw buck is now used all 
the way from Western New Eng~and to the 
Shenandoah Valley, it was disseminated from 
two separate focal areas, the Dutch on the 
Hudson and the Pennsylvania German on the 
Lehigh aD:.d the Susquehanna." 
See also sawhorse, cradle. 
A device for sawing logs for firewood. 
Kurath (59): "Sawhorse, often shortened to horse, 
is in rather general use throughout the 
Eastern States except for the greater part of 
Pa. east of the Alleghenies and W. Md., and 
the Dutch settlements where sawbuck dominates." 
See also sawbuck, cradle. 
A device used by carpenters in sawing planks. 
SAWHORSE (Cont'd) 
SGRl 
HNG2 
RNG3 
RGR2 
LGNRl 
KNGl 
SCALAWAG 
RGR2 
SCHNECKE 
DGNR2 
SCRAPS 
DGNR2 
SCREECH OWL 
LGNRl 
DGNR2 
KNGl 
RGR2 
RNG3 
SGRl 
EGR3 
SCROOCH OWL 
LGNRl 
KNGl 
HNG2 
SCRUB OAK 
RGR2 
A person who is lazy or unambitious. 
WD: "A scamp, a scapegrace. Colloq." 
DAE: American origin. Citations from 1848. 
NED citations from 1848. 
See also no count. 
A cooky made by spreading dough with raisins, 
dates, and nuts, and baking. (Given by a 
Germ.an informant.) 
Bruel: A snail. 
See also small cake. 
Waste food for hogs. 
See also garbage, slop. 
A bird that shrieks at night. (This term was given 
by the younger informants; the older ones 
said that they called it a scrooch owl more 
often.) -
Kurath (73): "The term screech owl is current in 
all of the Eastern States, but on Delmarvia 
and south of the Potomac other variants of 
this word and two other expressions have a 
wider currency than screech owl." 
NED citations from 1593 (Shakespeare). 
See also scrooch owl. 
A bird that. shrieks at night. (Used by older in-
formants.) 
See also screech owl. 
A thicket of scrubby oak. 
DAE: American origin. Citations from 1779. 
See also shin oak. 
SCUTTLE 
SGRl 
RNG3 
SEAMLESS SACK 
KNGl 
SECOND CROP 
SGRl 
HNG2 
EGR3 
KNGl 
DGNR2 
LGNRl 
RNG3 
SEE 
SEED 
SEED 
KNGl 
LGNRl 
RGR2 
EGR3 
DGNR2 
RNG2 
LGNRl 
DGNR2 
HNG2 
RNG3 
EGR3 
RGR2 
KNGl 
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A container to bring in coal. 
Kurath (60): "Coal scuttle has general currency in 
two separate areas: (1) from the Mohawk to 
Delaware Bay, including all of the Hudson 
Valley, Long Island, New Jersey, and the 
Philadelphia area; and (2) from the Potomac 
southward to the northern counties of N.C. 
and westward to the New River in w. Va .... the 
Low Country of s.c .... seems to have coal 
scuttle." 
NED citations from 1849. 
A sack used to carry corn and meal. 
See also towsack, grass sack. 
A crop that comes up after the first crop is out. 
Kurath (66): "Second crop is the regular expres-
sion employed with reference to hay and 
clover in the South and Midland." 
To escort. (May I see you home?) 
See also carry, escort. 
The hard center of a cherry. 
See also kernel, pit. 
The hard center of a peach. 
See also kernel. 
SEE-SAW 
LGNRl 
DGNR2 
SGRl 
JING2 
KNGl 
RGR2 
EGR3 
RNG3 
SENSITIVE 
RGR2 
RNG3 
SETTEE 
DGNR2 
RNG3 
SETTIN' BEN 
SGRl 
RNG3 
EGR3 
KNGl 
LGNRl 
JING2 
SETI'IN' ROOM 
KNGl 
SHADES 
LGNRl 
DGNR2 
RGR2 
RNG3 
EGR3 
A piece of play equipment for a child which con-
sists of one board balanced over a strong 
piece of lumber or iron pipe. 
Kurath (58): "The word see-saw is used everywhere., 
but in the New England settlement area other 
expressions are more widely current than see-
saw. The same is true of parts of the South 
and South Midland." 
NED citations from 1704. 
Easily offended. 
NED citations from 1859. 
See also touchy, toucheous. 
A sofa. 
NED citations from 1716. 
See also couch, divan. 
A hen sitting on eggs to hatch them. 
DAE citations from 1829. 
See also cluck. 
A room at the front of the house where guests are 
entertained. 
ADD citations from E Mass. and W Ark. 
See also living~' sitting room, parlor, front 
room. 
Curtains that are pulled down over the window. 
Kurath {52): "Roller shades are a recent invention. 
The term (roller) shades has general currency 
in the Hudson Valley, the Virginia Piedmont, 
and the greater part of the Carolinas, and it 
is widely used in the urban areas elsewhere. 
But in large parts of the Eastern States 
people still pull down the curtains or the 
blinds." 
DAE: This meaning of American origin. Citations 
from 1867. 
SHADES (Cont'd) 
SHAFTS 
SGRl 
RNG3 
EGR3 
DGNR2 
RGR2 
SHANGHAI FENCE 
SGRl 
SHAVS 
SHINE 
LGNRl 
HNG2 
KNGl 
KNGl 
SHIN QAK 
DGNR2 
SHIP LAP 
DGNR2 
SGRl 
HNG2 
SHIVAREE 
LGNRl 
SGRl 
RGR2 
HNG2 
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NED: U.S. "A window blind. 11 Citations from 1624. 
See also blinds. 
A set of wooden bars that go on each side of a 
horse hitched to a buggy. 
Kurath (17): "The Hudson Valley, the Midland, and 
the South have only shafts {pronounced shavs 
or shaffs, rarely shafts), and this term is 
also current throughout the fills area." 
NED citations from 1613. 
See also sbavs. 
A rock fence made with openings. (Informant thinks 
the name originated with Shanghai Pierce, a 
coastal cattleman, for whom Pierce Junction, 
Texas, is named.) 
See also rock fence. 
A set of wooden bars that go on each side of a 
horse hitched to a buggy. (Old-fashioned) 
ADD citations from Cent. N.Y., S Ind., W Mo., SE 
Va., and Md. 
See also shafts. 
A derogatory term for Negro. 
See also nigger, coon. 
A growth of small oaks in a thicket. 
DAE: American origin. Citations from 1844. 
See also scrub oak. 
The overlapping boards on the outside of a house. 
See also clapboards, siding, weatherboards. 
A noisy burlesque serenade after a wedding. (The 
old-fashioned speakers are familiar with the 
term, but they also say that the event itself 
is passing out.) 
DAE: American origin. Citations from 1872. 
SHIVAREE (Cont'd} 
EGR3 
KNGl 
SHORT WAY 
RNG3 
SHUCKS 
LGNRl 
DGNR2 
SGRl 
HNG2 
RNG3 
EGR3 
KNGl 
RGR2 
SIDE SADDLE 
EGR3 
RNG3 
RGR2 
DGNR2 
LGNRl 
KNGl 
SIDING 
EGR3 
SILZA [s1/za] 
RGR2 
DGNR2 
SINGLETREE 
EGNR2 
LGNRl 
NED: Dial. in U.S. Citations from 1881. 
WD: "Dial. in U.S." 
P:: L. Davis: Universal in Miss. Valley and west-
ward.2 
A little way. 
See also a little piece, a little ways. 
The outer coverings of an ear of corn. 
Kurath (73): "The cover leaves of an ear of corn 
are called ... shucks in the South and S Mid-
land. II 
DAE: Americal origin. Citations from 1805. 
NED: Chiefly Dial. in U.S. Citations from 1674. 
A saddle for a lady. It was made so that both 
feet of the lady were on the same side of the 
horse. (Old-fashioned) 
NED citations from 1493. 
See also Eastern, Western, California, Dutch, cow-
boy, Mexican saddles. 
The overlapping boards on the outside of a house. 
DAE: American.. origin. Citations from 1829. 
NED citations from 1858. 
Se~ also clapboards, shiplap, weatherboards. 
A pressed meat loaf made of hog's jowl. (Given by 
a German informant.) 
See also souse, hogshead cheese, headcheese. 
A bar to which a horse is hitched. 
Kurath (58): "The bar to which horses are fastened 
is called a singletree or a swingletree in 
2A. L. Davis and R. I. McDavid, " 1ShiYaree': An Example of Cul-
tural Diffusion," American Speech, XXIV (December, 1949), 249-255. 
SINGLETREE 
(Cont 1 d) 
SGRl 
RGR2 
RNG3 
EGR3 
KNGl 
SINK BUCKET 
RGR2 
SI'ITING ROOM 
DGNR2 
SKEDADDLE 
LGNRl 
SKILLET 
SGRl 
RGR2 
HNG2 
RNG3 
EGR3 
KNGl 
LGNRl 
DGNR2 
all the South and the Midland .... In the 
North Midland singletree is now almost uni-
versal." 
DAE: .American origin. Citations from 1841. 
NED citations from 1847. 
A bucket made of zinc. 
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A room in the front of the house where guests are 
received. (Old-fashioned) 
NED citations from 1806. 
See also living~' settin 1 ~' parlor, front 
room. 
To leave very fast. 
WD: Colloq. for scamper. 
DAE: .American origin (colloq.). Citations from 
1861. 
NED citations from 1870. 
See also light~ shuck, get ~ ~ ~' hustle. 
A frying pan. (Several of the informants qualified 
this definition to mean (1) a heavy iron 
utensil to use on a campfire, (2) it must 
have a lid, and (3) it is used to bake bread 
on a campfire or in a fireplace. It was also 
considered old-fashioned by the older speakers.) 
Kurath (56): "The flat-bottomed cast iron frying 
pan is now often called simply a frying pan, 
especially in urban areas. However, two~­
older expressions, skillet and spider, are 
still extensively used for the cast-iron pan 
to distinguish it from the modern sheet metal 
frying pan. Skillet is still current in all 
of the Midland from New Jersey to western 
S.C. and westward. It is also the old term 
in the Virginia Piedmont, b~t it has here 
been largely supplanted by frying pan." 
DAE: Obs. when meaning a cooking utensil with a 
long handle and three or four legs. Cita-
tions from 1630. 
SKILLET (Cont 1 d) 
SKUNK 
HNG2 
RNG3 
EGR3 
KNGl 
RGR2 
DGNR2 
SLAT FENCE 
LGNRl 
SLOP 
RGR2 
SGRl 
HNG2 
RNG3 
EGR3 
KNGl 
LGNRl 
DGNR2 
SLOP BUCKET 
KNGl 
SGRl 
HNG2 
EGR3 
LGNRl 
DGNR2 
SLOPPY 
RNG3 
SGRl 
DGNR2 
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ADD citations from S Ind., S Ill., S Ohio, SE Ky., 
E Tenn., W N.C., SE Mo., NW Ark., Cent. Ky., 
SW Mo., W.Va.J and Miss. 
NED citations from 1403. 
See also frying pan. 
A pole cat. 
Kurath (74): 11 The Northern term skunk (of Indian 
origin), supported by literary usage, has 
made its way into the Midland and even into 
the .Southern area. 11 
DAE: American origin. Citations from 1634. 
NED citations from 16)4. 
See also pole cat. 
A fence made of palings. 
See also picket fence, paling fence. 
Waste food fed to hogs. 
Kurath (13): 11 ••• slop, which is in general use in 
the Midland and the South, survives to some 
extent in New England (including conservative 
Cape Cod and Nantucket) and on the Mohawk. 11 
NED citations from 1815. 
ADD citations from S U.S. 
see also scraps, garbage. 
A container £or slop. 
Kurath (56); "Note ... Northern swill pail, and 
Midland and Southern slop bucket:1"""" 
DAE: Slop may be used attributively. Citations 
- frOiii 1805. 
See also scrap box, garbage pail. 
Untidy in appearance. 
WD: Colloq. for slovenly or careless. 
NED citations from 1825. 
see also slouchy. 
SLOUCHY 
LGNRl 
RGR2 
HNG2 
EGR.3 
KNGl 
SLOUGH [s /u.] 
SGRl 
SMACK 
RNG2 
EGR3 
SMEAR CASE 
RGR2 
EGR3 
LGNRl 
DGNR2 
SMOKEHOUSE 
RNG3 
DGNR2 
SMOOCH 
DGNR2 
Untidy in appearance. 
NED citations from 1693. 
See also sloppy. 
An inlet or bay. 
DAE: This meaning of American origin. Citations 
- :from 1665. 
NED citations :from 1817. 
To kiss. 
WD: A loud kiss. 
NED citations :from 1628. 
See also ~) smooch. 
Homemade cheese. (Used by older people, Germans 
especially. ) 
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Kurath (71): "Smearcase (sbmear case) smear 
cheese), borrowed from the Pennsylvania Ger-
man (scbmierkase), is current tbroughout the 
North Midland and has spread to all of Dela-
ware and Maryland and into the Shenandoah 
Valley. It has even gained a foothold on the 
Northern Neck of Virginia and on the Kanawha 
in W. Virginia." 
DAE: American origin. Citations from 1846. 
NED citations from 1848. 
ADD citations from S Ind., S Ill., S Ohio, Kans., 
-- NW Arlc., and W .va. 
See also cottage cheese, clabber cheese, curd 
cheese. 
A house for taking care o:f meat. 
DAE: American origin. Citations :from 1759. 
NED citations from 1860. 
To kiss. (Modern) 
ADD citations from Md., SE Ky., E Tenn., W N.C., 
-- and Eastern U.S. 
Ling. Atlas: Eastern N.C., scattered areas in Vir-
~- ginia, and shading into the mountains of w.va. 
See also smack) buss. 
SNACK 
LGNRl 
DGNR2 
SGRl 
RGR2 
RNG3 
KNGl 
SNAKE DOCTOR 
DGNR2 
HNG2 
KNGl 
SNAP BEANS 
LGNRl 
DGNR2 
RGR2 
HNG2 
RNG3 
KNGl 
so 
LGNRl 
SODA POP 
LGNRl 
SODY POP 
KNGl 
SOFA 
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Food eaten between meals. 
Kurath (39): "For a bite of food between meals the 
South and S. Midland as far north as the 
Kanawha River use snack." 
NED citations from 1757-
ADD citations from SW Mo. and NW Ark. 
See also lunch. 
A dragon fly. 
Kurath (75): "In the Virginia Piedmont and Shenan-
doah Valley and adjoining parts of Md. and 
N.C. snake doctor is the regular form." 
DAE: American origin. Citations from 1800. 
ADD citations from Cent. Ky. 
See also dragon fly, mosquito hawk. 
Green beans eaten in the pod. 
Kurath (38): "String beans are generally called 
snap beans south of the Potomac. Snap beans 
has crossed the Blue Ridge in Va. and is a 
recent competitor of the Midland green-beans 
on the Yadkin in N. C . 1' 
DAE: American origin. Citations from 1775-
NED citations from 1848. 
ADD citations from Ga., SE Va., W N .C., E Tenn., 
E Ala., W Ga. , and SW Va. 
A call to a cow while milking. 
Kurath (24): "In the Albany area sto! is heard 
beside so at milking time ... ~ 
ADD citationS-from Ga. 
See also saw. 
A soft drink. (Old-fashioned) 
ADD citations from W Mo., Kans., Miss., Md., NE 
N.Y., E Texas, and W N.C. 
See also sody pop. 
Same as above. 
See also soda pop. 
A couch. 
SOFA (Cont'd) 
DGNR2 
RNG3 
KNGl 
SOOK 
HNG2 
RGR2 
KNGl 
EGR3 
DGNR2 
LGNRl 
RNG3 
SOUSE 
LGNRl 
SGRl 
HNG2 
KNGl 
EGR3 
SPARK 
LGNRl 
HNG2 
KNGl 
SPOOK 
LGNRl 
RNG3 
EGR3 
RGR2 
KNGl 
SPOON BREAD 
SGRl 
RNG3 
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DAE citations from 1717. 
See also couch, divan, settee. 
A call to a cow or calf. 
Kurath (30): "The Midland call to cows or calves 
is sook or sookie, usually undifferentiated." 
DAE: American origin. Citations from 1838. 
ADD citations from W Mo., Miss., and N.C. 
A pressed meat loaf made of hog's jowl. (Some in-
formants contended that souse had spice in 
it; others said it was simply an old-fashioned 
term for headcheese.) 
NED citations from 1391. 
ADD citations from NW Ark., s w.va., E Cent. s.c., 
SW Pa., and NW.Va. 
See also silza, headcheese. 
To make love. (Old-fashioned) 
DAE: American origin. Citations from 1787. 
NED citations from 1859. 
ADD citations from Miss., Mass., N.Y., SE Va., 
Ky., SW Mo., NW Ark., E Texas, Ark., and 
Maine coast. 
See also courting. 
A ghost. 
DAE: American origin. Citations from 1801. 
ADD citations from NW Va. 
Ung. Atlas: W Vt., Mass., Conn., N.Y., Pa., Md., 
-- W.Va., mountains of Va., N.C., and shades 
into S.C. east of the mountains. 
See also hant. 
A kind of cornbread made with a thin batter and 
served with a spoon. 
Kurath ( 68): "Another term, spoon bread, is cur-
rent in scattered communities on Chesapeake 
SPOON BREAD 
(Cont'd) 
SPREAD 
LGNRl 
KNGl 
SPRY 
RNG3 
RGR2 
KNGl 
DGNR2 
LGNRl 
EGR3 
SPUNKY 
SGRl 
STAKE AND RIDER 
DGNR2 
LGNRl 
RNG3 
HNG2 
SGRl 
RGR2 
KNGl 
STAKE FENCE 
DGNR2 
STALLION 
HNG2 
RNG3 
B.GR2 
LGNRl 
KNGl 
Bay (Baltimore to Norfolk), on the lower 
Shenandoah, and on the Cape Fear in North 
Carolina (Wilmington) . " 
See also cornbread, corncake, ~pone. 
A fancy daytime cover for a bed. (Modern) 
DAE: American origin. Citations from 1836. 
NED citations from 1852. 
See also counterpin, counterpane, bedspread. 
Lively. 
NED citations from 1746. 
See also spunky. 
Lively. 
NED citations from 1786. 
See also spry. 
A rail fence. 
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Kurath (55): 11 0ther types of fences are built of 
rails: the post-and-rail fence of New England, 
also known as the CoD.IleCticut rail fence, in 
which the rails are inserted in sturdy posts; 
the herring-bone fence = stake-and-rider 
fence = buck :rellce .... " --
DAE: American origin. Citations from 1829. 
ADD citations from Va., SW.Va., Neb., NE Ky. 
See also rail fence, ~ fence, Shanghai fence. 
A picket fence. 
See also paling fence, picket fence, slat fence. 
A male horse for breeding purposes. 
NED citations from 1388. 
see also stud. 
STOCK PASS 
SGRl 
STOCK SADDLE 
RNG3 
LGNRl 
STONE 
RNG3 
SGRl 
STONE FENCE 
DGNR2 
STORAGE ROOM 
KNGl 
SGRl 
STORE ROOM 
RGR2 
EGR3 
STRING BEANS 
EGR3 
RGR2 
A cattle guard. 
See also cattle guard. 
A saddle sometimes called Western. It has a 
pomm.el for roping. 
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See also Western) Eastern) roping, Dutch, English, 
side, racing. 
The hard center of a cherry. 
NED citations from 1523. 
Ling. Atlas: Stone is the predominant term in New 
~~ England, but appears only in a scattered way 
in other areas. Pit predominates in the in-
land North, seed in the Midland and South. 
See also pit, seed. 
A fence made of stones. 
Kurath (55): "Fences built of loose stones around 
fields and pastures are known as stone walls 
in the New England settlement area as far 
west as central New York State, as stone 
fences in the North Midland, and as rock 
fences farther south. Stone fence now pre-
dominates in all of Maryland, but in West 
Virginia the Southern rock fence is now more 
common than the Midland stone fence. 
See also rock fence, rock wall. 
A room. for storing disused articles. 
NED citations from 1612. 
See also store ~' rumpel kammer. 
A room for storing disused articles. 
NED citations from 1746. 
Kurath (52): 11 Store room appears to be the usual 
term in the Philadelphia area .... 11 
See also storage~' rumpel kammer. 
Green beans cooked and eaten in the pod. 
Kurath (73): " ... green beans north of the Potomac 
... string beans occurs also in the Eastern 
part of the Carolinas (but not on Albemarle 
STRING BEANS 
(Cont'd) 
STRING OF BEADS 
EGR3 
HNG2 
KNGl 
LGNRl 
SGRl 
STRING OF HORSES 
RNG3 
STUD 
LGNRl 
SGRl 
EGR3 
SUNDOWN 
HNG2 
EGR3 
KNGl 
DGNR2 
LGNRl 
SUNRISE 
SGRl 
RGR2 
KNGl 
RNG3 
DGNR2 
SUNSET 
DGNR2 
LGNRl 
SGRl 
HNG2 
Sound) and is gaining a foothold on the 
Northern Neck of Virginia and in the Pitts-
burgh area." 
DAE: American origin. Citations from 1759· 
See also snap beans, green beans. 
A necklace of beads. 
See also pair of beads. 
A collection of riding horses. 
See also caviard, remuda, bunch. 
A male horse used for breeding. 
DAE: This meaning of American origin. Citations 
- from 1803. 
See also stallion. 
Sunset. 
DAE: Chiefly local. Citations from 1712. 
NED citations from 1620. 
ADD citations from Cent. N.Y. 
The time the sun comes into view in the morning. 
See also ~-up. 
See also sundown. 
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SUN-UP 
LGNRl 
KNGl 
HNG2 
EGR3 
SURLY 
EGR3 
KNGl 
RNG3 
SGRl 
SWELLED UP 
HNG2 
SWITCH 
KNGl 
EGR3 
RGR2 
HNG2 
RNG3 
SGRl 
DGNR2 
LGNRl 
TAKE 
DGNR2 
RNG3 
RGR2 
EGR3 
TAKE OFF 
EGR3 
TAKE OFF LIKE A 
HOUSE AFIRE 
RNG3 
Sunrise. 
DAE citations from 1712. 
NED citations from 1847. 
ADD citations from Ark., SE Va., SE Mo., S Ind., 
NW Ark.; Fla., Ga., NW Miss., NW.Va., and 
Maine coast. 
A bull. (Old-fashioned) 
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NED: Original meanings for the word are masterful, 
-- arrogant, ill humored. Citations from 1572. 
ADD citations from Texas Panhandle {a cowboy 
-- euphemism), SW Mo., and NW Ark. 
See also bull, toro. 
Angry. 
See also mad. 
A small branch of a tree or shrub used for punish-
ing children. 
To escort. 
See also carry, escort. 
To leave work. 
See also get off. 
To leave in a hurry. 
See also light ~ shuck. 
TANK 
RNG3 
TARTAR 
KNGl 
TEN CENT STORE 
RGR2 
TEN FORTY-FIVE 
RNG3 
TERRAPIN 
SGRl 
RNG3 
THICKET 
EGR3 
KNGl 
HNG2 
RGR2 
LGNRl 
SGRl 
RNG3 
THICKET 
RNG3 
SGRl 
HNG2 
LGNRl 
KNGl 
EGR3 
A pool or pond where livestock .a.re watered. (The 
informant indicated that this term was used 
for an artificial pool.) 
NED: In the U.S. it may mean a natural pool or 
pond. Citations from 1678. 
See also rock tank, dirt tank, pool, lake. 
A dry land turtle. 
See also terrapin, turtle, tortoise. 
A store that sells miscellaneous articles. 
DA.Ee American origin. Citations from 1901. 
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See also dime store, racket store, variety store, 
five-and-ten cent store. 
See also quarter to, quarter till. 
A dry land turtle. 
DAE: American origin. Citations from 1672. 
NED: Of Algonquin origin. Citations from 1613. 
See also tartar, turtle. 
A clump of mesquite. 
See also chapparral. 
A clump of scrubby oak. 
NED citations from 1530. 
See also shin oak, scrub oak. 
THUNDERSTORM 
KNGl 
SGRl 
RNG3 
LGNRl 
DGNR2 
TIGHT 
RNG3 
TIGHTWAD 
EGR3 
KNGl 
HNG2 
RGR2 
LGNRl 
DGNR2 
SGRl 
TIRED OUT 
SGRl 
LGNRl 
TOAD-FROG 
SGRl 
EGR3 
RGR2 
LGNRl 
RNG3 
TOILET 
RNG3 
TOLERABLE 
EGR3 
KNGl 
HNG2 
TORO 
A storm accompanied by lightning and thunder. 
See also electric s~orill.. 
Stingy. 
NED citations of this meaning from 1828. 
A stingy person. 
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WD: "One who lends or gives a.way money grudgingly. 
... Slang U.S." 
Exhausted. 
A frog that hops 
A'.DD citations from S Ill., SE Mo., W N.C., NW Ark., 
SW Va., W eent. N.C., La., Kans., Ky., W Ark. 
An outdoor toilet. 
See also commode. 
Pretty good. (Old-fashioned) 
NED citations from i598. 
ADD citations from Ga., Cent. N.Y., Kans., SW Va., 
- SEW.Va., W N.C., E Tenn., and SW Ind. 
A bull. (Used by older people.) 
TORO (Cont'd) 
LGNRl 
KNGl 
TOTE 
KNGl 
TOUC!IBOUS 
KNGl 
RNG2 
LGNRl 
TOUCHY 
DGNR2 
EGR3 
KNGl 
RGR2 
SGRl 
TOW SACK 
LGNRl 
DGNR2 
RNG3 
EGR3 
KNGl 
RGR2 
TRASH BOX 
DGNR2 
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Kurath (19)1 "Such euphemisms for a bull as gen-
tleman cow, gentl~man ox, top cow, sire-;-"toro, 
critter;B:nd animal were n~to the tasteC>f 
the plain-spoken frontiersman, if indeed they 
were not th~ later creations of the Victorian 
era in New Engl&nd." 
Barcia: A ferocious animal; a bull. 
See also surly, bull. 
To carry. (Formerly used by this informant.) 
DAE: American origin. Chiefly S. dialect. 
NED citations from 1676. . 
ADD citations from Mass., Ala., Ga., NE Cent. Ind., 
Va., Tenn. , W Fla. , W N. C • , E Tenn., SW Mo . , 
E Maine, SE Ga., S.C., and NE Ore. 
Ling. Atlas: S Md., east of the Blue Ridge in Va., 
-- N.C., and s.c. 
Easily offended. 
ADD citations from Ky., SE Mo., W N.C., E Tenn., 
NW Ark., E Ala., W Ga., SW Mo., and W Ark. 
See also sensitive, touchy. 
Easily offended. 
NED citations from 1605. 
ADD citations from Ga., S Ill., and w.va. 
See also toucheous, sensitive. 
A large sack made of burlap. 
Kurath (57): "Tow sack is the North Carolina term. 
It is coniiiiOii throughout the state ana rare 
outside of it, except around Norfolk, Vir-
ginia. n . 
ADD citations from W Ark., SE Tenn., and N.C. 
A garbage container. 
See also garbage bucket, trash bucket. 
TRASH BUCKET 
RGR2 
TRIFLING 
HNG2 
EGR3 
RNG3 
TUCKERED. OUT 
DGNR2 
TURKEY, TURKEY 
LGNRl 
TURK, TORK 
HNG2 
KNGl 
EGR3 
TURNIP GREENS 
RNG3 
TURN OF CORN 
LGNRl 
A garbage eontainer. 
See also trash~' garbage bucket. 
Lazy, unambitious. 
See no count, scalawag. 
Tired, exhausted. 
DAE: American origin. Citations from 1833. 
NED citations from 1840. 
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ADD citations from N Eng., Cent. Ind., Mass., Md., 
E Neb., Cent. Conn., SE N.H., NW Ark., E Ala., 
W Ga., W N.Y., E Ky., and Maine coast. 
See also played out, pooped out, tired out. 
A call to turkeys. 
A call to turkeys. 
The tops of turnips which are cooked. 
Kurath (72-3): "Garden greens regularly go by this 
name in the N. Midland, in Delmarvia, and in 
all of Md., west of the Bay except for the 
peninsula south of Annapolis. In the South 
Midland also, (garden) greens is the usual 
term, and it appears to be gaining ground 
there. In the entire coastal section of 
North Carolina and South Carolina greens is 
common--and certainly old; in Tidewater Vir-
ginia it is quite rare except on the Northern 
Neck, and in the Piedmont of Virginia, it is 
not used at all." 
A load of corn to be carried to the m:i:ll. 
DAE citations from 1800. 
ADD citations from Miss., SE Mo., W N .c., E Tenn., 
TURN OF CORN 
(Cont'd) 
TURTIJS 
RNG2 
EGR3 
VALLEY 
LGNRl 
VEGETABLE GARDEN 
DGNR2 
VERANDA 
DGNR2 
WADDIE 
LGNRl 
WAGONLOAD 
DG1'ffi2 
LGNRl 
HNG2 
WALK YOU HOME 
KNGl 
WARDROBE 
SGRl 
KNGl 
Ky., and Ala. 
See also load of corn. 
A term for either the dry land or water turtle. 
See also tartar, tortoise. 
A flat grassy country. 
See also bottoms, flats. 
A plot of ground where vegetables are grown. 
A porch. (Old-fashioned) 
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NED citations from 1711. It was originally intro-
duced from India, where the word is found in 
several native dialects. 
DAE: A roofed gallery or piazza extending along 
the front or one side of a residence or hotel. 
ADD citations from Cent. N.Y., Maine, and E Cent. 
s.c. 
A cowboy. 
DAE: American origin. It is Western for cattle 
rustler. Citations from 1897. 
See also cowhand, cowboy, cowpoke. 
The amount of corn that can be carried at one time. 
See also turn of ~' load of ~· 
Take you home. 
See also carry, escort. 
A large piece of furniture used for hanging up 
clothes. 
NED citations from 1794. 
WARDROBE (Cont'd) 
RGR2 
EGR3 
LGNRl 
DGNR2 
~G2 
WASH 
RNG3 
WASH CLOTH 
KNGl 
WASH RAG 
HNG2 
SGRl 
RGR2 
RNG3 
DGNR2 
LGNRl 
EGR3 
WASTELAND 
HNG2 
KNGl 
EGR3 
RGR2 
LGNRl 
DGNR2 
RNG3 
WATER BDTTLE 
RGR2 
WATER HOLE 
LGNRl 
HNG2 
A deeply cut valley or gully. 
NED citations from 1483. 
See also canyon. 
A cloth used for bathing. 
See also wash rag. 
A cloth used for bathing. 
DAR: Amer:i,.can o;rigin. Citations from 1890. 
See also wash cloth. 
Land tbat is not fit for cultivation--will not 
produce. 
NED citations from 1887. 
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DAE: "Uncultivated or uninhabited land, frequently 
in colonial times, reserve.a for woodland or 
other common purposes.'' Citations from 1654. 
A large bottle for drinking w:ater. 
See also jug, cooler. 
A pool or pond where livestock are watered. 
DAE: In the West 11 a hole or depression in the 
~- ground in which water collects." 
See also tank, pool, pond, rock tank, dirt tank. 
WATER JUG 
SGRl 
RNG3 
WATERSHED 
RGR2 
WAYS, A LITTLE 
RGR2 
WEATHERBQARDS 
LGNRl 
KNGl 
EGR} 
RGR2 
WESTEnN SADDLE 
EGR3 
RGR2 
DGNR2 
WHETROCK 
LGNRl 
RNG3 
SGRl 
HNG2 
EGR3 
WHETSTONE 
l'lGNR2 
KNGl 
RGR2 
A large jar for drinking water. 
DAE: ttA ju.g for water." Citations from 1779. 
See also cooler. 
A high flat land. 
See also diVide, plateau, ridge. 
A little distance. 
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Ku.rath (66): "He liv.es a little way(s) down the 
road is an-utterance one hears In all of the 
Eastern States ..•. This eipression is also in 
comm.an -use in Delmarvia and between the Cape 
Fear and the Peedee. 11 
See also little piece. 
The overlapping boards on the outsi~e of a house. 
NED citations Sro:m £539. 
See also clapboard, shiplap, siding. 
A saddle with a large pommel. 
See also Eastern, si~e, Dutch, English, racing. 
A rock O..n which metal knives, etc., .a.re sharpened. 
Kura th ( 60): '1Wb.etrock is current in the South ex-
cept for the tidewater area, and in the South 
Midland; ·whetstone is in general use in the 
North Midland and in the North. 11 
ADD citations from W N.C., E. Tenn., NW Ark., E 
Ala.., W Ga., SW Va., and Cent. Ky. 
See also whetstone. 
See also whetrock. 
w:HISTLING 
HN'G2 
RGR2 
RNG3 
KNGl 
EGR3 
WHITE TRASH 
KNGl 
WINDOW SHA.DE 
KNGl 
HNG2 
WISH BONE 
EGR3 
SGRl 
RGR2 
DGNR2 
WO 
WOA 
DGNR2 
HNG2 
RNG3 
RGR2 
SGRl 
DGNR2 
A call to horses in the pasture. 
See also 5:2_, cope. 
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A poor white or rustic. The term may also be used 
to denote a group of such people. 
DAE: American origin. Citations from 1855. 
ADD citations from Miss., SE Mo., E Ala., W Ga., 
-- Va., and N.C. 
See also Arkansawyer, cedar cutter, hick, hill-
billy. 
A curtain that rolls up and down on the window. 
Kurath (52): "Roller sb,.a.des are a recent invention. 
The term (roll'er) shades has currency in the 
Hudson Valley, the Virginia Piedmont, and the 
greater part of the Carolinas, an,d it is 
widely used in the urban areas elsewhere. 11 
See also blinds. 
The part of the chicken's breast bone which chil-
dren like to pull apart. 
Kurath (63): "Wishbone appears to be a Northern 
expression which now also predominates in the 
North Midland and has come to be rather 
widely used in Maryland and Virginia west of 
Chesapeake Bay. In the Carolinas it is 
pretty well confined to cultivated speech." 
DAE: American origin. Citations from 1853. 
See also pulley bone. 
A call to a cow while milking. 
See also ~' ~. 
A call to horses to stop them. 
Kurath (66): "The most common call is woa! It is 
the only form one hears in the Midland and 
the greater part of the South." 
ADD citations from Ga. and Cent. Ky. 
WOA (Cont'd) 
LGNRl 
EGR) 
KNGl 
WOODCHUCK 
HNG2 
WOODEN BUCKET 
RNG2 
WOOD.JACK 
RGR2 
WOODPECKER 
SGRl 
EGR) 
RNG) 
RGR2 
DGNR2 
WOOD PUSSY 
RGR2 
WOODS COLT 
BNG2 
WOP 
KNGl . 
RNG) 
DGNR2 
Used by this in:formant to mean woodpecker. 
DAE: Ground.hog. Citations from 1-674. 
See also woodpecker, peckerwood. 
A wooden container for water. 
See also metal bucket. 
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A wooden device for sawing logs for firewood. 
Kurath (59): ttrn the Alleghenies the sawhorse is 
sometimes called a (wood.) jack." 
See also sawbuck, cradle.~~ ~~ 
See also peckerwood, .woodchuck. 
A skunk. 
ADD citations from Calif. 
See also skunk1 pole ~· 
An illegitimate child. 
Kurath (77): "Woodscolt is current in the Caro-
linas, the South Appalachians, and the Ohio 
Valley from Wheeling downstream." 
ADD citations from Ky., SE Mo., W N.C., E Tenn., 
SW Va., Maine, S.C., SW Pa., and NE Ky. 
See also illegitimate child, bastard. 
A nickname for an Italian. 
WORM FENCE 
KNGl 
LGNRl 
WORN OUT 
RGR2 
EGR3 
YELLOW JACKET 
SGRl 
HNG2 
YONDER 
LGNRl 
KNGl 
RGR2 
RNG3 
EGR3 
YOU ALL 
RGR2 
RNG3 
SGRl 
HNG2 
DGNR2 
LGNRl 
KNGl 
ZINC BUCKET 
KNGl 
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A rail fence that zigzags. 
Kurath (55): "The Midland term for the zigzag 
fence is worm fence, an expression that pre-
dominates in Pennsylvania, W Virginia, New 
Jersey, and DelamarYia and has made its way 
into northern Virginia. n 
DAE! American origin. Citations from 1652. 
See also rail fence, stake and rider fence, 
ShangEa:i fence. 
Tired and exhausted. 
See also played out, tired out. 
A wasp that stings. 
DAE: American origin. Citations from 1796. 
See also dirt dauber. 
Over there, within sight, or at a distance. 
NED: nAt some distance_, but within sight.tt Now 
only literary, archaic, or dialectical. 
Citations from 1300. 
ADD citations from NW Ark., W Mass., W Cent. W.Va., 
W N.C-, s.9., Miss., and many other locali-
ties, mainly Southern. 
You (plural) . 
Kurath (67): tryou-all is current throughout the 
South and the South Midland (in all of West 
Virginia, except the northwestern portion 
around Wheeling and Parkersburg) . n 
ADD citations from Va., SE Mo., Cent. K:y., W Mo., 
NW Ark., S.C. (Gullah), Texas, and w.va. 
A metal vessel for milk or water. 
See also bucket, pail. 
CHA'PTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF THE KERR COUNTY VOCABULARY 
People tend to change their cars and farm machinery periodically, 
to follow the fashions in dress, or to acquire ttle latest in a radio 
or television set, but speech is like p~litics and religion. We in-
herit it, practice it, and cherish it. Everyone is prone to fall into 
the speech habits of those around him. Formal training recedes into 
the background When one is constantly in touch with the folk speech of 
his particular area. 
In the local school he gets to know the written language, but 
if he settles back into the simple .life of hi~ forbears he 
will continue to speak much like his family and his neighbors 
of an older generation, even if he reads the local newspapers 
and the Saturday Evening Post or listens to the radio. 1 
The names that he applie? to the everydal relationships among people, 
objects, and activities of life will be those words which his family 
and fri~nds use. 
}aood,· cl6tliing, shelter' health, the dayf s -Work,- play, mat-
ing, social gatherings, the land, the farm buildings, imple-
m~n:ts, the :('..arm stocks 'and crops, the 'l{e.a..tller, the fauna, 
and the flora--these are the intimate concern of the common 
folk in the countryside, and for these things expressions 
are handed down in the family and the neighborhood that 
schooling and reading and a familiarity with regional or 
national usage do not blot out.2 
1xurath, A Word Geography of the Eastern United States, p. 80. 
·--.-' ---.. 
2 
Ibid., p. 10. 
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It is the purpose of thi.s chapter to e:itamine and discuss the 
words in the glossary from the s~andpoint of their occurrences in Kerr 
County; that is, whether they weFe used more often by the older or 
younger informants, whether they were used by the Germans or non-
Germans, and whether they Vere used by the ranchers or non~ranchers. 
Those words which were used most often by the older informants will be 
discussed first. ·Since the list is too long to be ha:ndled as a single 
group, it has been further divided into the fol'lowing groups: words 
pertaining t0 ~he house, those pertaining to foo~s, tho5e concerning 
t~e. farm' or ranch) antl th6s~ concerning soGial levels and cuBtoms in 
the community ... 
Mos~ of the old-fashioned words thAt were gi"V.eh for items related 
to the house v.i..11 ~~adily be recognizea as SFeech features of an ear-
lier generation. In fact, practically every one of these words has 
been replaced, or is being repl~ced~ by one'of mor~ modern usage. For 
instance, counterpin ha~ been replaced by bed~pread. A group o~ high 
school seniors were asked what a counte~pin is, and not one of them 
knew the meani'ng. Blinds was on its ~y to being replaced by Shades 
until Venetian blinds betame so popiO.ar. Bureau ts no longer thought 
of as en item of bedroom furniture, but as something ~hich the Demo-
crats have added to government. Likewise, dresser has been replaced 
by dressingot'a.ble tb a certain ex~en~, or perhaps more often by chest 
of drawers. The davenport in the' parlor, front~' or settin' ~ 
is now obsolete; nowadajs the d~van 'is in the livihg r~o.m. The feather-
- --
bed and quilt of 'an earlier ·day' have beeh sup~lanted by the beauty 
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rest-mattress and electric blanket. Neither does the modern house-
keeper wa..tch the clock on the fireboard or mantelboard as these old-
fashionea speakers did, but her little antique model or electric clock 
stands on the mantel. Today's young housewife speaks of the entrance 
to her house, not the galleryJ she has a little glazed porch for a 
sitting place in- summer. 
Items of food"have also undergone changes in names. In the days 
.before adequate refrigeration, everyone knew what blinky or blue john 
milk was; tGday only the older people know. Clabber cheese or clabber 
turd have been replaced among the younger speakers by the commercial 
term cottage cheese. Corn dodger, gritiea b'read, and hoecake are like-
wise passing from use. Since the advent of the school ca~eteria, the 
little dinner bu~ket, lunch basket, and lunch pail of grandmother's 
day£re rapidly falling from the vocabulary of the people. Only the 
very ·old'-fashioned speakers cling to the resit of an earlier d.ay; now 
one follows a recipe. Seay pop is used only by the older informants. 
Rinch, a term used by old-fashioned speakers, has been replaced by the 
modern form rinse. Perhap"s this is partly through the influence of 
the radio advertising for the familiar product, Rinse. With the intro-
duction of the thermos jug and its popular use, we find water' jug used 
less and less. 
Mechanized farming and ranching ha-ve introduced a whole new vocab-
ulary to take the place of many old-fashioned words which are given by 
the older informants~ For example, bob wire has been replaced in 
speech by barbed wire, and the object itself has been replaced in many 
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instances by a single strand of wire charged with electricity~ ,Like-
wise, ~ fence, rail fence, and rock wall were used only by the 
older informants. The present day farmer or rancher uses fuel oil or 
butane gas for cooking and heating, thereby relegating sawbuck and 
cradle, necessary farm implements (for holding logs for sawing) in 
grandfather 1 s day, to obsole.scence. A side saddle has almost become 
a musenm piece. In like fashion shavs of a buggy have become unknown 
to a younger generation. Only the older informants now use the term. 
In an age in which everyone prides himself on being a realist, it 
would be rather incongruous to expect a bull to be called a toro or a 
surly--e:uphemisms used b;f the olde:J?.speakers.- Stµd was a well knovn 
term with the old-fashioned speakers also, but it was no~ fam.il~ar to 
the younger 9nes. ~he terms cowhand, waddie, and cowlot seem to have 
lost in popularity; this is probably due to the influence of the movie 
term!; v,aguero ~nd corral. The term bawl for the noise made by a cow, 
nicker for the noise made by a horse~ and cope, a call to horses, seem 
to be rapidly passing out of use. @ince the advent of large scale 
cotton farming, the term- cotton pat.ch is becoming obsolete except 
among the old-fashioned speakers vho were familiar with the older 
method of cotton culture. ~ikewise, the milking machines, which have 
replaced hand milking, have caused milk pail to be considered old 
fashioned. In like manner, running water in every kitchen has caused 
zinc bucket to lose currency both.as a word and as an object. In like 
manner, the terms polecat and scrooch owl have yielded to the modern 
--- -
words sl!mnk and screeah owl. Other terms used·by the older speakers 
f.or animals or bir.ds are: mosquito hawk, pec~er.wood, woodchuck, 
tartar (tortoise), and r.aintoad~ 
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Another group of words which seemed to be characteristic of the 
older informa~ts ~mbodies their nomel}Cla~vre for levels of society 
and social customs. W~ find such t~rms as Arkansa'Wyer, cediµ- ~utter, 
hayseed~ hick, and .Poor white trash us~d by old~r sp~akers to desig-
na~e thy p~or whit~ class. Patty is the COmJtl.On term among them for an 
Irishman. The Mexi9an is called by such names as pepp~r belly and 
pilau, while the Negro ia given such appellations as ~' darkey, and 
§hine. The illegitimate child is known among the older speakers as a 
woodscolt, and the midwife is called a granny or granny ]'Toman. Some 
older expressions for the relationships withi,n the fami~y. .are :na, 
madam (wife), old man, ol~ lady, papa, pa, and kinfolks. The age-old 
---- ----- - - . 
custom of lovemaking and mating brought forth such older terms as 
bussing1 .smacking, courtin', and $parkin'. 'l'he old-fashio.;ned te:r;ma 
for afternoon are after dinner ~nd eyening, while mo~ni,ng ts known as 
forenoon- Christmas gift! is the old-fashioned speaker's salutation 
on Christmas morniD_$; hov.dy! his. familiar gre.eting .on other occasions. 
qome verbs and verb forms which ap~ear to be common to the older speak-
ers' vo~abulary are to Cfhunk, dove (pap.t tE;nse of dive), to carry (to 
esc9rt), clu:mb (past ~ense of climb) 1 might~' and to~· The 
vivid terms a~d phrases, light~ shuck, 3 played out, spunky, get~ 
~ on, gully washer, antigodlin, onery, and toucheous appear prima-
3see the glossary for yhe meanings of these items. 
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rily in the speech of the older speakers. Haunches are known among 
such speakers as haunkers, or hunkers. A.Ilother expression which has 
passed out of use is racket store for a dime .store. 
Since only on~ teen-age person was intervi~wed and the next young-
est was forty-~ix years old, we would not expect to find many expres-
sions typical of younger speakers. However, there are some terms that 
should be discuss~d. Among these are smopching and courting, which 
date back many, generations. The Dictionary of American English cites 
the usage of smooching as early as 1631, but it was revived in recent 
years in the Eapt (Yirgi~ia ~~d North Car9lina), and now it is gaining 
in usage in the South~.st. f!mOIJ.g the olQ.~ informants for this paper, 
courting means "courting a girl with the intention of marrying her," 
but among the younger genera:tfipn it means rrnecking11 or "petting." 
Pooped out, m~anin~ tired out, seems to be a term used primarily by 
the younger people. They also seem to be more careful about saying 
rinse, barbed ~' take you home, and afternoon--rather than the 
older forms mentioned earlier. 
A tabulation of some of the older and newer usages will give a 
partial picture of the changes in progress in the vocabulary of this 
area. Words labeled "old-fashioned" were either used primarily by 
older informants or--when used by younger speakers--were specifically 
stated to be older usages. 
Old-fashioned 
hunkers 
counterpin 
gallery, veranda 
Modern 
haunches 
b.edspread 
porch 
pole cat. 
shavs 
racket store 
buss 
Cbrist1!las gift! 
hoe cake 
c.orn pone 
gritted bread 
ma 
pa 
parlor 
surly 
bureau 
goobers 
bl.inky 
clabber cheese, 
clabber curd 
resit 
~~wJot, hoxse lot 
woods colt 
granny, granny woman 
evening 
antigo'dlin 
dogirons, firedogs 
battertake, flapjack 
blinds 
leggins 
chunk 
dip 
pack 
tolerable 
skunk 
unfamiliar 
'dime store 
kiss, smooch 
Merry Cbrfatmas ! 
corn bread 
corn bread 
corn bread 
mother 
daddy 
living room 
bull 
dresser 
peanuts 
unfamiliar 
cot.tage cheese 
recipe 
corral 
illegitimate child 
midwif'e 
afternoon 
andirons 
hotcake, pancake 
shades 
chaps 
throw 
sauce 
carry 
The words will now be examined from the standpoint of national 
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origin of the users; that is, whether used by people of German or non-
German descent. The words used primarily by the informants of German 
descent might be grouped into three classes; namely, (1) those that 
are either German words or translations of them; (2) those that were 
adopted from the Spanish, and (3) those that are of English or Ameri-
ca,p. origin. 
Aiqong the first group we find grandmama and grandpapa, which are 
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probably translations of German groszmama and groszpapa. Mutter is 
also in use among families of German descent. Cther words of this 
group are terms for food. The Kerr County Germans use smearcase (Ger-
man scbmierk~se) for curd cheese; they also speak of cooked cheese, 
another form of homemade cheese. In addition to referring to hog's 
head cheese as souse, they call it silza--apparently a German word, 
though it is not listed in the dictionaries that I have examined. Quak 
[kwak) is another term for clabbered milk; sometimes such milk is said 
to be kippered. One of the choice foods for special occasion break-
fasts is panas scrapple (from GermanPfannhase, 'pan rabbit'). A 
Christmas pastry that is popular among the Germans is schnecke. Some 
of these speakers use himmel as a term of disgust. Similar words of 
German origin are rainworm (German regenwurm) for earthworm and cluck 
f'Or setting hen. Rumpel kammer, the standard German term for a junk 
room, is in occasional use. 
As has been stated previously in the paper, the early German set-
tlers were opportunists unmatched. They immediately seized the oppor-
tuni ti-es offered in this ar~a with its grass waist high and its spring 
waters, and turned the wilderness into a great cattle country. They 
quickly adopted the Mexican vaquero's range, his type of cattle, and 
much of his vocabulary. Some of t~ words which indicate this influ-
ence are alamo, calaboose, caviard, chapparral, cinch, corral, mustang, 
pelado [pilau), piloncillo, pilon, and remuda. That the Germans 
adopted the Spanish words more readily than the non-Germans is ex-
plained by the fact that the Germans were the ones who availed them-
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selves of the advantages offered by an industry indigenous to the 
country, as well as the labor of the Spanish speaking people, who were 
adept in the skills of that vocation. 
~he ~hir~ group. of wor.ds showing greater freq~ency among the Ger-
mans--thos.e words o:t? Ameri,can or EI}glish origin--ct-o~tains, for the 
mpst part, words that name obj~cts i~ the pause or about the farm. 
AJnong the terms for SUGh articles we find fe~ther bed, blinds, chif-
of these may merely ref~~ct a greater linguistic conse~vatism amo~g 
this group; others, s~ch as feather bed (a kind of puff or feather 
qu~lt) no doubt i~dicate characterA~~icall..Y Ger.man household objects. 
A few brief observations of the voc~bulary.may q~ mad~ from the 
st~dpo,inl; of th!(- o,ccupationf? of the irµ'o;rmants. Since .ranching i,s 
t,he only ,n.at,i y~ i:q,dustry,. it w;LJ .. l pe the <?r;lY o.:i;i~ used as a criterion. 
These words us.ed primar~ly by rwic:qe:r:s are of .twq main tY,P~s: namely, 
those having to do with topography~ and tqos~ concerµed vi th obJects 
and animals on the ranc}J.~ :Cn the firf?t ~OUlJ are .dirt tan.1c~ rock 
tank, draw, landstorm, and watershed. Of course, this lis;t do~s not 
----~O --
include hose words a\'lOJ?t~Q.·Jrom the qpan1,,sf11 they will be considered 
in the next chapter. WQr~s of the qecqnd, typ~ (again exclµding Span-
ish bqrrQwings) are buck_. c;9;pe, girtz gr~'?s ~' harrow, ~ horse, 
ranch hand, .stock pass, and stud--all of·which are used more often by 
the ranchers in t4is area than by the npn-ranching ~pea~ers. 
CHAPTER V 
WORDS OF SOUTHWESTERN ORIGIN 
In an area where the most coveted ~ositions a.re held by men whose 
dress clothes are fine gabardine frontier ..;pants, .bright colored shirts, 
high-heeled boots, ~nd ten-gallon hats, and ~he most:envied high 
school senior will retire to the ancestral ranch after he finishes 
college, we would e:x::pe~t a language as colorful and distinctLve as the 
people who spe~k it, That is really the situation in Kerr County. The 
facto~2 tont~ibuting.to this reality are the ranching interests, geo-
Sraphic conditions, ~nd the .prdximitj of Mexico and the Spanish-~peak-
ing people. These conditions gave rise to a new vocabulary made up of 
two groups of words: those that were adopted from the Spanish and 
those that seem to be indigenous to the Southwest. 
'J:.n the firs}; gl:'oup, those of Spanish origin, ·we .. find most of the 
words pertinent ~o the cattle industry~ Brano, bur,ro, chaps, cinch, 
1 co~ral, lariat, lasso, mustang; paintr pinto, remuda, hackamore, 
morral, and tank are among such words. These· words were adopted by 
the early settlers along with this new_ industry. Even though· most of 
th~ orig1nal Kerr Countians ·came from a•.fa!"ming area in the central· 
United States or.in Germany, they Were quick to see~the adva.ntages of 
ranching. However, it was an industry of the Mexicans and as old as 
the written recor~s ~:q.a.t are ke~t f,9r tbis continent. In fact, it is 
:I;.An EngJ_ish yord, but probably "translated" from Spanish pinto. 
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said that Columbus brought cattle on his voyage in 1493. Thus 'We see 
these hardy frontiersmen appropriating an industry, which prospered 
because of the mild climate, the succulent range; and th~ constant 
water supply--a.way of living for which their original vocabulary was 
nbt adequate.. Consequently, much of the vocabulary was also appro-
priated from the preYious inhabitants. Today thes~ words are as much 
a part of the native's vocabulary as any Midland or Southern' terms. 
Some of thete borrowed words show slight change$ in meaning~ 
other words show a difference in spelling; but a few others are bor-
rowings wh1ch'have changed in neither meaning nor spelling--though 
all, of.·cou~se, are somewhat'mCd~fied i~ P.~onunciaticn. In the first 
group we find bronc, which Webster says is a small half-wild horse, 
2 probably descended from stock ~hat esc~ped from settlers in Mexico. 
fhe native here, however, means.any unbroken horse. Lariat is from 
the Spanish la reata, which means ~'the' rope" (particularly: a rawhide 
roP..e); lasso -{lazo· in Spanish) is defined by Barcia as tta snare for 
game." Though·the meanin_gs may have changed somewhat, tP.ese Span:tsh 
words are clearly the origin of our pr~sent terms) lariat ana lasso. 
Mustang is from the Spanis~ term mesteno,. m~aning "~ild, ru:tving no 
master .·11 3 We readily rec9_gnize ,the :relationship of this idea to our 
conception of a mustang es a wird horse. Pinto is defined by Webster 
2webster's New International Dictionar.;y. 
" .. ... j. .. 
3craigie and Hulbert, A Dictionary of American English on His-
torical Principles. 
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as a Spanish term meaning literally painted or pied. It i~ not dif-
t'ic:ul·t.1 tp un~rstand the transfer of meaning from the sense of 
"painted" to that of mottled or pied in coloring. Remuda is a word 
that has changed somewhat in meaning ~ince the day it was first 
adopted· by the settlers of the Southwept. O+igina,lly it was the name 
of the several changes of mounts that one cowboy had while he was driv-
ing cattle up t.b.e trail. While he rode one, the others grazed al.ong 
with the herd. However, today the expression .means any string or band 
of horses. The. need for the original meaning has disappeared, but the 
word.is.ma.;int~i~ed in a slightly different sense. In the second group, 
there a:r:~ the wor~s bµrro 1 mor~a.a, and corr~~ which maintained both 
the Spanish meaning and spelling when they were adopted by the early 
settlers of Ke~r County. Burro, meaning donkey, was used in Texas as 
early af) 18lt-2 ;1.n .the diary Qf Samue.J. Maverick. 5 In the 1.ast gr@p, 
tbps~ tlu:t~ c4anged·the fprm put car~iep.,over the Spanish meaning are 
chaps, which i.s a co~loquial ~bprevi,ation for the Bpanish ~haparajos; 
cinch, from, Sp~nish einchaj ~nd tank:., .from Spaniph tanque, which·means 
~ ppnd OT pool.in both Spanis~ ~nd So~thw~stern English. This- term 
6 
was used in the AustiILPapers. as early as 1826. Hackamore undoubtedly 
C8.ll).e from the Spanish jaquima, becau~e bQth te~ms mean a rope halter 
or head.ste,11, vhich a horse wear~ .during the process of being "broken." 
< 4 . 
Webster's New International Dictionary. 
~ary Ladd, nA Vocabulary Study of Early Texas English" (M. A. 
thesiB, University of Texas, 1943), p. 29. 
6Ibid., p .. 74. 
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The second largest group ~f Spanish words in the Kerr'County 
v..ocab1::1-lary pertains to the topo~aphic cobdi tions.. Alamo, which is 
defined by Webster as a poplar,. was given as a synonym fa~ sycamdre 
by one inf'ormant. The same inf'orma:nt gave bo'Sque as the word for a 
me.squi te thicket. Accordi.ng to the Dictionary of American English, 
this word in "Spanish means "a clump or grove of trees," Another Span-
ish tenn, chapparral, also means a grove or thicket. Here it is ap-
plied to a mesguite thicket particularly. Canyon is the prevalent 
t~rm here for any deeply cut crevice in the surface of the earth. In 
fact1 an:ythi~ frott a"$U1ly to a deep valley may be called a canyon. 
Th~ Spanisn terni is spelled canon, but its pronunciation is similar 
to the anglicized form. 
Several names of foods have been borrowed from the Spanish. 
Pintos and frijoles are both prevalent xerms for beans in this area. 
Pinto, meaning mottled:or paintedJ -as previnusJ..y mentionE!d.with refer-
ence to a horse, is also an appropriate designation for the little 
brown and white speckled bean which makes up a great part of every 
Mexican's diet. Originally fJ!ijol( was used to ·designate a dark red 
bean, larger than the .pintC'._, but it seems to be synonymouS" -with pinto 
today. A candy bar is ~ometimes called a pi1oncillo, which means ·lit-
erally~ little loaf of sugar1 The term pilon, which in Spanish I11eans 
~ loaf of sugar, haB also undergone a change in meaning, yet the pres-
ent meaning is logical. Today it mearrs ~ny small gift or bonus which 
i.s ~ven with a purchase or when wages are paid. As was the custom a 
generation or so ago, every merchant gave a little gift, preferably a 
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bag of candy, to a customer when he paLd his bill. I understanµ that 
a pilon was also expected from the rancher when he paid off his hands. 
As with any group of people, the Mexicans have a word for the 
scorne~ or improvident person. The Southwesterner also borrowed that 
term. An expre;tssion which is used by both the Spanish and English 
speaking people is pelado· (pronounced [~i 1 lau]), meaning a low class 
or worthless Mexican. This is derived from the past participle of the 
Spanish word pelar, meaning "to be penniless or a nobody" (collo-
quially). In conjunction with this term, we might mention the expres-
sions greaser and pepper belly, which are also derisive terms for a 
low class Mexican. These latter terms, however, are used by the Eng-
lish speaking people when talking about the Mexicans, and not by a 
Mexican talking about one of his own group. 
Aside from the Spanish borrowings, there seem to be relatively 
few words that are characteristically Southwestern, and these usually 
have some connection with the cattle industry. The cowboy or cowhand 
is called a cowpoke or a waddy. The motherless calf is known as a 
dogie. This usually has reference to the motherless calf in a range 
herd. The commonly known cattleguard is sometimes referred to as a 
stock pass in Kerr County. Mott is an expression used to denote a 
clump of trees on the prairie-like surfaces of the land. It is used 
particularly with reference to a small grove of elm trees. 
The lone word of this group which denotes a weather condition is 
norther. This term is applied to a "spell of weather" which is ini-
tiated by a strong wind out of the north. rt is different from a 
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"cold spell" in that it is the result of a cold} sudden, and rather 
violent north wind. It is usually of brief duration, but while it is 
on, "the wind blows through you." 
Thus we see that it migh~ be dis4oncerttng to an Easterner who 
heard a native Kerr Coajian, say of ,Mexican cowhands, "The waddies and 
cowpokes are cinching u:p the :pintos to lasso the dogi?,B as they run 
out of the cha:p:parral. 11 
CHAPTER VI 
WORDS FROM THE EASTERN STATES 
Thus far in this study we have traced the Southwestern element in 
the Kerr County yocabulary, and haye a.na.lyzed the incidence of words 
in the various age and occupation grou.Ps. The purpose of this chapter 
is to give the distribution in the Eastern stat~s of the English words 
which are in use by the Kerr County i~ormants, with a view to deter-
mining which areas of the East are most strongly represented linguis-
tically. As a basis for this study we.$8.ll use Hans Kurath's ~Word 
Geography of ~ Eastern United States ~nd The Linguist~c Atlas of the 
United States and Canada. 1 
Kurath divides the Eastern United States--the original English 
settlements--into tbree main areas. His definitions of these areas 
might well be quoted. The first area which he sets off is the North: 
The Northern speech area corresponds to the New England set-
tlement area, together with the Dutch settlement area Which 
lies embedded in it. The southern boundary of this area 
runs in a westerly direction through northern Pennsylvania. 
On the East Branch of the SUsquehanna (near Scranton) the 
line turns off in a southeasterly direction and cuts through 
New Jersey to the Atlantic coast below Sandy Hook. 
The subareas of the North are (1) Western New England 
and the New England settlement area w~st of the Hudson to 
the Great Lakes, (2) Eastern New England, including the 
1only the New England materials have thus far been published, as 
the Linguistic Atlas of New England (see Bibliography). For Atlas 
data that does not appear in Kurath, I am indebted to E. B. Atwood's 
unpublished maps. 
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upper Connecticut Valley, and (3) the Hudson Valley, includ-
ing western Long Island and East Jersey. 2 
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Second, Kurath sets off a large area lying between the North and 
the South, which he designates a.s the Midland: 
The northern boundary of the Midland ar~a coincides with the 
southern boundary of the Northern area .... It Ls more sharp-
ly defined in P.ennsyl-vania than in New Jersey, where a com-
plicated settlement history and the old lines of communica-
tion between Philadelphia and New York City intersecting the 
settlement boundary have frayed the word lines .... The south-
ern boundary of the Midland runs along the crest of the Blue 
Ridge in Virginia. North of the Potomac the line turns east 
and sweeps in an ar~ thr.ough Baltimore to the Atlantic below 
Dover in Delaware. In Maryland west of Chesapeake Bay this 
line is clearly."de:f'ined. On the Eastern Shore, where Dela-
ware Bay expressions have often spread far southward under 
Philadelphia influence, the boundary is less sharp. 
South of' the James River the Midland boundary swerves 
out into the piedmont and embraces a large section of the 
North Carolina piedmont. This southern sector of the Mid-
land boundary is less .sharply defined than the middle sector 
in Virginia because Southern expressions have mingled with 
the old Midland terms in the Blue Ridge south o~ the James 
and in the Appalachians- to a much greater extent than far-
ther north. Moreover, some Midland :features ha.ve b~en car-
ried down the valleys of the Cape Fear and the Yadkin-Peedee 
to the Atlantic coast. The Midland area extends westward 
to the Ozarks and beyond. West of Pennsylvania its northern 
boundary runs through the central part of .Ohio, northern 
Indiana, and central Illinois. The systematic survey of the 
speech of the Great ,Lakes Basin and the Ohio Valley, which 
is being carried out under the direction of A. H. Marckwardt 
of the Univ~rsity of Michigan, provides the localized mate-
rial for drawing this line .... The southern boundary of the 
Midland in Georgia and farther west is as yet unknown. It 
probably runs somewhat to the north of the cotton lands.J 
The Midland is further divided into West, North, and South Midland. 
2Kurath, ~ ~ Geography of the Eastern United States, p. 12. 
3Ibid., p . 27. 
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Third, Kurath sets off another area which he calls the Southern: 
The Southern speech area comprises a greater part of Dela-
marvia (the southern two-thirds of Delawar~ and the Eastern 
Shore of Maryland and Virginia), Virginia east of the Blue 
Ridge, the eastern half or more of North Carolina, and all 
of South Carolina except the Blue Ridge province. Although 
very little material is now available from Georgia and the 
Gulf States, it is fairly clear that the Bouthern speech 
area extends all the way to East Texas (probably to the val-
ley of the Brazos River). The chief subareas of the South 
are; (1) 'the highly diversified Chesapeake Bay area, (2) the 
relatively unified Virginia Piedmont, and (3) the Carolinas 
east of the Midland boundary, with several distinct subdivi-
sions .... Speech boundaries within the Southern area are 
rather more clear-cut than elsewhere in the Eastern States 
because this area has remained largely agricultural and be-
cause ~ts population, frerived largely from Colonial stocks, 
has clung to the soil. 
It will be interesting to compare the words of each of these 
areas with the terms found in the Kerr County glossary. Among the 
words which Kurath characterizes as typically Northern, we find pail, 
swill (slop), comforter, johnny cake, whiffletree, evener, angleworm, 
darning needle, co-boss! (to a cow), and clapboards.5 Out of this 
list of words we find only two which were given by any of the inform-
ants for this glossary. One person gave clapboards as the term for 
siding on a house. Three persons used the compound terms milk pail, 
dinner pail, and lunch pail, but no one gave the term pail alone. It 
may be observed that all five instances of the use of pail were by the 
non-German informants. Other terms which Kurath lists as cbaracteris-
4Ku.rath, op. cit., :p. 37. 
~rom E. B. Atwood rather than Kurath. 
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tic of the Northern speech area exclusive of the Hudson Valley are 
spider (skillet), fills, or thills (of a buggy), eaves trough, Dutch 
cheese, and teeter-totter or teeter-board. None of these terms were 
given by any informant for this study. Also in the inland North, 
which excludes eastern New England, w.e find stoop, lobbered milk, and 
fried~ (doughnut); none of these occur in the Kerr County vocabu-
lary. We may conclude that there is practically no influence from the 
Northern speech area in the language used by the native of Kerr County. 
Among the words which Kurath considers typical of the Midland 
area we find blindsJ skillet, ~ little piece, soak! (cow call), and 
quarter till. All of these terms are in use in Kerr County. The ex-
-=----- ___, 
pression blinds was given by only one informant, but skillet was given 
by every on~. ~ little piece was given b,Y five, soak! by seven, and 
quarter till b_y five. Midland terms are clearly relatively frequent 
--~-
in this speech comm.unity. 
Although there are few words tba.t are ~haracteristic of the en-
tire Midland area, there are sub-areas within the Midland which have 
their own peculiar words. In fact, 
... the Midland is not a uniform speech area .... Some ex-
pressions are used throughout the Midland, others in all the 
Midland except the Delaware Bay area, some in all of the 
North Midland (including the Shenandoah Valley and northern 
West Virginia); others are largely confined to Pennsylvania, 
to Pennsylvania east of the Alleghenies (including the 
Shenandoah Valley), or to the Pennsylvania German ro:ea and 
south-cegtral Pennsylvania, and still others to the South 
Midland. 
~urath, op. cit., pp. 27-28. 
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Keeping in mind. these facts, let us consid.er now the words that 
are distinctive of the North Mid.land and. the South Mid.land. In the 
former area we find such word.s as smearcase, ~meat, ~ (creek), 
and. worm fence. In the stud.y made in' Kerr County, all four informants 
who indicated that they used. smearcase were of German descent. This 
fact would be expected, since the word is of German origin. Side meat 
and run were not used by any informant, but worm fence was given by 
two persons. 
Among the terms characteristic of the South Midland are French 
7 harp, tow sack1 ~ board {mantel), clabber milk, and milk gap. Of 
these, all except the last are in use in Kerr County. French harp, 
tow sack, and clabber have a wide distribution in this sec~ton of 
Texas. The term clabber is used in combination with both milk and. 
cheese. Fire board. was given by only one old-fashioned speaker. Mid-
land terms are clearly relatively frequent in Kerr County, with the 
South Midland tending to predominate. 
Words which characterize the Southern speech area (or a major 
part of it) include low (noise made by a cow), lightwood, turn of wood, 
co-wench! (cow call), earthworm., press peach, croker ~' and carry 
you home. Of these terms, we recorded no use whatsoever of lightwood, 
co-wench!, pre.ss peach, croker ~' and turn of ~· However, turn 
of ~ was used by one informant to denote a portion of corn taken to 
the mill for grinding into meal. Low was given by one person, carry 
7From Atwood rather than Kurath. 
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you home by two, and earthworm by four. Thus w.e see that Southern 
(1-~·' coastal Southern) expressions are almost as rare as terms from 
the North. 
Among the words which Kurath classi~ies as characteristic of both 
the South and the South Midland, we find lightbread, clabber, middlins, 
E~) shucks, you-all, pallet, dog irons, firedogs, paling fence, 
bucket, singletree, comfort, pully bone, ~ pone, roasting ~' 
granny (woman) (midwife), and Christmas gift! (as a greeting). Of the 
foregoing words, clabber, shucks, pallet, and roasting or roas'n ~' 
were given by all eight informants. Singletree was given by all the 
informants except the •teen-age girl who has no term for that particu-
lar item. Bucket was used by all; some meant a wooden container while 
others meant one made of metal. Lightbread was given by all except 
one--the oldest informant. Likewise, you-all was given by all except 
one. Co1Ilf'ort was used by six of the eight. Dog irons, firedogs, 
paling fence, ~ pone, granny, and Christmas gift! were used by old-
fashioned speakers, or were given as expressions formerly used. Only 
one, middlins, was not found in the Kerr County vocabulary. It seems 
that the commercial or trade term salt pork is the predominant term 
for home cured "side meat" in Kerr County. 
This brief analysis should help us to make several observations. 
First, the greatest influence contributed by any single area in the 
Eastern United States to the Kerr County vocabulary is from what Kurath 
designates as the Midland speech area--with the South Midland contrib-
uting appreciably more than the North Midland. A very large number of 
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words in the vocabulary of this locality are characteristic of the 
combined South and South Midland areas. The North has made the least 
impact upon the Kerr County vocabulary. Likewise, the Coastal South 
contributes few words to our glossary. 
Although, to be sure, a great many words in use in our area are 
indigenous to the Southwest--as a product of Southwestern cultural 
conditions--it is striking that the sources of early migration to Kerr 
County (as outlined in Chapter I) should have left such clear traces 
in the present~day speech o:f the locality. The Midlander on arrival 
in the Southwest may have changed his occupation, his "way o:f life" or 
"culture pattern," and even a portion of his vocabulary--but his every-
day terms for everyday objects and concepts still provide excellent 
clues as to his origin. 
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.APPENDIX 
WORK St!tl:ETS FOR 'VOOA:BULARY OOLLEOTION 
INSTRUCTIONS: 
Record the informant. 1.s terms for the words and pbrases that e.re 
printed in capital letters on the work •heats. Write eaoh word b~1d~ 
or under the item on the worlc sheet, using the oottv'enti.onal spel~ing. 
If the ·wot"d has no ~it ten form that you know of •. or if it is given 
with an unusual pronunciation, use the phoneiic alpha.bet in t~an~cribing 
it. Try in every case to determine the informant 1 s uaage •it'hout your-
self using the word in question. If you find it necessary to 11 suggest 11 
the t()rlJ' to the informant, always write 0 s11 or 11 in:g." before the 1'0rd, 
thul, ~q. Dutch cheese." 
Items are arranged topicaliy to help.give c~herenoe to the interview, 
i>lease $dd any further words that you think: to be of interest; uae the 
back of the sheet or a separate sheet if necessary. If th~ inf~rmant 
uses a Illl!nber of interesting cookery terms,. ra~ohing .o~ farming terme, 
etc., record as ~ny a.a you can JVh~ther they a.re on the •orlc sbeet1 or no~. 
If the informant uses more than one term for a st.ngle ttem, record 
all terms· used. If one of the terms is ~egarded ~Y the i~fonpe.nt a.a 
"ol~er," or. "old-faahion~d," or flfam111ar," pl?aae indicate th~s faot. 
flee.se ID.! def1nit1onS' .~·all o,ases. '1ae.re Y8:1"iatJon ill meal}~~ !!. 
eneawt"en~. 
lTO'rll: 'f orda· enclosed in parenthetes () are s~eatipna at to ~he kind 
of Ve!'i.~td ·to watch tpr,. Whey )V~ by no mean• a: oomple~e 11~ of 
the pas~ibilitie~. 
TIME WHEN THE SUN com UP (sun-up) 
AT SlX IN THE MORNING- YESTERDAY, TH:m SUN (riz, raised, rised, coma up) 
OLEA.RING UP (fairing up, fairing off, etc. ) 
STO:RM WITH .RAIN & THUNDER & LIGHTNING (electrical storm, etc.) 
VERY HEAVY RAIN THA.T DO.l!SN1T LAST LONG (gulley-wahlioJ.•, goose-drownd.er, etc:) 
~ WIND IS NC'lr BLOWING SO HARD (easi::l.g up, laying) 
STRONG OOtD WIND FROM NORTl! (blizzard, norther~ w':;,t norther, blue norther, 
etc.;) 
LONG PERIOD OF DRY i'EATBER (droutli, dry spell) 
Other terms: 
2 
.. 
:. 
SMALL STB.EA.M; SlJ!U!Wl 'CS'1 THBl MA.ID' J:mmEL O'S! .A. RIVER (creek, run, 
bran&l, brook, bayou, etc. Dist1ngqish) 
DRY o:aEEK-BED (arroyo, etc.) 
·DEEPLY CUT VALLEY OR GULLY (Oa.nyo~, gor~e, gulch, eta. ,D,escribe) 
COVE, BA.Y, INI.iE'l'; B.A.CKiiATER (resaca., etc.. J2._escr1be) 
I 
LOW GllOUND IN A RIVER V.ALLEY (bottoms, b()ttom land, etc.) 
~ GRASSY COUNTRY (prairie, llano, etc.) 
HIGH, FUT LAN.q (IOOsa, etc.) 
PLA.Cll WHERE MESQ,UITE GROiiS !r!HICK ·~chaparral) 
LAND \iHERE SCRUBBY OAK GROWS (shinnery, etc.) 
TREE THAT PRODUOJ!S SUGAR AND SYRUP (sugar tree, s~"B.r maple, etc.) 
SYCAMORE (buttonwood, buttonball, etc.) 
Cmtl!lNT ROAD; PAVED ROAD (hard road, hard-surface road, etc.) 
MA.IN IRRIGA!rION DITOR (acequ.ia, sakey, sakey ditch, etc.) 
~IFIOI.AL POOL OR POND WHERE LIVFSTOOX ARE w~EBED (tank) 
POISONOUS VINE THA!l? MAXES THE SKIN JmEAX OUT (poison t•ine, etc.) 
WASTE LAND (par.ticularly ~covered) (malpaia, bad.lands, etc.) 
PLAOE TO llm OilS OR TRAINS PASS THROUGH A FENOJ!l (gap, etc.) 
PLACE TO fr.ALIC AT SIDE OF STREE!I' 
BUNCH OF TBEF.S GROWnTG IN OPEN COUNTRY (par,ticula.rly: ~~hill) 
3 
ROOM ~ FRONT WHERE GUJDSTS ARE ENTERTAINED (parlor, sitting rooin, etc.) 
FLOOR OF FIREPLAdE 
SHELF OVER FIREPLACE (mantel, mantelpiece, fireboard, etc.) 
TROUGHS TO TAKE WATER OFE ROOF (eaves troughs, spouts, gutters, etc.) 
CLOSET FOR CLOTHING 
UNFINISHED SP.A.OE AT TOP OF HOUSE (attic, garret. etc.) 
FOROlr (at :front door; Qi~ door; ~cribe) (piaua, veranda, gallery, 
stooJl.t ~t~.) 
OVERLAPPING BOARDS ON OUTSIDE OF HOUSE (hOtizontal) (clapboards, siding, 
wea.therboarda) 
ROOM FOR STORING DIS~DD ~!OL:ES . • 
MA.Ill RANOg HOUSE1 (big house, hacienda, etc.) 
SmNGLl!S OR :SO.AB.00 ~IT JROM .Ii\ LOG (shakes, clapboards) 
Other terms 
-4. 
HOUSQOW GOOD9. 
·Oms'!' OF DBA17EliS · ( des,er.i'b,e). {dresser. bul"ea.u, chiffonier,. armoire, etc.) 
Wtm>oW COVERING ON ROLLE.RS (blinds, cUrtaina) 
SMALL ROOM OFF 'rHE' KITOtnl:N TO S!I!ORE :roODS AND' ~UIPMENT 
. 
LONG PlEOE Oll' li'URNITDlim TO SIT OR LIE ON (lounge1 equch. davenport, eto.) 
HOUSDOL1' OOODS {padi~ly WPQhles·e stuff) (plunder, etc.) 
lRONS TO lrOLD ;oGs FOR ~URNim>' {6.og irons, fire dogs, etc.) 
WOODEN VllSSEj'.., FOR WATER (bucltet, pail} 
+ 
METAL CONTAINER :B'oR 0.A.RRTING .DINN!a O'B LTJNCS 
. 
GARBAGE CONT.A.INER (for scraps, s.],op, etc.t 
CLOTH FOR DRYING DISBES (tea t~el •. cup ~aW&l, dish towel) 
t>EVIOE ro ~URN ON WATER (!n, kitchen .2!: bathroom; outd.oO:t'S) (tap, spigot I 
sJ;ick~t. faucet, hydrant) . 
LARGE JAR JroR DRINKiltrG WATER~ ( olla., etc .• ) 
5 
PAPER CONT.A.INER FOR GROCERIF.s,mO. (sack, poke, etc.) 
INFLAMMABLE OlL;FO.RMERLY ~URNED IN LAMPS (coal oil, lamp oil) 
BEDDING SfREA.D 9N ~R (bunk, PE4let, shakedOWn, etc.) 
FANCY DA'YTIME COVlj!R FOR l3ED ( coverlid, counterpin, oounterpane, eto~) 
·. . 
. 
HEAVY BED COVER (~ r.ather ~sewn) (hap, comfort, comfotter, comfortable, 
etc.) 
WOOD USlllD ire> S''T.Am FIBE (pine, lightwood, kindling wood, etc.) 
Other terms 
'~IME; DISTANCE 
PART OF TEE DAY mrroBE SUPPER Tll!Bl (evening, afternoon) 
... ,... . ~ . 
15 ltt~ l3EFOBE ELE_yEN (quarter of, -~u.arter t.o, quarter till) 
.A. WEEK, ll'ROM NEXT SUNDA.Y; FROM LAST SUNDAY 
ll'OR Q~TE ~WHILE (spell,. etc .. ) 
A. LI'l!TLE,DIST.ANOE; A LONG DIS~OE (ways, piece, etc.) 
two ~~e~ ~is i:p.HE FARTEEST he can go (all the further, etc.) 
SOtDI DISTANCE OFF, BUT IN VIE'ii (as, his.house is over there, over yonder, et 
Other terms 
,/ ., ~ f"- • .... •• 
m PliEM:t~m; ·~Fili AND: :RllmH 
.... _.. 
WALL MAJ)E 'OF ROOKS OR STONES (roclt ~11,"'rO.ck £ence, ptone fanoe, etc,) 
. 
r.mf01f'MADE 011 WOODEN ~IIS (zigzag and other ·types) .Desori:Pe .. 
' . 
JPENQJD ~ OF SLJ\TS 8TAND:!NG UPRIG~ (paling fenoe; palil}gs) Describe. 
i'E~OE ~ 01 WIRE WITH SPIKl!S ON IT Describe, 
PLA.QE WEERE HO:SSEs ARE ENOLOSED (lot', horse lot, .corral) 
' . 
BAG .A!l!TAOBlllD TO HO$E•S ~ TO FEED HIM :C:f"eed bag; nose b~, morral) 
ENOLOSUBE FOR PIGS OR HOGS (hog pen, hog house, etc.) 
ROP:sl WITH LoOP {for catching'animls) (lui~t; lasso, ree.ta, etc.) 
RAWillDE ROPJ!J 
t' ' ... 
YARD OB ENOLOSUBE .A~OUT !Hl!l BA.RN ( oow lot• barn lot, et o. ) 
BA.ND THA'r HOLDS THE SADDLE ON. (cinch, ·to cinoh up) 
PL.A.OE WHERE OORN IS STORED 
FLAT PIECE OF STONE TO SHARPEN XNIVJ!S 
ROUlID STONE THAT REVOLV'liS--TO ftl!Am>EN .AX:ES 
l 
LEA.TEER LmGINS THAT REA.OH TO .TEE WAIST--USED FOR RIDING 
ilOODm RAOK FOR SAWING Pzlmts. (trestle; SA~horsa, sawbuck:) 
7 
IJ!BE .A140UN1l! OJ' ilOOO YOU a.AN OA.RRY IN BOTH J.mS (turn, armload) 
WOODEN DEVICE :'roR SAWING LOGS FO!t l'!Di00l1 
WOODm POLES (of a buggy); HOI?Sl!l STANDS Blll'J:WltEN TEEM (shays, fillri, thills) 
BAR TO mIIOH A SINGLE HO'llSl IS Hl~O'BlllD (whippletree, whiffletree, singletree) 
. 
UR TO WHIOR ftO WHIF.ll'LmmnES' .ARE ATTACHED 11ama fo'J! three or :f'oi:ir horses (dQubl~tree, etc.) 
ROPE 3'EV!Oll ON HOmE1 S" ~-USEP TO OOwrROL A iILD HORSE OR LEAD HIK 
(baeltam~~a) · 
KtNDS OF SADDLlB (stock saddle. mu.lay saddle, eto, )-
WASTE FOOD 1f0 :BE FED TO PIGS (awill, slop, etc.) 
LARGE SACK MADll OF l3URLAP- (tow sack, feed sack, grass saOk, oroke!' sa.ok, 
gunny sack, bulap sa6k, eto.) 
VARIOUS KINDS OF WORKERS ON A .RA.NOH (cowhand, wrangler, buckaroo, ate. 
pisti~sh) 
~ER WO:ax!NG ~- (overheJ.ls, levia, etc.) 
SMALL BOAT USED ON A RIVD (bat.ea.u, pirogue •. etc.) 
OUTDOOR TOILET 
.Other terms 
8 
SMALL S~UIRaEL-L!lQ!l .ANI~ TBA.T Rt1NS ·'.ALONG -rBE GROUED (ground: squirrel, 
chipmunk:) ¥ ~ 
• I 
~RY-µ.ND ANbfAL THAT· HOPS--Sqt'POS~ !rO 0.A.tJ'SE W.AATS (ttm.df~g, etG.·) 
.. 
l. 
Q~ ~ tIDBSllS TO STOP ~M (whoa., ho, eta.) 
CAJJL 'l'O HOBS:B1S !rO l.wa!I TD4 GO (get up, oome up,. ~dM:~· etc.) 
Qt.LL T9 HORSES. IN M P.ASTURE (~ope~ quopa; whistling, calling by, namo) 
"-~ ~ ' 
,, ' ... . . ~ 
.. 
o.AL!.i~ TO OOWS ·IN PASTUB.E (12. get tbem p,ome) (co boas, s.ook, aook onw, e'tc.) 
. . . . . 
. .. 
, . - ' ... 
0.ALL TO 0.ALVl!S (soolt ea.Die,. -et-e.) 
. , 
. \ . 
0.A.LL TO 01IIOXENS 
0.ALL TO ~!S 
·-· (.. , 
GEN'l:'Iial NOISE MADE :SY HO:RSE (e.t feeding time) (get the verb) 
.. 
•1,.,. ... 
NOISE MADE BY COW (at. feeding .or milking tizne) (Low, moo, eta.) (verb) 
,, • - ,i. ' t *' 
.. . " . 
:a.A.ED Ol1 mmD OF SADDLE HOBSllS (remuda, ea.ballad.a., eaviarcl, eany, etc.) 
.. 
IN!lUN .PONY .(pinto, paint, etc • .) 
. . 
HOESE QN S tm SIDE IN PLOWING OR HAULING (near hQrse, nigh horse, etc.) 
1"xU .... .. :. i 
... 
1' ........ 
,•. 
. . . 
"' : ~ ..... _ .. ~ ~· 
ummomr HO.BSJil (bl"otrc, rmistang, ete. l>ofine) 
.. ' . . 
TO~ TRY TO TmtoW Tml RIDER (buck, pit-oh) 
.. 
. . . 
YO'l1HERL1!SS om (maverick, dogie. ,!)1st ipgµis.h) 
MA.Lill BOBS.lil (euphemisms and. nicknames) 
Wi.LE COW ~euphemisms and nicltna.mes) 
... 
s~ VARimY ~l' JA.OXJSS (donkay, burro) 
'Wo:RTHLiSS DOG {cur, .e oru..b, fice, fist a, etc.) 
... 
DRAGON FLY (mosquito hawk, snake doctor. etc.) 
RoPPING INSECT ~'r DmTROYS OROPS (gra.eshopper, hoppergx'a.Qs) 
9 
. 
' 
INSECTS 'l'!IA!l BUILD MOD m'Stt'S .AND DON'T STING (mud daubers, dj.rt daubers, etc.) 
. ' 
li'L nNG ·BUG ~ ~LOWS .AT NI(}ml. (firefly, 'lightning bug, etc.) 
• ~ ill " .. .: ' ' • .,,.· • • 
WORM US1:D, )OR ll'ISR BA.IT ( ra.inworm, mud'ftdrm• 'Gaoewoi'mt ear~hworm, 'engle'lt'orm, 
angled.og, £ish worm, fishing worm, etc,) · 
S?W.iL INSECT rnT 'BOaES I~O 'l'BE SKnt (make a red, itohy spots) (chigger, . .redb'ug) 
. ~·~ ·"" 
SMALL· FLA.T. LIZARD WITH HOaNS ON ·HEAD .AND BA.OK (horny toatl., horned frog, etc,) 
'Other terms 
10 
QBOfS; FOODS 
FRl!ISH CORN SlimVED ON 'lRB'l ao~ ~green corp, eweet corn, roe.sting ea.rs, etc..) 
BEANS OOOmT AND SERVED IN TH:m PODS (green beans s snap beans, snaps. etc.) 
~E ~ BIANS (butter beans, lima. beans) (Describe) 
MEXIOAN BROWN BmANS (pinto beans, frijoles) 
PEA.OJI WHOSE MEA.T S'?IOltS ~O SdD 
PE.A.OH WHOS.E M!ll.AT DOESNl~ STI~ ,~O S:IZ1> . 
. 
HARD CENTD·OJ' PEA.OH (se.ed, atone, i>it) 
SJ(ALL 0.AKE (l:>rioohe, ~to.) 
ROUND, ~ SHEET OF PEO.AN CANDY (:G:raline, ete..) 
SViEET LI~U!D SERVED WITH PUDDING (dip, d9J>e, ete..) 
HO~ CHEESE MADE om OF OtJ'RD ,(Dutch cheese, pct cheese., sour milk oheese, 
olabber cheese, smearcase, etc.) 
Mll.K THA!t' HAS SOUltmO AND THlOIOmm ( olabber, bonnyclabber, oonnyclapper, 
lobbered milk,. loppered milk., thick lililk, ourds, cruds, sour milk, .. -
Clabber(ed) milk, ete.) 
SILK .~ IS :BEGINNING 'rO ·sotm (is 'bl inky, etc .• ) 
SA!ll! PORK~ HOUE-CURED :BACON • 
·FLAT CAKE·(~ .FLOtm: OOOKl!D -ON .A. GRIDDLlll "(pancake. battercake, et.c.) 
\ 
I 
ll 
PRliSSJ!lD MEAT LW' M.tUJE OF HOGS 1 JOWLS (b.Ga.d cheese, souse, etc.) 
ao~ DRINK (pop. soda pop, cold drink:, sody water, eto.) 
DOUGBNUT, O,RULLER (describe) (fried cake, fat cake, etc.) 
BREAD MA.DE OF O'O~ (various kinds) 
WlI.EA.!t! BREAD MA.DE OF IHITE FLOUR (light bread) 
STALKS OF WRlllA!l' TIE'D TOGETHER (bundle, sheaf) 
OHI~ :BONE THA.!l' CHILDREN PULL .AP.ART (lucky bone, pully bone, pull bone, 
pulling bone, wish bone• etc..) 
OUTER LEA:B'l OovEn OF EA.RS OF CORN (husks, shucks) 
son, MUSHY CORN BREAD SERVED l'lITH A SPOON 
'l'HIOR: SOUP, USUALLY CONTAINING OlmA 
FOOD MADE FROM HOGS' INT:HS~INJS 
Other terms 
12 
Re BJISEMl3Lm his father in appearance; in other traits (takes after, etc.) 
Her RELATIVES (relations, folks, kinfolks, etc.) 
Her PAREN'l!S (folks, etc.) 
She has BROUGHT UP three children (raised, reared, etc.) 
GBANDMOTlD!lR (usu.al term and terms of affection) 
G.RANDF.A.TBER (usual term and terms of affection) 
MOO'BER (usual term. and terms of affection) 
FA.TEER (usual term and terms of affection) 
MY WIFE (also familiar and facetious terms) (the M~ssus, etc.) 
ILLEGITIMA.ll CHILD 
WOMAN WHO HELPS .AT OHILDBI.RTH (granny woman, partera) 
Other ,tepns 
·. 
S Ot1I.A.L LIFE 
SIJ!RING O? :8lUDS (strand, pair) 
He is OO'O:RTING her (wooing, etc.) 
KISSING (buaaing) 
13 
NOISY BUR1JSQ,U111 SERElW)E ~A WEDDING (describe) (Efhivaree, belling, 
skim:nelton. oallathump, etc.) 
BAIXONIOA (mouth organ, harp, mouth barp, French harp) 
:SO'm' WEAPON MADE OF RUBBE:a STRIPS OM A FORKED STlOlt (sling, sling-shot, 
beanie, nigger•shooter, etc.) 
GBl!ET!NG !A.RLY ON OHRISTMAS MORNING ~Ohristma.s gift) 
BONUS OR GIFl' GIVEN WITH A PUR01IASE OR WEEN BILL !S P.A.ID (pilon, 
lagniappe) 
May I TAD you bane (ml. foot; in ~vehicle) (carry) 
SIJ!Omll UEERE .ALL KINDS OF OBEAP THINGS A.RE SOLD (ra.aket atore, etc.) 
TII:dl LOOAL PDAOH!m; AN UNPROF.l!lSSIONAL, P.A.R'f.-!IUE, UY PREAOBEa (parson, 
dominie, the reverend, Brother so-and-so, Jackleg preacher, yard-
a.x, ohe.ir·backer, Bible banger, etc.) 
YOU (plura.1) {yOUr-all, you.-uns, youse, you folks, etc.) 
BELiiO ! (familiar ,term) (hi, l:t:ly, etc.) 
Other terms 
14 
Plms-ON$; Pli!RSONAL C~ERI&TI~ 
S~IN~t; A STiliGY PERSON (tight, ahinohy, etc.; tightwad, peimypincher, etc.) 
. She's Q,i.1ITE LIWLt (~old ·;person) (I'ight spry, right peart, etc.) 
SLOVENLY; DRESSJD IN FUNNY LOOKING CLOTID!S OR IN :BAD TJ\S!rE (slouchy, ta.oky,etc~ 
ilASltY OnENDED (touchy, ate .. ) 
J.NGRY {Mad., riled, het up, etc.) 
TIRl!JD, ~TEn (worn out, tU.ckered out, bushed, etc.) 
LAZY, UN'.Alml!l'IOUS (no-account, o~n~ry, onery, etc.) 
WOMAN WHOSlil m1Sl3AN)) IS DEAD (widow woman, etc.) 
IRISIDAA.N (nfcknames) 
JEW (nicknames) 
A<WlIAN Jl'RENOli (niclmsme s) 
M:mXIO.AN (nickname.a) 
NEGRO (neutral, polite, derogatory, and nicknames) 
A POOR WHITE; A WS!l1IO; ONE FROM l'RE BA.OK 00UNTRY (yokel, hi.ck, hayseed, 
sharearppper, hillbj.lly, redneck, etc. l:l1suinB;Uish) 
B.A.OIC PART OF LEGG : WHAT YOU SQ,UAT DOWN OU (hunkers) 
EXPRESSIONS OF MILD DISGUS~ (datn, durn, dad-gum, etc.) 
V..ARIOtJS AOTIVIlJ!Ill'S; VElm FORMS AND SMAOTIO.A.L PlnmltURITll.S 
I WANT !!O. dml' OFF ! I want off) 
It LL WA.IT FOR YOU ( on YoU) 
LEA.VE VERY FAST (light a shtick, eto.) 
She OLEA.NS UP the house (tidies up, reds u::p, etc.) 
1'.ASH OFF (DISHES) IN OWR WATER (rinse, renah) 
Re DRAGGED a log (drug) 
BAf:A.NOED :B'O-UU) FOR ;Cin:LDRlmr 11'0 PLA. Y ON 
IT W.ASN 1T ME 
GA.ME IN WHICH HOBSJ!SltOlS An PITCHED; RINGS, ETC • 
.A. GOOD IlEAL (right much, right s1Il0.I't, etc.) 
JAIL (.locruJ.ar terms) (oaiaboose, hoosegow, eto.) 
He 'rimm a STONE at a dog (throwed, flung, chunked.; a rock, etc.) 
SWITCH (for ::punishing children) 
TO WHIP SOUNDLY 
HE OUGBTN'T TO GO (harl.n't ought, etc.) 
15 
He walked DIAGONALLY a.crcP s a. field ( oatty-cornerad, ant1godlin, etc.) 
mil DIVED IN {dove, div, etc.) 
fhe balS'y MOVES ON-ALL 30tmS across the floor (creeps, crawls) 
He CLIMBED up a tree {el um, olim, ~to.) 
16 
I 1'lU!WIED all night (drempt, dremp) 
I IOKE UJ? (waked up, w~e~ed {up) • etc. ) 
He MIGB'.r have Bl!ILPED me (mought; holp, holped) 
He SAW me ~o it (seen, see, seed) 
TO C1A.RRY somnmG HEAVY, .AS A BUNDLE OR S.A.OK OF POTATO:ES (pack, tote) 
He SWEA.TED hard· (sl'teat) 
I MIGHT ml ABLE to do it (might could, maybe could) 
PRETTY GOOD (right, quite, toler•bla~ etc.) 
IJ!he DEVIL; AN IMAGINARY 'BAD MA.N TIDLT 1•Gmsn LITTL!l OmLDBEN (booger man, eto.) 
GHOS~, GOBLIN (spook, ha1nt, aperit, ooager, etc.) 
Other terms 
17 
NAME OJI' 'INFO~ 
l3IB!I!El?LA.OE 
LENMH OF RlllSIDENOE IN PRESM COMMUNITY 
BWBPLA.OE .AND HOME OF P.A.REN!l'S 
NAME .AND LOCATION OF COMMUNITY IN WHICH INFORMANT LI'Vl!B (1noluding name 
of county) · 
TYPE OF COMMUNITY 
~ 
'l!he wind. is :SLOWING HARDER (rising, breez"!ng up, etc.) 
LARGE PIECE OF FURN!ro.RE USED FO:R HANGING UP CLOTE:BIS (wardrobe, clothes pres~ 
. 
PIECE OF KI'rCHEN FU.BNI?URE FOR KEEPING FOODS, etc. (safe, cupboard) 
LARGE LOG AT BA.OX OF F!aE (backlog, back etio'k:, baok c:P.unk:, eto.) 
30 LtiWUTm ·mEB. SEVEN (half-past, half-after) 
PERIOD OF T\10 \18S (a £ortnight) 
IMPLEMENT FOR LEVELL!?rG OFF DiLY PLOWED GROUND (harrow, drag) 
PLOT OF GROUND WBEB.E vEGE'rA:BLES ARE ru.ISED (garden patch, kitchen garden, etcJ 
.. 
PLOm OF GltOU!m WHERE OmoN IS' BA.ISED (ootton patch, etc.) 
A.Mbum? OF OORN OAB.tu:ED IN A WAGON (turn, etc.) 
T~L.E, TERRA.PIN (~they distinguishedi) (cooter, gopher., turkle,eta~) 
SETTING HEN ( oiook, glook, et o~ ) 
OROP '.tHAT GROWS .A'f'T!l'R 1IBST CROP IS OUT (second crop, second cutting, 
rowen, aftergrass, aftermath, volunteer crop, etc.) 
'PEAN't!OO (goobers, ground peas, eto,) 
Tbrm WHERE COUNTY GOVEBNMENT 1$ LOOATED (county seat, county site, etc.) 
